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•

The Database Manager combines impressive

flexibility; huge data capacity and
operational simplicity with an ability to perform tasks other databases are
incapable of handling.

• The

Database Manager is a Multi File database and can access, not just one file
but can relate data between files; allowing student records to be
related to course and lecturer records; or an estate agent to relate customer files
at a time,

to properties.

• There are up to
*

each with up to 32,000 records of more than 2,000
characters. With individual field elements of a maximum 79 characters, the
Database Manager can handle almost any application for clubs, businesses,
schools and individuals.

• Yet,
is

10 data

files

in spite of its massive capacity, power and flexibility, the Database Manager
incredibly easy to use with full menus, helpful information and on
screen prompts
usually requiring only single key responses.

—

The Database Manager, don't

settle for less!
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Latest events, latest products, latest inside information.

PCW owner needs to know to keep in

A detailed

touch.
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review of this

new mail-merger which

takes

the pain out of mail shots.
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We wecbme contributions from readers, but
we cannot guarantee to return
we enter inlo
unfortunately

reaches perfectly spelt conclusions.
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If

for the trusty

PCW.

PCW

David Langford discovers a black market in
keyboards and further possibilities in 3" discs. He also
provides fodder for this month's LocoSpell challenge.

Here's one of

FANCY FONTS

you're fed up with the fonts on your

selection

from Gemini.

We

publish

is

accurate, but

we

we cannot accept

liability lor any mistakes or misprints.
Nopanotths publicatvn may be reproduced in

A full

PCW,

try a

A DISC

programmer.

books trying to teach word processing, and a third

Our bookworm

the

Ideal for finding lost variables,

any form without ourpermisscn.

trying to teach everything else.
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46

new

review.

BOOK LOOK
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45

Uniface frees you from 3" discs forever.

material submitted to us. nor can

personal correspondence
lake great care to ensure that what

LANGFORD'S PRINTOUT

43

charts and tables look that bit

USER PROFILE
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LOCOSPELL

Ben Taylor examines Locomotive's major launch and

I4TABS AND RULERS
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LONDON SW9 7AG

a preview of a

labour-saving package out soon.

Make your LocoScript
more professional.

PRINTING

REDWOOD WEB OFFSET
YEOMANS WAY

40

A new mouse-based art program, and

inspects.

We take a good

VICAR

is

an ace

look.

ALL YOU NEED FOR NOISY

49

GAMES
new interface from DK'Tronics includes
sound chip and loudspeaker. Just the job.
This

KEEPING
PRINTER

25

CONTROL OF YOUR

How to keep your printer putting on the
from CP/M.

styles

- and

MINI-REVIEWS

28

Succinct summaries of some useful disc

HARD DISCS

new kind of drive for the PCW can store 5 times
much data; but are they worth the extra outlay?

This

34

1

BASIC BASICS

processor, database, spreadsheet and mail-

merger

for less than 20 discs.

55
as

if

it's

worth

it.

WORKING ON WORDSTAR

Three handy BASIC listings, which can save you time and
predict the end of the world.

59TIPOFFS
The world famous

John Hughes starts a major new series which takes the
mystique out of Mallard BASIC

We check

TEXT RETRIEVAL

A novel database which can dig the facts out of your text.
We start a recipe book!

software to teach you LocoScript.

30

A word

52

and

utilities

own

OFFICE SUITE FOR £50

50
all

its

Plus

65

technical tips section

monitor and stand above the

which keeps 8000

rest.

GOOD SOFTWARE GUIDE

This comprehensive guide to the growing range of

software available for Amstrad

PCWs provides a sharp,
we consider most

concise evaluation of the packages
significant.

Now split into three

monthly

sections, this

Databases, Communications and

issue's offering includes

Graphics packages.

74

SPECIAL OFFERS!

You won't have to dig deep
month's bargains.

78

in

your pockets for this

We can offer you big discounts on

LocoSpell, Uniface and

Tomahawk, among others.

POSTSCRIPT

A generous selection of your

letters.

Create Superb Graphics
On Your PCW 8256/85 12

THE CHOICE IS YOURS
THE ELECTRC STUD

O

THE ELECTRC STUD

MOUSE

LIGHT PEN
ir

The

Light Pen plugs directly into the expansion port at the rear of the

monitor;

it

is

supplied complete and

REQUIRES NO FURTHER INTERFACE.

COMPLETE MOUSE GRAPHICS PACKAGE INCLUDES

*The Light Pen simulates a

"real world" pen by allowing the user to
directly onto the screen.
our "ART" program, which has a user-friendly
ICON/WINDOW system for selection of functions, with on-screen prompts
to guide the user through the program. SIMPLY PLUG IN AND DRAW!

accurately freehand

draw

ir Supplied with the pen

•fa

ir

ir Precision High Quality Mouse, complete with Interface.

is

The superb "ART" Software program on

it

(identical to that supplied with the Light

Amongst the many features of the program are:
PENCIL, MULTI-SIZE PAINT BRUSH, SPRAY CAN, ELASTIC SHAPES
(RectangleATriangle/Cube/Circle/Ellipse/Polygon), ELASTIC LINE, PINNED
LINE, RAYS, ERASER, CLEAR SCREEN, INVERSE IMAGE, COPY IMAGE,
MOVE IMAGE, SET POINTS, and many others.
PAINT FILL or BRUSH from the Texture Palette, giving an almost infinite

PLUS THESE GREAT EXTRA FACILITIES

•
•
•
•

variety of shading.
it

*

MULTI SIZE TEXT with horizontal/vertical/forward/backward
STORE PICTURES TO DISC for future use.

disc

Pen package).

print facility.

ic Program allows you to produce hard copy by outputting screen images to
PCW8256 printer in 3 sizes (single or double density).

Save and Re-load any area of the screen.

Expand or Contract areas

of the screen.

Co-ordinate Display option.
Joystick connection on the interface
(Basic Joystick driver program is included on each disc).

* Suitable for ARTWORK, LETTERHEADS, PLANS, DESIGNS, MAPS,

£129.95

DOCUMENT COVERS, LOGOS, PCB LAYOUTS, and many more

applications.

* GSX DRIVER included on disc for installing the Light Pen to use with DR
DRAW.

£79.95

GSX and DR DRAW are
Registered Trade
Marks of Digital

Research

inc.

THE ELECTRC STUD

VIDEO DIGITISER
The ultimate graphic input device which enables you
connect your Amstrad to a video recorder or video
camera with a standard video outlet.

to

When the video is running, you can seethe video images
on your computer monitor and you can freeze the action
in a fraction of a second and capture the frozen video
image on your computer screen. This image can be
saved to disc or printed and is fully compatible with the
ESP Light Pen and Mouse graphics programs to allow on
screen manipulation and print out facilities, to enable
text to be added if required.

We believe this is the first real time digitiser for a home
micro that has an instant frame grab facility and certainly
a product of this quality has
never before been available at
PLEASE NOTE
this

low

OUR
NEWADDRESS:

cost.

Choose from two models:
8256/851 2 (Model P8)

(Model

Please rush

me a

PEN PACKAGE

complete LIGHT

"ART" Program

....

Address

.

O
MOUSE

CPC 61 28

Please rush me a complete
PACKAGE consisting of Mouse with

THE ELECTRIC STUDIO
UNIT 13

THE BUSINESS CENTRE

AVENUE ONE
LETCHWORTH
HERTS. SG6 2HB
TELEX: 825585 PSLG

interface, "ART" Program disc with
extra facilities and the User Manual,

for the price of £129.95.

Cheque/P.O. for £
Debit

TRADE ENQUIRIES
0462 895720 (UK Sales only)
0462 675544 (Export Sales only)

D

Please rush me a complete VIDEO
DIGITISER complete with Software
on Disc and manual for the price of
£99.95.
Model P8
Model Ce

DIRECT ORDER HOTLINE

£99.95

Name

consisting of Light

interface,

disc and the User Manual, for the
price of £79.95.

C6).

Both models are supplied with
software on disc and all
necessary interfaces to allow
connection to your Amstrad.

ORDER FORM
Pen with

PCW

t? 0462

675666

n

is

my Access/Visa

enclosed

Card No:

Expiry Date

Signature

...

fill in coupon and return to:
THE ELECTRIC STUDIO, Unit 13,
The Business Centre, Avenue One,

Please

Letchworth, Herts.

SG6 2HB

KEYWORDS
become involved with a young magazine.
and starting to establish a name for itself, it
on a 'winning team'. From the letters
I've read since starting on 8000 Plus, it seems we Ve hit the balance about
right for most of you. There are always areas, though, which some
people think we've over-emphasised, and others which could do with
This

is

When

a very exciting time to
it's

finding its feet

gives any editor the chance to get

for the 8000 series. What do we
see, though? The vast majority of

If you read any of the 'general'
micro magazines, you could
the conclusion that
the whole world, and
particularly the USA, knows of
only one type of computer. The
ubiquitous IBM PC is the only
machine the Americans are
interested in providing software

software used on PCWs (with
the exception of LocoScript,
which has an in-built advantage)
is old and comes from the USA.
None of the techniques which
have made the IBM PC so much
more convenient to use have so
far been adopted on the PCWs.
There is no fundamental reason
why pull-down menus, pop-up
calculators and the like can't be

easily reach

for.

CP/M, which used to be the
operating system for business
micros has lost it's appeal on the
other side of the Atlantic. The
only machines which can rekindle interest in

implemented under CP/M,
especially on a machine with at
least I2K of RAM disc. Yet

CP/M and

I

make it worthwhile for software
houses to write new software are
the PCWs. And where have the
vast majority of these machines
been sold? - in the good old UK.
If ever there was an
opportunity for British software
houses to excel, with very little
competition from their
American colleagues, surely it
must be in providing software

more coverage.

Two new series start in this issue, both as a result ofyour ideas. John
Hughes' BASIC tutorials aim to get you started ifyou are curious about
programming but are nervous about its complexities. A little BASIC
knowledge can work wonders. You only have to see our Listings section
to appreciate that.
'A Case in Point' shows just what uses the good old PCWcan be put
and hopes to concentrate on unusual or unexpected applications of
Why not try your hand at an article along these lines?
You may have noticed that this month's 'victim' is not as 'true to life' as
most. It should give you some guidelines of the kind of thing we 're after,
to,

the 8000 series.

though.

As for those credentials that the Opening Menu promised, well I'm
thirty, over six foot and overworked, have owned an Amstrad
computer since before the CPC 464 was released and live on a hill a long
way from Somerton.

over

we're still forced to press
[ALT] KD to save a document in
WordStar, or /ODP to print a
spreadsheet in SuperCalc 2
(neither of which are particularly
bad examples of their kind).
The trouble is, unless things
start to be done soon, whatever
advantage
area may I

A

DON'T
PANIC!
who took advantage of our
copy of The
Hitchhiker's Guide to the

Those

special offer of a

Galaxy may have

noticed that

appears to have been

it

programmed

by the Sirius Cybernetics
Corporation. If you type HITCHHIK

on the sleeve

as instructed

notes, the

text of the adventure scrolls over the

screen like a frenzied lemming.
If

you don't

like

it

this

way, there

is

a simple solution. Instead of typing

the program's name, type

SUBMIT

PROFILE [RETURN J. The screen
will

the

then be set up as it should and
will proceed in an
more orderly fashion.

game

altogether

Baby Talk
Don't you

Astracom

revisited

our comparative review of
modems last month, a number of
features of the Astracom modem
In

were

incorrectly detailed.

exclusive price

is in

The

VAT

but this

fact £145,

does not include the Kiwichat
software.

The

latest version of this

software does take advantage of the
features of the

modem, such

just hate those

anonymous

front covers with slinky models

as its

auto-scanning of the incoming signal.

Astracom applied for BT approval
some months ago and expects a
result by the time you read this. In
the light of these corrections, we'd
like to withdraw our conclusion that
the Astrocom modem was the least
featured of the four units compared.

draped over yet another example of
the latest hi-tech? Well far be it for
8000 Plus to fall into the same trap.
The slinky model on our front cover
is none other than Zoe Anderson,
heiress to the vast Future Publishing

fortunes.

Taking after her father, she proved
to be far more interested in the finer
points of LocoScript than in the
rattles and toys provided for her

The JANUARY

issue

of8000Plusisduein
the shops on

THURSDAY,
DECEMBER

I

Ith.

Your newsagent

is

just

dying for a regular
order.

entertainment.
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If
MicroPro
of the

Inc,

you can't beat 'em, buy 'em!

the American creators

WordStar word

* A wistful William

processor,

have bought out their main

NewStar

UK

gazes

Poel of

down on

MicroPro's John Speller

rival,

NewStar Inc for a hefty $3. million.
The deal, which covers the
NewWord 2 word processor and its
newer cousin NewWord 3, takes in
1

US and UK

marketing rights and
positions within

new

includes

MicroPro

for three top

NewStar

^Hbm

directors.

MicroPro's President, Leon
Williams, says the

move

"will

contribute to the long-term

strengthening of WordStar."

It is

whether it will have the
same effect on NewWord, as the
products are due to be withdrawn
doubtful

the States, pending

some kind

in

of

i

combination with WordStar.
In

UK the situation seems

the

more vague. MicroPro UK are a fullyowned subsidiary of MicroPro Inc in
the

states,

Bb,

and are currently awaiting

further details from their parent

company.
John Speller, MicroPro's marketing
manager in the UK, says "I envisage
something new coming out in the
new year. can't see that running
WordStar and NewWord as parallel
products makes marketing sense."
I

Speller feels that part of the deal

ensures continuing support fo r

NewWord

users from MicroPro.
at NewStar UK
NewStar Inc only in

Meanwhile,
(related to

name), the immediate impact seems
to have been a surge

in

orders for

NewWord. Nobody seems worried

Poel feels the

new move

is

"the

about continued support- Bill Poel,
NewStar's MD, says confidently

best endorsement we could have
hoped for", even though his existing

"Why

contract on

should they worry? There are

no bugs

NewWord

runs out

in

February. Poel and Speller had a

in it."

Setting Forth on the high C's?

much publicised row at the Amstrad
user show in October over whose
product was the

best.

Consequently,

when he

Poel's first reaction

heard of

Text Editing for

War on Want.

package

is

The program comes on

now on

sale

which

on the PCWs and other
microcomputers. Now various new
versions of the languages are coming
out from a number of suppliers. As
programming languages, Forth and C
are definitely for experts.
Hisoft (0525 718181) have released

Hisoft Forth at £19.95. This

is

a Forth

a

definition.

It is

available

Analytical Engines

the price

screen editor and a

Also from Hisoft

which

is

a

C

Z80
is

a

assembler.

"SeaChest"

programming

cunningly packaged

is

tutorial

as a chess

game.

£19.95 buys you the complete source

code

in

C of a chess

6 8000 PLUS

program and

Malyns Close, Chinnor,

4EW)

are offering

Eastleigh,

it

name,

word

Oxon OX9

at £39.50,

(PO Box

Hampshire S05

while

a full

screen editor

PCW which
the widely

at

commands

at

work.
which doesn't have a

editor,

not primarily designed for
processing, but more for the
is

preparation of ASCII

files

for

programming and more complex
file operations. The software is
"public domain", meaning it is free,

text

35,

5WU)

lists

VAT and

for £10, and a

have to pay for the cost
of transferring it onto a disc.
In addition to the copying fee, Dr.
Yorston is asking purchasers to make

for £29.95.

a contribution of at least £10.00 to

it

at £38.95 including

postage. Extra packages are also
offer: a

but you

on

C assembly language toolkit
C source text editor

You

by sending a cheque

£10.00 payable to 'War on Want' to:

R.M. Yorston, I47A Evesham Road,
Headless Cross, Redditch, Worcs B97

The

PCW.

it

used "vi" editor with the operating

home as

from two

sources: Advantage (Dept. EP, 33

in

is

to use the same editing

page manual, and claims a full
compiler which supports the
standard Kernighan/Ritchie

compiler which includes an assembly
language library to allow you to
access the GSX graphics on the
Included

450

a single

source code

4LJ.

Amstrad

system UNIX. The program's author,
Dr. Robert Yorston, was driven to
develop the software so as to be able

need to fork out for
compiler too!

will

"MIX C" comes with

its

instructions

incorporates a subset of the

them you

C

program

commands offered by

for the

Finally,

complete with

(the

for £4.00 payable to 'R.M. Yorston',

another game, Connect-4, together
with an explanation of the techniques
used to program them. You can play
the games as bought, but to alter
Hisoft 's

now

AND a cheque for a minimum of

The program
are gaining increasing

disc

can get hold of

will

War on

Want.

C

leg-pull!

themselves) and documentation.

processor

directly benefit the charity

popularity with computing experts

was an elaborate

"cordial", adding that "in business,

just!

A new editor/word

and

if it

Speller says that relations are

the take-over was to ring Speller and

Charity

The programming languages Forth

ask

these things happen". Don't they

will

Cheap memories
If

you're thinking of upgrading the

RAM disc (M:)

in

your 8256 to the full
in 8512s, you will

complement found

be interested to know of new
product prices from Analytical
Engines Ltd of Hampshire.

The

price of the set of 8 chips

required to perform the upgrade

now only
class

£19.95, including

VAT,

is

first

postage and an unlimited

guarantee. Send for further details or

orders to Analytical Engines Ltd.,

Box

35, Eastleigh,

5WU.

PO

Hampshire S05

NEWS PLUS
New printers for old

Make That Call
There are two people in the country
who would be particularly delighted
to receive a telephone call from you,
as long as you don't speak to them!
Ron Touw and Mark Gregory have
both recently set up bulletin boards
for any

PCW users who own

modems and can send and
text down the line.

They are prepared to devote their
phone lines to this purpose for a
large portion of each day, and have
on offer free software and lots of
interesting snippets of information

own

discs.

Ron's board

is

available

on 0462

700893 from 0p.m. to 8a.m. each
night, while Mark's modem will
1

answer on 0902 788683 from 5:30 to
8:00 morning and evening. If you use
a modem, you'll understand the
following: both boards operate at

300/300 and 1200/75 baud, use 8
databits,

stop

I

bit,

no parity and

support the MAIL232
protocol.

What

all

Hex

this

PCW user group

transfer

An

oft

repeated complaint

standard

for

PCW user groups.

After

PCW Computer Club

is that the
too slow,
produce a

new printer for the machine,
although as ever they are being very
a

cagey about prices and dates.

Rumour

run
over the world, and
is

has

it

that a

fast,

high

quality dot matrix printer will

from all
produces a monthly magazine which
runs to 30 or so A4 pages, all for an
annual sub of £7.50. They look to be a
pretty friendly crowd, but openly
for users

is

just doesn't

good enough print quality. Now
Amstrad seem set to rectify this with

we

how to join the
Users Group in issue 2, news of
more such ventures reaches us.

PCW

The

PCW printer

too noisy or

printed details of

receive

which you can copy to your

Another free plug for a
Dear, dear, 8000 Plus seems to be
turning into a free publicity service

shortly replace the existing model.

This

essentially a

is

of the current

those

who

souped-up version

PCW printer,

way

but for

require real letter quality

print a "daisywheel" printer

admit that they can never aspire to
8000 Plus's high standards Their only
real failing seems to be their
unrepentant use of the name 'Joyce'
for the PCW - ugh. They'll get over

too, although

is

on the

from an

independent manufacturer. The print
this is produced in the same
way as a typewriter prints, so is of a
very high quality, although it cannot
cope with the range of graphics (eg.
copying the screen contents onto
paper) that a dot matrix printer can.

from

it.

If you would like further
information, or to join, write to Ron
Morland at The PCW User Club, 12; __
Deneve Avenue, Poole, Dorset BHI7

7LR.

means is that
on with.

they're pretty easy to get

A DEAFENING
Owners

of

PCW's who

use

them

in

open plan offices will be all too
painfully aware that the standard
printer

it

uses can be very noisy.

in

the shape of an

The

MAC 2 (Mayfair Acoustic Cabinet,
By

lunchtime the constant drone of the
print head is set to make even the

demented bee curse. Even
at home, it would be nice not to have
your neighbours banging on the wall
every time you print a letter out.
Now salvation is at hand from
proverbial

Mayfair Marketing

acoustic cover for your printer.
size 2, for

all

acronym

collectors)

is

a

cover specially designed for PCW's as you can see from the picture,
while the MAC doesn't exactly

enhance the compact, low-profile
looks of your PCW setup, it seems to
be fairly well tailored to the PCW
printer's needs and paper feeding

SILENCE

mechanisms.
For users with different printers,
Mayfair also make two other sizes of
covers, so contact them with your
vital statistics

selling price

for a quote.

is

Normal
VAT,

£89.95, including

and Mayfair Marketing live at 205
Coast Road, Rhyl, Clwyd LLI8 3US
(or phone 0745 32484). As a launch

MAC 2 to

Mayfair will

sell

the

8000 Plus readers

at a

reduced price

offer,

p&p, so remember
where you heard about it first.
some very nice things

of £69.95 plus 2.55

to say

Mayfair said

about 8000 Plus
but

we

in their letter to us,
spotted that their publicity

photograph shows a suspiciously
similar letter

coming

printer, addressed to

off their

"Your

Computer & Putting Your Amstrad
To Work" magazines. Ah, the
wonders of computerised

mailshots.

8000 PLUS
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PC

Dust covers and carrying cases

1512 PRICE RISES

Amstrad have announced

Crown Dust Covers of Williton

(0984

33377) have published their updated
catalogue of protective kits for roving

that as

of 1st January 1986 there will be
an across-the-board price rise of
12^% on their entire range of PC

PCWs.
There are simple dust cover

1512s.

ultra-violet filtering

This means the price of the
basic model, the single disc drive
monochrome monitor "SD", will

your

PVC

sets in

(to protect

PCW from a suntan), and these

can be customised with screen

printed

company

logos for orders of

25 or more.
Alternatively, you might like a
padded carrying set to transport all
the component parts of your PCW
safely, they're available from the
same company, and come in
waterproof blue or black nylon.

go up from £399 to £449 + VAT,
and at the other end of the scale
the

20MB

hard disc colour

"HD20" will go up from
£1067 + VAT.

£949 to

Amstrad say that the reason
been

for the price rise has

unhealthy exchange rate
fluctuations - the

pound has

24% against the Yen in
recent months, and even though
the PCs are manufactured in
South Korea the Japanese Yen is
the dominant currency for
buying components.
Cynics might say that since
Amstrad have taken orders for
300,000 machines in the last two
fallen

months and by their own
admission won't be able to
supply them off-the-shelf until the
middle of next year, the price
rise is a nifty way of both
increasing profit margins

It isn't clear whether the price
rise will apply only to orders
placed after the big day, 1st
January, or to all machines
delivered after that date.
Current delivery estimates
mean that even if you order now
you won't see anything before
the new year, so it could be an

Meanwhile the price hike only
8256 and
make the
8512 machines seem even better
value for money. As yet, the
'exchange rate fluctuations' have
not affected
prices, so
£399 +
still buys you a

PCW

goes to

PCW

VAT

and

complete system with printer.

orders.

people are so excited about.

Desk Top Organiser
If

you're one of those people

PCW

is

just

covered

whose

yellow sticky

in

3pm

Thur", "Witch Doctor:

am,

I

graveyard" and "24- 3 = crossed out
1

scrawlings", then a

from

new product

Digital Integration could

be of

We can't see what all these PC

"Advanced LocoScript" both retail
The Complete package can
be bought for £25. Add £1.10 post
and packing for each tape.
If you want to sample Gateway's
wares, you will find them at 68A
Dornton Road, London SWI2 9NE
orOI-673 0971/01-679 751 1.

-

Called the Companion, it is a
program that sits around in the
background while you run your usual
programs (except LocoScript,
unfortunately). Then, at the press of a

Keep your
filed,

Arnor are at

last set

their Protext

word

to release
processing
package on the PCW range of
machines.
Protext has carved a very good
name for itself on the Amstrad
CPC machines, and the
published performance figures
for the new version look very
impressive. Indeed, Protext
could well become the
alternative word processor for

LocoScript-weary PCW users.
On an operation like searching
through a file to replace every
occurrence of a word with
another, Protext is said to be 25

magic button, part of the screen
becomes a calculator, a notepad, an
doodlings electronically

PCW

Protext on the

for £15.

interest.

address book or clock.

selection

their version.

cutting what could be an
embarrassingly large backlog of

notepads saying "Dentist:

Crown's dust cover and carrying case

important factor. Check out
your local branch of Dixons for

and

then you can return to the program

times faster than LocoScript,
and 12 times as fast as

NewWord,

its

price for the
£79.95,

nearest

rival.

The

PCW version will

be

which includes a mail

merge program and the

Prospell

spelling checker, which itself
retails for £29.95 as a separate

package.
Protext should be available

from the second week of
November- ring Arnor on

01-

We

684 8009 for details/orders.
will be carrying a full review of
Protext in the next issue of 8000
Plus.

you were running normally.
Competing openly with Hisoft's
Write Hand Man, the Companion
sells for £19.95 and will be available
from 19th November. For further
details contact Digital Integration

on

0276 684959.

LocoScript Video

Printer Extension Lead

Manuals are looking increasingly old-

The ribbon

cable that connects the

fashioned as a means for teaching

printer to the

people how to work their
computers. First a spate of tutorial
programs appeared on the market,
and now there are tutorial videos.
New out from Gateway Video

short

Tutorials

is

"The Complete

LocoScript". This

is

in fart

a

8 8000 PLUS

screen.

If

is

infuriatingly

frustration,

might

you endless
one investment you

this causes

find valuable

is

a printer

extension lead from Euromax.

bumper

pack of two separate one-hour
"Getting started" and

tutorials;

PCW

if you want to place the printer
anywhere apart from right by the

It is

for£l0.95contart them on 0262 60 006/60254

Protext

for details.

Prospell for the past year.

18" long,

and

sells

1

in

action: the publicity

photographs bear a remarkable resemblance to those used to
guys, give our readers some new material to look at.

Come on

sell

GRAFPAD & POWERCAD
II

for

£149.50
£195.50 VAT

AMSTRAD PCW 8256/8512

now for AMSTRAD PC 1512
and Compatibles

IBM

inc.

A complete Draughting system tor Architects, Engineers,
Electronic Designers and anyone involved in drawing
schematics, technical illustrations etc,
Grafpad II is a unique, Low Cost Digitiser Tablet.
Powercad is a professional CAD software package.

Together they make a Computer Aided Draughting
system for use with the Amstrad CPC 6128, PCW 8256/
8512, and
the PC 1512 and IBM and Compatibles.
The system represents an order of magnitude breakthrough in price/performance relationship.
The programme is totally Menu driven, with the Menu
printed on the Tablet Overlay sheet.
Items are selected by moving the Pen to the desired
function on the Menu and closing the Pen switch.
Ultimate USER FRIENDLINESS is achieved.

NOW

Very easy to use.
Accurate.
Automatic Dimensioning.
Hatching.
Definable Text fonts.
Definable Grid and Snap.

Copy, Move,

Mirror X,

Y.

Fillets.

Unlimited

Pan and Zoom.

Rotate and Slant.
Rubberbanding.
Stretch

Versions

X,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce

X,Y.

Copy array.
Ten Line

styles.

Fast Text

mode.

Freehand Drawing.
Library storage.

Auto Scaling.

On screen Colour.
Symbols, Sections
created, stored and
retrieved.

Y.

for,

• AMSTRAD CPC 6128, PCW 8256/8512, PC 1512.
• IBM and compatible Microcomputers.
• Plot or Print A5 to AO.
• Drawing Units, microns, mm., metres, kilometres, thou,,
• Draw to Absolute, Relative or Polar Co-ordinates.

ins,

or miles.

Grafpad and Powercad
II

Graf sales

TO:

Ltd., Unit

Grafsales

is available from your Micro Dealer or direct from,
Q2, Penfold Works, Imperial Way, Watford, Herts WD2 4YY. Tel, (0923) 43942. Telex, 946024.

Ltd, Unit

WD2 4YY.

Q2, Penfold Works, Imperial Way, Watford

Please supply me with
PC1512 Or IBM at £195.50*

Grafpad

ll(s)

and Powercad for my PCW 8256/8512 Micro at £149.50*

Delete where inapplicable

Please allow 28 days for delivery, plus £2.50. p&p. (£10 for Datapost).

Name,
Address,^

I

enclose cheque value £

If

you prefer to pay by Credit Card. Please tick box.

Card No,

.

Barclaycard.

1

I

Access

I

I

ONTEST

A MOUSE IN
A lot of micros these days come complete with their own mice. This
isn't a concession to the World Wildlife Fund, as it'll be some years yet
before mice become an endangered species. They're there because
they've proved very useful in helping to familiarise people with
computers. So can they do the same for the 'umble PCW? We look at
two new packages which add bald plastic rodents to your favourite
word processor.

MOUSE/INTERFACE

•

£129.95
The Electric Studio
company is perhaps best known for its

light pen and
this background a mouse package
seems a natural extension of their product line. The
system is supplied in two boxes, one for the interface and
the other for the mouse itself. The art software and
manual is supplied with the interface rather than the
mouse, but as you can only run the two together,
perhaps th is isn 't so odd
The mouse interface is similar to Amstrad's serial and
printer box in size and shape and fits in the same place. If
you have Amstrad's unit don't dispair, as the mouse
interface is fitted with a through connector which allows
you to piggy-back the two boxes.
The bottom of the mouse interface is fitted with a nine

This
art

program, and with

pin 'D' type connector of the type used for connecting

on machines such as the CPC range. This is
plug in the mouse. The Electric Studio rodent
tail, so you can use it
comfortably wherever you have positioned your PCW on
your desk.
joysticks

where you
is

supplied with a good long

Anatomy
is

The advantage of using the art program with a mouse
it's less tiring on your arm than poking at the
You also have a bit more control when doing fine

that

screen.

work.
In addition to the features available from the Light Pen
version of the program, you can now select any area of
the screen and save it to disk for later use. You can also
stretch and squeeze a picture and produce some

interesting distortions.

Also supplied on the art disk are a joystick interface

TODAY'S MENU
One of the really zingy features of new
micros like the (hushed whisper) Apple
Macintosh and (even hushder whisper)
IBM PC is the so-called WIMP. This has
nothing to do with nine stone weaklings
rubbing the sand from their eyes, but
stands for Windows, Icons, Mouse and
Pointer. The idea is that pointing to
items on a menu with a pointer
controlled by a mouse is a lot easier
than typing things like

pip m:=a: *.*Tva]
and who could argue with that?
All this has come about since the
advent of the above mentioned micros,
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and poor old CP/M has been left behind
as a less fashionable (and therefore less
profitable) operating system.
However, things look set to change,
almost entirely because of the increased
interest in CP/M generated by the
arrival of the Amstrad CPC and

PCW

series. New products such as 'Fleet
Street Editor' from Mirrorsoft and
Kempston's 'Desktop' package look set
to bring pull-down menus and pop-up
windows to the masses. Only thing is,
with all this pulling and popping, who is
going to supply the Quells?

program, which allows you to plug a joystick into the
mouse socket and use it with some games, and a useful
utility which scans the mouse from within any CP/M
program. This means that you can use the mouse instead
of the cursor keys from within application programs such
as WordStar.
The Electric Studio art package has been described in
many places since its release (See October's Good
Software File for a recent mention) and is still a very good
menu-driven art package.

On

the

PCWs you're

restricted to a

monochrome

but otherwise the package can do just
about anything you would expect of a computer art
program. You can draw lines, circles, rectangles and all
display, of course,

ONTEST

THE HOUSE
sorts of polygons,

put

them

in all

fill

them with all sorts of patterns and
on the screen. You can

lock the x and y co-ordinates within the art package to
draw straight vertiacl or horizontal lines. In use, the

sorts of places

help

brush and spray areas of the screen, copy sections of your
picture from one area to the other, mirror and invert
them and zoom in to tidy up areas dot-by-dot. All in all,
is

a very

example of the species in two-tone
on top and a small slide switch
on the side, which falls naturally under your thumb when
in use. The three buttons can be set up to imitate a
variety of different functions, depending on the software
is

a large

grey, with three buttons

you're running at the time.

The

slide

surface of a desk. Against this, though,

ball

damping does

make the mouse very difficult to move quickly, and you
can get some slippage of the ball on the desk, even when

Fodder
The mouse

mouse is comfortable to hold and the large.weighted
damped so the mouse moves smoothly across the

is
it

comprehensive program.

switch

is

used to

the desk surface is quite rough. Also, one of the buttons
on the review mouse was very stiff to use, although the
buttons on other Electric Studio mice didn't have this
problem.
Subjectively,
action, not so

have liked the mouse to have a lighter
for drawing, but when using it with

I'd

much

other software.

TRACKING THE MICRO
MOUSE
For

some years

researchers in the

USA

were looking for a more convenient way
of using a computer. The main problem
they were trying to overcome was the
reluctance of anyone who was not a
trained typist to use a keyboard. The
answer they arrived at was a small box
with a button on top. Used with the
right software, a lot of the jobs an office
micro was required to do could be done
very simply by selecting options from
menus on the screen.
The mouse itself is a small plastic box
with a large freely-rotating ball built
into its underside. As you push the
mouse around on your desktop, the

movement of the

ball is translated

to

movement of a cursor on the screen of
your micro. By pointing with this cursor
and 'clicking* one of up to three buttons
on top of the mouse, you can select and
execute the functions of a computer
program.
The idea of the mouse has caught on
rapidly and many new micros are
provided with one as standard, together
with software which makes use of it.
However, there is currently little
software available for CP/M micros, like
the PCW, which makes use of the
mouse. This may soon change......

VERDICT
The whole package works

well,

and the Electric Studio

program has been around a good while now and so is
The question is whether you really want
to spend nearly £ 30 on an art package and a mouse. The
art

"***"****

pretty reliable.

1

mouse

has very limited use outside the Electric Studio

isn't a wide variety of 'mousey' software
under CP/M. Unless you have a specific
application for the art package, perhaps you should think
itself as

there

available

JS»a

twice.

MINUSES

PLUSES
El Professionally finished hardware and
software.

El Software

to use the mouse

in

CP/M

programs.
El Software to use a joystick with the
interface.

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE
8000 PLUS

E3 Movement of the mouse is a bit too
'damped'.
Little software available that makes
use of a mouse
El The interface and mouse together are
expensive.
:':.!

OVERALL SPEED

DOCUMENTATION

VALUE VERDICT
8000 PLUS
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PREVIEW
those

Mouse

in

the Pipeline

who don't,

'accessories'

all these programs provide extra desk
which can be used from with other

programs.

Kempston Mouse with Nabitchi
Desktop
in mice at the moment, and
of new and exciting products keep filtering
through the still air to sunny Somerton. One which
reached our ears recently had more substance to it than
most, so we thought you'd like us to follow it up.

There's a lot of interest

rumours

wsmmm

IIIII II

IIIHI II II I Bt

W

nEHOS/MOTES

i

This is a short note fron Dave,
It's your turn to wake the Coffee!
White with two sugars,

V
THANK

¥011,

2
The

memo

down

pad for jotting

bright ideas as they

occur to you

Kempston

Micro-electronics, famous for joysticks and
on many recent micros, are in the process of
putting together a mouse package which promises to
have a few facinating extras. The mouse itself is a high
interfaces

quality far-Eastern unit with

two

micro-switch push

comes complete with a
a through
connector for serial
The most interesting part of the package, none of
which will be available for a couple of months yet, is the
software which comes with it. This is written by
Nabitchi, the up and coming software company who
buttons and a good

light action.

compact

though without
ports and the like.

It

interface box,

aren't nearly as Japanese as their

The main

name

incommunicado

at

the time of writing, finishing off the finer points of
Desktop, the software package which will be supplied

with the Kempston Mouse.

mm mm m

The address book

provide a calculator, telephone/address

The Desktop package promises to make the mouse
much more desirable animal, and we look forward to
seeing the finished package and giving

review.

it

a

full

'On Test'

A

There are two parts to Desktop, a drawing package
along the lines of The Electric Studio's Art program, and a
memory-resident desk
already

PLUS

will

added bonus.

AMSTRAD ELECTRONICS PLC,
BRENTWOOD HOUSE,
169 KINGS ROAD,

know

utilities

package. For those

of such things, the idea

is

graphic version of SideKick or Right

12 8000

calculator

book and memo pad which can be called up at any time
from within LocoScript. Each of these items will 'unroll'
onto the screen and can be operated from the mouse or
the keyboard. The advantages of having a place to store
notes while writing a letter, or being able to tot up a
column of figures in an invoice are plentiful. The fact that
they are there without having to leave LocoScript is an

J,W/,VmWi'MWmV,MW,WiWii

NAME
ADDRESS

The

Desktop

suggests.

brains behind Nabitchi are

who

||jjjjg|8

similar to a

Hand Man.

For

The kempston mouse

in

the

flesh (or

the

fur?),

with

its

interface

a

r

SuperCalc2™ versus
The Cracker2
Questions to ask yourself about
Spreadsheets
1

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

Which one

is a current edition, written entirely in machine
code and supported by its author?
Which one uses sparse matrix storage techniques to maximize
workspace, and extensive context-sensitive help
messages?
Which one is available with immediate quotes for site and
corporate licenses and can transfer datafdes to and from it's
PC counterpart via an optional serial transfer program?
Which has built-in self verification and powerful macros?
Which has built-in date, timer and I/O commands?
Which has DIF and dBase™ file compatibility built-in?
Which one even has a mailing label print option?
Which one has built-in high resolution screen and printer

graphics?
9.

Which one

is

by a British author,
round value?
you going to buy?

written

represents the better
10.

Which one

are

costs £49inc,

&

all

(The answer
Cmcker2!)

is

specializes in low cost software that provides the facilities and functions of the big name,
big price alternatives. It isn't re-cylced versions of a discontinued product knocked out cheaply to
cash in on a name, and it isn't new and untested product. There's plenty more where this came
from, so call or write for our colour catalogues and dealer lists.

NewStar

IMSNN
sr7\R

Software Limited
200 North Service Road
Brentwood, Essex

CM14 4SG
tel

0277-220573

tlx995194NEWSTAG
fax

0277 232637

do we do it? Simple! We don't have fleets
of executives in Porsches. We don't try and build a
village in Olympia every time there's a show, and we
don't have to keep recalling product that's riddled
with bugs. We do have the most cost effective admin
software distribution, and we do have
system in
close liason with authors, who tend to be individuals,
not committees!

How

UK
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LOCOSCRIPT

LOCOSCRIP1
which

In

Philip Last explains

how to keep tabs

When

preparing any document, from a simple letter to the
manuscript for a book, knowing how to lay out the page in a way that
the reader's eye is an essential skill. The art of making
someone want to read a paragraph by its look can mean the
difference between the Booker prize and a rejection slip.
LocoScript has a surprisingly large variety of commands to help you
lay out your documents in different ways. This month we take a look
at how to get the measure of rulers, tabs and the dreaded layouts why, when, where and how to use them.
will catch

One fine point about using Indent Tabs is that you can't
use the more complex Tab Stops (Right Tab, Centre Tab
and Decimal Tab) while an Indent Tab is in force. If you

Using Layouts
The

elements of laying out pages are tab stops, as
used on simple typewriters. To set and alter these, you
need to be able to create and edit LAYOUTS. Other
basic

try to, the effect will be as

positions of the

not the text

is

left

Using an Indent Tab

and right margins, and whether or
- each line expanded so that it

"justified"

First of

all,

is

section of text. Another
is

here's a whistle-stop tour of the kind of
in

it

way

a useful

of highlighting a

way

settings. Pulling in the left

the text and make

aligned to the right hand margin.

things you can achieve with different layouts, and tabs

though you had used an

ordinary Tab instead.

features that layouts give you control over are the

is to alter the margin
and right margins will centre

stand out from the rest of the

document. Changing the Pitch as well as turning Italics or
on or off can all make text stand out.

Justification

particular.

LocoScript offers 4 different types of Tab Stop: Tab,
Right Tab, Centre Tab and Decimal Tab. Each has a

|-U»»ot

-Piio

Ifl-ShMi

-LSI

f2=Uno«t

upon the text. With Tabs, text will be left
the tab position; a Right Tab will right justify
text to the tab position; a Centre Tab will center text

IPS

fMMjjftsii

Faje

fteSMj

fS^LiMs

fSjPjSgs

Oaofel

1

line 21 of

prwised

justified to

about the tab position; with Decimal Tabs, the first
in text or decimal point in a column of figures is

full

1

x SG3 3 hp Fan Itnits-t
2 x
starters-)
2 x Roof flashings-)

9 £200. 00 ea-t

Automatic Controls-)

ea-i

WL

stop

positioned at the tab.

To

I detail the costs of supplying new ventilation (an to
workshops, The 2 fans wilt give a total of 5 aircbanges per

r

2 x

Tab Stop use the [TAB] key. The
cursor will move to the first Tab Stop. Any text then
entered will start from that position. If you want to move
to the next Tab Stop, simply press [TAB] again, just like
on a typewriter.

9 £16, 00
9 £30, SO
9 £79. 00

t£
ea-*

position text at a

Please note the following;^

Wa«ouT2)*'
Dt* The fan units require a 3 phase supply.
£12. 00 per fane
2)>* Roof flashings are supplied as standard
sheets. Please state on order if others
3)-. flutonatic controls operate on a 24 hour
disable the controls during non working
included, f

An example
27.8
133.456
1,0987
1234.87

27.8
139.4S6
1.0887
1234.87

27.8
139.4SE

?'

For single phase add
for 6" pitch roof
are required.*
basis. liners to
periods are not
1

of using

different layouts in a letter.

i:

BLOGG'S FANS LTD.
The effect different lit Stops have on columns of figures.

The

You

can use the Indent

Tab

Tab Stop lasts only until the
the text continues past the line end, the

positioning of text at a

end of the

More on Indent
Tabs

line.

If

line will start at the left margin. To allow a whole
paragraph to be positioned at a Tab Stop, LocoScript has
another type of Tab, the Indent Tab.

you have no Tab stops
If you insert an Indent
the text, LocoScript
will start the next line at the
tabs position and continue
doing so until you press

To get this press [ALT] and [TAB] - ie. hold down
[ALT] and then press [TAB] at the same time. In effect,
this moves the left margin to the Tab Stop until the next
time you press the [RETURN] key, when it reverts to its

[RETURN].

old position.

even

if

set up.

Tab

in

14 8000
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:

new

:

SG3 3 hp Fan U
DOL starters
Roof flashings
Automatic Cont

£280.
£15.
£30.
© £79.
<»
<5

Total £809.

The fan units requ
£12. 00 per fan

This

out

is

how

it

looks printed

S8|

Mlarts Pill

different effect

00

ingle phase add

o

LOCOSCRIPT

LAYOUTS

on LocoScript's various layout

features.

A New Layout
Here's a step by step look at
creating a

new

how to

actually

go about

layout. Before starting, try to decide

what you want to achieve. If you want to insert
lay out columns of figures then count how
many characters are likely to be in each column and how

exactly

Tab Stops to
far apart

they

can you get

be spaced.

will

them

character Pitch

there are a

If

You may need to

all in?

use smaller text).

(ie.

highlight areas of text

lot of

columns,

increase the

Do you want to

by bringing the margins

or

in

just

by indenting the paragraph?

4 The cursor highlights the position of the left margin. If
you want to change this use the cursor left and right keys
until the cursor is positioned where you want it. Press
[f I] and the left margin will move to the cursor position.

Do the same with
position

wrong

it. If

the right margin but press

you attempt to put the

left

[f2] to
margin the

PCW will

side of the right margin the

beep

in

frustration.

Tab Stops are inserted by moving the cursor to the
you want them and by pressing [0] (Tab), [f4]

5

position

Step

I

layout

I

is

to press

[f2]

menu. The menu

and up
is

divided into

section, labelled Insert layout
labelled Edit Layout.

be highlighted and
[ENTER]

pop the Document

will

two

parts,

the top

and the bottom section,

The 'brand New layout' option will
is the one to select by pressing

this

[-]

key. Unless you've altered the base layout

you won't be able to

insert

more than

Tab

10

Stops.

lines of the screen (the information
The lines that concern us are the
and the ruler line below it. The middle line
displays the current settings for Pitch, Line Space, Line
Pitch, Italics and Justification. Pitch is highlighted and can
be changed by using the [ + ] and [-] keys. When the Pitch
is set, simply move along to the next option using the
lines) will

middle

change.

line

cursor right key.

line

When

6

new

layout a

on. This

number, which it
is shown on the

number

of the Editing layout screen

-for

instance,

it's

'3'

the example.

you've finished making

all

the changes, press

[EXIT] to return to the Editing text screen. The

new

layout, with a carriage return, will be inserted in the text.

The information lines at the top of the screen will display
the layout number and Pitch, Line Space and Line Pitch
settings. The ruler line will change to that set up under
the

LocoScript assigns each

known by from then

top
in

press the

(see later),

The top three

2

is

[f5] (Centre Tab) or [f6] (Decimal Tab)
depending on what type of Tab Stop you want. If you put
a Tab in the wrong position, centre the cursor over it and

(Right Tab),

If

new

layout.

you want another

can't get

more than

layout, repeat the procedure.

You

5 layouts without altering the base

layout.

PiilfOJi'VLSVliUla
Lyout 3 tFlia

BJlM

Kj'&ocuriei)',

Lultl»3 text.
+L3£

i\M

Itall

i

Printer idle
Faye

Using
1

B:

line

3

of

Ssl

layout

Insert layout

brand Neu layout
Layout
v

on the middle line can be changed
keys. When you have set Line Space,
move to Line Pitch, Italics and Justification until all the
options are set. If you want to change any of them, go
3

All the options

using the

[+] or

back using the cursor

move down

Edit layout

[-]

left

key.

When

you've finished

to the ruler line with the cursor

down

Currant layout
"?
Layout

^K

^H

key.
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LOCOSCRIPT
You

can return at any time to the base layout by

highlighting that option

on the Layouts menu and

pressing [ENTER]. Similarly, once you've created a layout

you can reuse

it

later

on by highlighting the 'Layout

option on the Layout menu, typing the
layout in question and pressing

number

??'

of the

[ENTER].

importance of the settings in the Base Layout becomes
apparent when you change print size. LocoScript will
aiways keep the line length to 6" from now on, with
these margin settings, no matter what the pitch used is.
Consider changing the pitch to double spaced 10 pitch
(using the f4 Style' option): this allows you to use five
characters per inch.

Editing an Existing Layout
If you create a layout and then realise later on that you
have perhaps put the Tabs in the wrong places, all is not
Another option on the f2 Document layout' menu is
'Edit layout' - if you're currently using the base layout
l

lost.

then the menu

Short Cuts
You may find some layouts to
be so useful you would like to
have them available all the
time, If you set up the layout
in Template.Std then every
time you create a document
that group, the layout will
be there ready for you to use.
Once set up, layouts can be
inserted without using the
in

layouts

menu. Press

[

+ ] LT

have only one option, Layout ??. If you
already have a layout in place then a further option,
Current layout, will be offered. Highlight the one you
want. If it's the current layout, press [ENTER], if not then
first

enter the

will

number of the

layout you

want to change

before pressing [ENTER].

Once in the layout editing mode, changes can be made
in exactly the same way as described in 'A New Layout'.
The main difference is that the layout won't be inserted
when you exit back to the Editing text screen. To do that
you must

select the option, Layout

??

,

from the top

half

line

characters even though the right margin apparently

allows 88.
establish the style that headers

[ENTER] & [RETURN].
If you want to return to the
[-]

you will be surprised and puzzled
on the screen appears to end after 30

lengths otherwise

when your

The other important effect the header has is to
and footers will appear in,
you are usng them. You will probably have noticed that
if you are printing in bold text or some other effect and
your text runs across a page break, the header at the top

followed by the layout
number you want. Then press

base layout, press

Therefore, on the 6" line you will get 30 characters.
is eminently sensible since most pieces of paper are
the same width all the way down the sheet, but it is
worth understanding how LocoScript judges these line
This

if

LT.

of the next page

defined

in

is

not

in

bold. Instead, the options

the Base Layout are used.

Editing the Base Layout
It only usually makes sense to edit the Base Layout when
you are creating a new TEMPLATE.STD file. In this case,
the changes you make will also be used in all files created
from that template; otherwise it is a lot faster just to
insert a whole new layout.

To get to the
menu. Be careful when editing a layout that
you have already used in your text. Any changes to the
layout will take place throughout the document where
that layout has been used.

of the layouts

editing a

file,

Base Layout, press

[f7]

'Modes' while

and select 'Edit Header'. Press

[f7]

again,

on the new screen, and you are now editing the
base layout. The screen you see is exactly the same as for

then

[f I]

editing any ordinary layout.

When

you have finished editing the Base Layout, keep
[ENTER] whenever a menu pops up
mean it, until you

pressing [EXIT], and

asking you to confirm that you really

Base Layouts
So

far

we've seen

simple things

end up back

how to

use ordinary layouts to

like defining tabs across

there

is a special kind of layout called the Base Layout
which has an important role in LocoScript.
When you first create a new document (using the C
key from the disc management menu) and you start
typing text, a particular Layout is being used by default
without you having specifically set one up. This is known
as the Base Layout, and is defined in the TEMPLATE.STD

file

that

is

in

has certain special effects. Firstly,

determines the width of the

The distance between the
number of characters that
using the character size
the Base Layout itself.

Getting

More Layouts

As we have

seen, LocoScript normally restricts you to a

maximum

of 10 tab stops and 5 layouts.

You

can increase

the number available to you if need be: press [f7] and
select Edit Header, then pressing [f7] again will take you
into Editing

Header mode.

lines

it

on the printed page.

and right margins gives the
be printed on the line,
(the "pitch") which is defined in
left

will

For example, looking at the screen picture below, the
margin is set at 10 and the right margin at 88. This
means that there are 78 characters per line, and the text
left

is being printed in
2 pitch - ie. 2 characters per inch, so
each character takes up I/I2". Therefore, the line length
is 6"
1

Now this doesn't sound
PLUS

the editing text screen.

the current group.

The Base Layout

16 8000

in

do

the page. However,

1

very surprising, but the

Tab Count' and you will be presented with a
Tab Counts and Layouts. Highlight

Select

'f5

menu

containing both

the option you want and type a number. Press [ENTER]
to register the change. Both can be set to a maximum of

99 although doing

this will

add

1

0k to the length of the

document.

To

return to the Editing Text screen press [EXIT],

[ENTER], [EXIT] and [ENTER]

in

that order.

A

Desk Top Publishing
For The

Anstrad PCM 8256/8512
Lks\jl sfc^U. Jnrca tihe,

GnoioW^ EytiW-

Shuttle Conpronis^

New Launcher

Shuttle Booster Wodifi&ation

Saturn
rockets,
extensively
used
in the
'60s are
set to make
back
after
the
Hughes
Air
[ft
Corporation
id plans to
use the
engines
which boosted the
Apollo missio
the Boon
i

V

I

(

'0'
The failure of the vital
rings sealing
the gap between the rocket booster joints on
the Challenger space shuttle was the cause of
its destruction and the deaths of
the seven
crew members. Twisting farces,
larger than
usual due to strong wind turbulence that day,
are believed to have opened gaps between the
tongue and groove of the boosters outer
casing. In an attempt to get
the shuttle
flying
again,
modifications
have
been
underway to improve the seal without having
to redesign the boosters entirely,
and this
basically consists of adding a third "0 ring
1

estimated to
be
around SI billion
and because
few
new
parts
will
need
to
be
designed
the
launcher could be
rolling off
the
production

Compute,

in just four
time.

CcHftZ-

distributor has recently
the
Joined the market place with
launch of a range of disks Including
3" disks used
by Amstrad computers.
They believe they have the edge over
other distributors as they have a
fully computerised warehouse and stock
management system with which they can
process and ship orders more quickly.
A new disk

Using DocuMentor, creating pages like the one shown above is easy.
With a wordprocessor that shows italics, bold, underline etc on the screen,
a
graphics editor
with over 70 options to choose from and a layout organiser to put the text and
graphics where you want them anyone can become a Desk Top Publisher. And for £99.95
with a mouse or £49.95 for a keyboard version you don't need to be a newspaper tycoon
to buy one.

With House
Without

-

£99.95 ssb
£49.95 E3

Prices shovn include VAT, postage and packing, Dealer enquiries vehone. Send cheques / postal orders to:

Python flicrosystexs, Dept

8

,

Unit

$,

Tel,

The Meltings,

High Street, BurvelJ,

Cambs,

CBS OHB

(0638) 741866
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A PROCESS

Ol

WORD PROCESSING: "
Are you 100% delighted with your Word Processor?
Have you got any choice?
until now, perhaps not, but read on because we have some interesting facts for you.
have tested some of the more popular word processors for the Amstrad PCW machines and
presented a fairly comprehensive listing of our findings.
Use this information freely, before you decide on your next Word Processor.

Well

We

A Comparison

of

Amstrad Word Processors

Benchmark timings

<*0m

were carried out on a standard 1817 word document. Tests 7
standard 262 word paragraph. All times are in seconds.
tests

All

Protext

to

10 were carried out on a

lH

Loco-

Tasword

script

8000

Newword

Version:

2.00

1.20

1.00

2.17

Computer:

PCW8256

PCW8256

PCW8256

PCW8256

1.

Load document

2.

Save document

3.

Merge document

start to

12

8

7

84

5

269

0.5

34

6

to

middle of itself
Move cursor from

4.

—

PCW8256

|

18

10

19

13

19

11

21

11

6

3

end

Move cursor from

0.1

15

3

6.

end to start
Replace 'the' with

5

128

297

1

10

12

0.2

42

13

9

1

80

13

9

0.3

1!

3

5

73

205 times

Format paragraph

7.

Pocket
Wordstar
Deluxe
3.05

5.

THE

we have

6
^sfisP

8.

Move paragraph
to start

Move paragraph

9.

to

end

10-Delete paragraph

am

stunned by the speed at which Protext performs the
text operation, there is nothing like it on the Amstrad"
.AMTIX MAGAZINE
"I

.

.

can thrash any 8 bit Word Processor for speed and can even cross swords
with some 16 bit programs for power"
.POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY.

'Protext

.

Q:

So why

is

Protext so

much

faster

.

e competition?

A:

Protext is the "state of the art" on the Amstrad computers. After two years of development, it is now
widely recognised as the "new standard" by which other programs will be judged. Protext is not "just another

conversion" from other computers but is a complete word processing system designed and written
specifically for the Amstrad range. Protext makes full use of the available features on your machine, taking it
further than ever before in many respects, by increasing the speed, power and performance, which until now,

has not been thought possible. Protext is a fully integrated package complete with extensive mail-merge
routines, spelling checker and disc utility programs.

But speed

53H^

is

not everything, so to be fair

we should

also

show a summary of the main

features
a

LocoScript

is

a trademark of Locomotive software Ltd, Tasword

8000

is

a trademark of

Tasman Software

Ltd,

NewWordi

trade

ELIMINATI
THE FACTS EXPOSED M
r

F

Feature comparison
FEATURES

Pretext

What you see is what you get
Works with any printer
Unlimited

Two

file

y

y

commands

stored

checker
Spell check from within
Find/anagram options
Background printing

in

text

Spelling

Insert or

y
y

y

-

WP

y

y

On screen

y

Built in

y

Separate accents
Catalogue files

y

-

y

y

-

y

y

y

y

-

On screen help

-

y
y

y

Find/ replace

y

y

y

-

selective or

y

y

y

-

ignore case or not

y

y

Dynamic screen update
Headers and footers
- different even and
odd
Soft hyphens

y

Soft spaces/returns

y

y

-

y

^

y

y

y

y

V
y

111

-

-

string/substring expressions

y

numeric arithmetic
polymorphic operators

y

-

multiple data files

y

y

y

y

y

y
y

y

block

y

y

-

screen

y

y

y

-

y

y

characters

y

code

y

y

y

y

off printer

y

display

Disp
Display
returns/tabs

-

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

^ijgjgj

y

-

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

whilst printing

y

t

y

y

y

y

y

y

y
y

y

y

Proportional spacing

y

-

-

y

Built in word count
Character count
Place markers

y

y

y

y

y

y
y

y

y

y

y

y

Comments

within text

y

y

y

y

y

Program editing mode

y

y

y
y

y

Create ASCII file
File conversion utility
User definable keys/phrases

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

Ilk..

y

Arnor Ltd, September 1986

LOUlv

pa* pa*

%». V»»
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I
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"The best Amstrad WP at any price"
YOUR COMPUTER
They took their time with it and it was worth the wait"
AMSTRAD COMPUTER
.

.

.

.

"Don't miss

it-

it

superb".

is

.

.

.

.

USER
POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY

WHY USE ANYTHING ELSE ?
Arnor Ltd. (Dept. RBN )
118 Whitehorse Road,
Croydon, Surrey

Protext for the Amstrad

PCW

8256/851 2 and CPC61 28

£79.95

Special price available for Prospell users

Phone

for details

VISA

CRO 2JF
24 hr 01-684-8009

Amstrad CPC versions available on disc or ROM
Phone for details and FREE catalogue. Dealer enquiries welcome.
Protext is available from Arnor Limited. We do not stock the others!
ia

i

y

y

y

y

y

-

y

mode

y

Turn

y

y

y

y

y

Format whilst printing
Auto widow/orphan elimination
Keep lines together
M if rn<! nar no

y

y

file

y

y

y

nested

Insert

-

y

y

Repeat/until loops
y

-

Change printer at any time
Embedded printer codes
Print translated

-

y
-

y

y

y

k

Conditional printing

-

y

Print

Print to

-

y

copies

selected pages

y

y

y

Typewriter

search for any string
- search for control
codes
- find nth occurrence
Mail merge - data from file
- data from keyboard

y

y

y

y

re-usable variables

y

Print

y

-

y

Print multiple

y

all

y

y

Calculator

y

y

wildcards

-

y

-

y

\

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

-

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

Decimal tabs
Format whole

y

y

y

y

y
y

Multiple block suffers
Undelete block
Undelete line
Save block

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

1

y

\

y

Non break space

-

-

-

y
y

y

y

y

,

y

y

y

Pocket
Wordstar
Deluxe

y

Rename file
Copy file

y

8000

Jl

|

file

Tasword Newword

y
y
\

y

y

c ocument
Page break inc cation
Page/line numl >er display
Column manipt lation
Column replace mode

Delete

underlining

Foreign characters

Format disc \
Type disc file
Auto file backup

y

Locoscript

y

y

y

command

Pretext

y

y
y
y

overtype

Delete line

y

FEATURES

Pocket
Wordstar
Deluxe

y

Auto re-format

Layout

8000

y

size

editing

file

Tasword Newword

Locoscript

trademark of NewStar Software

Inc,

Pocket Wordstar

is

a registered trademark of MicroPro International Corporation

CASE IN POINT
my

'database'

was a

pile

of scraps of paper piled

in

strategic corners of the house. It took a fair time to get
anything done, but strangely don't really seem to get
I

done any

things

faster

now.

There's an unwritten law of

work you have expands

to

life

which says that the

the time you have available.

fit

- whereas in the old
days once you've written a letter that's it, now can
spend hours over a single letter refining the phrasing over
and over again. It requires a little self-discipline to say,
"OK, cut, it's good enough."

I

That's certainly true with computers

I

The pages where 8000

how they

Plus readers explain

could have

revolutionised the world

if

only

8000 Plus: So you went out to Dixons or
wherever ...
Kl: Lasky's actually.

This

PCWs who have decided to branch out from
the

8000 Plus: Lasky's, and came home with
a large brown box proudly marked
"Ordinateur Personnel avec
Traitement de Textes Integre". How
did the first weeks go with the 'Joyce'?

month we start a hew feature series. We are looking for users of
LocoScript and exploit

more powerful facilities that their machines have to offer as

computers running accounts, databases etc.

We are looking for readers to fill these pages in future months. If
you have an interesting application for your PCW, and you do
something more than just running LocoScript, we'd like to hear from
you. To offer pearls of wisdom from your experiences to our readers,
send us an article of not more than 2000 words outlining your
experiences and giving a telephone number. Write to Case in Point,
8000 Plus, The Old Barn, Somerton, Somerset TAII 5AH, and we'll
pay generously for contributions used.
To give the series a light-hearted kick-off, we scoured the streets of
Somerton (well, OK, the only street) for a guinea pig. We found one,
but our intrepid interviewer found it difficult to transcribe its series
of squeals into two pages of interesting reading. Instead, we found
typical PCW user Kit Identy, who has lived through the traumas that
all PCW owners face sooner or later

Kl: (Retching sounds) Yeeeeuugh,
hate people who call
PCW's 'Joyce'. It smacks of a patronising attempt by
Amstrad to make all the owners feel part of one big
happy family before taking them for £40 to join their user
I

club.

But digress. My first hours went remarkably well.
Contrary to popular opinion found the manual was
quite readable at first, and got through the 'Your first
twenty minutes' part without tears or tantrums. It was
I

I

I

when began

to want to do more complicated things
with LocoScript that began to come unstuck, as the
manual never quite seemed to deal with the questions
I

...

I

that

I

asked.

I

bought

Guide, Mastering the

8000 Plus: Kit, if I may call you Kit, when
you decided to buy a
what did you
envisage yourself using it for?

PCW

Kl:

Well,

been secretary of the

I've

local

badminton club

fixtures, that kind of thing.

books

like

the Clarity

PCW and so on, and struggled
I

much faster than
and with much greater

a page-long letter

more

neatly

expression, which

for three or four years now, and I've had a lot of writing
to do for that; knocking up tournament timetables,
writing to secretaries of neighbouring clubs arranging

a couple of

by.

Anyway, by the end of two weeks, doing between two
and three hours work most nights, felt could bang out
I

I

could hand write

it,

precision of

was the main point

after

all.

It took me a week of soul-searching to understand
to get right-justified text - it's a setting in the Layout

how

you use the " + RJust" code in LocoScript you
get a smooth right margin all right, but the left margin
goes all skew wiff. never have found a use yet for the
" + RJust" command. wonder what it was meant for?
options.

If

I

Anyway, until now I've struggled by on my trusty rusty
manual typewriter, but not having shares in Tipp-Ex,
decided that was onto a loser. So the badminton club
gave me an excuse to buy the machine, or at least one
that could fool the wife with (she won't see this, will
she?), but also had this hankering to do some real
writing. know could be the new Jeffrey Archer given a

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

good break.
Mind you,

mentioned?

the 'power of computers',
reckoned that once got over the initial culture shock
would buy some programs like a database to keep the
club records on, and perhaps keep track of the mortgage
payments.

so

I

8000 Plus: So when did you pluck up
courage to mumble the magic phrase
"CP/M" and look for some other
software, like the database you

I'd

also heard of
I

I

Kl:

It

took about a month for

me to feel

happy with the

PCW, although hadn't at that time tackled headers and
footers with any conviction, and then began to peruse
I

I

WH Smith's esteemed shelves for magazines. At that

was Amstrad Computer User or
Exchange and Mart, so plumped for the latter.
After buying a few bags of horse manure from their
small ads, none of which fitted my disc drives by the way,
went back and bought an ACU after all. Seduced by
glossy adverts, bought Cardbox - "idiot proof it said, a
time, the choice

8000 Plus: Sounds as though you had a
good workload planned for it - how did
you manage before you bought it then?

I

I

Perhaps you had another computer?

I

challenge if ever saw one.
I've always been quite good at reading manuals, and
within a week had the membership records of the
I

I

I

20 8000
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Kl:

No,

much

as

no,

I

just struggled

you would expect.

by on a pencil and paper,
wrote letters by hand and
I

I

CASE IN POINT
badminton club set up. Only 40 names at first, it can
hardly have been worth it in retrospect, but once you've
got a computer you've got to use it, haven't you?
realised the size of my error when came to printing
out my database. Like any sane person, wanted to get an
alphabetical list out of it and it never occurred to me that
any database wouldn't do that. was a bit peeved when
the truth dawned, but I've had to live with it.
I

I

I

I

8000 Plus:

#'

So how have you got round

the problems?
Kl: Well, once
had reconciled myself to not being able to
produce a simple sorted membership list got on OK.
Card box is certainly easy to use and it's great for storing
lists of who lives where, when they paid their
subscriptions and who they are currently going out with.
I'm thinking of setting up Kit's Private Eye Agency soon.
I

I

One of my friends is a professional programmer at A
Known Electronics Company, as they say, and
know he swears by dBase
He tried to explain how to
it one evening but
knew straight away it was far too

Well

I

II.

use

I

complex for a non-programmer to get to grips with,
although he seems to get good results from it.
Although shouldn't admit it to a journalist, a PCWowning, truck-driving friend had bought another database
for his machine, and one day as was driving along behind
I

I

his lorry

a copy of his disc just sort of fell off the back of

and landed

in

my

car.

What

it

a coincidence.

The upshot was that even that nameless one didn't
meet my needs, since it was nigh on impossible to get
data from it's guts into LocoScript to use in letters and
documents.

yet to see a really useful database,

I've

although at least

now know what

I

are the right questions

to ask a salesman.

8000 Plus: (coughs loudly) Yes, well, let's
move on. You seem a bit negative about
databases: Are you suggesting they're
not much use?
Kl:

No, not

at

all.

I'm sure databases are wonderful things,

I'm just saying that for the simple

home

user, as

opposed

I

catalogue your extensive collection of Bert

Weedon

memorabilia, or to keep your family address

more trouble than
For businesses,

we

one

the

may be

a bit different.

I've learnt

actually going to
I

know

that at

work

customer records and credit
chasing, and that is worth its weight in gold. think that
one was custom written by a software house for them guess that you've got to find a program suited to your
needs. One day will find the perfect database for me, but
until then the number of scraps of paper floating around
use

I

the database

worth.

it's

it is

list

fit in with the new version.
began by telling the wife that ought to buy one to do
"home accounts" on, but after my experiences with

rest of the figures to

to business person, running a database program just to

for simple

I

I

I

to consider carefully what

do with

imagined myself typing

in

I

am

buy. When
"Groceries: £2.37" and "Packet

a program before

of crisps at the station on the

way

to work:

I

I

1

3p" every

evening to make the domestic budgets balance, realised
it would be a total white elephant that wouldn't get used
I

week.
But for club accounts, whether it proves to be easier or
not it means can provide computer printouts of things
to back figures up, and no-one ever argues with computer
printouts, do they? I'm very optimistic about
spreadsheets' usefulness, and strangely think it will get a
lot more wear than my database has. Currently I'm
agonising between SuperCalc 2, Scratchpad Plus and
after the first

I

at

home

still

increases.

8000 Plus:

Do you own any other

software now. Legally, that

is.

No, but I'm looking around again. think now
understand what spreadsheets are for, and they sound

Kl:

I

pretty useful things.

more

efficiently

if

I

I

can

I

possibly Pocket CalcStar.

I

do the club accounts much

get one.

As gather, you have a large blank work area split into
rows and columns, and you just plonk down everything
you know in into these boxes, give everything headings,
and then all the rows and columns can be totted up and
cross referenced for you. If you have to change a figure in
one of the columns, the program automatically adjusts the

8000 Plus: Well, let us
on.

know how you get

I

Kl: Indeed.

And

8000 Plus:
time.

thanks for asking.

Thank you for sparing the
8000 PLUS 21
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PROSPELL

JSfa

<

OPTION*

mospin CAN
LOOK

<//>

THE

Wiling of'

MlSSP[ LT

,Q

THE SPELLING CHECKER FOR LOCOSCRIPT AND ALL
OTHER KNOWN PCW WORD PROCESSORS. ALSO ACTS AS
A FIRST CLASS PROOF READER.

'

INCLUDES MASSIVE 32,000 WORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY • CHECKS UPTO 2000
WORDS PER MINUTE • BUILD, EDIT, LIST DICTIONARY •
UNLIMITED DICTIONARY SIZE#
EXPANDABLE BY USER

P^

•'— FINDS WORDS WITH UNKNOWN
LETTERS AND CAN LIST ANAGRAMS OF A GIVEN
WORD — IDEAL FOR PUZZLE SOLVING
"AN OUTSTANDING BUY"
-

'LOOK

POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY

NO FURTHER"
-

'A*

AMSTRAD USER

mmk

(INCL VAT, P&P)

Arnor Ltd. (Dept. RBN )
118 Whitehorse Road,
Croydon, Surrey

CPC VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE WHICH
WORKS WITH ALL KNOWN AMSTRAD WPS
DISC £24.95

ROM

VISA

£34.95

CR0 2JF
24 hr 01-684-8009

ONTEST

FONTGEM
•

£19.95

Gemini Marketing

0395

265165

PCW

Although the
is a dab hand at producing letters and
documents, after a while the standard text that the
printer produces becomes a bit boring.
Many people actively dislike the ordinary typeface that
they are lumbered with, but even if you like it there are
so many PCWs around now that letters run off from
LocoScript are instantly recognisable. It would be nice to
be able to print in a different style, just so that people
think you really own a much more expensive word

NEW FACES
HACKER'S DELIGHT
FontGem

processor.

The font of all wisdom
The

style that characters are printed in

"font", and

is

called the

the font that gives the distinctive look to a
page. Gemini's FontGem provides the
with a choice
it's

PCW

actually "hacks" into the

system files that make up LocoScript or.
CP/M (whichever is being used), with
the result that whenever you start your ~
PCW up with the hacked version, it's
like having a new program. FontGem

While this is safe enough in practice
for seldom-changing CP/M (and all

word processors and programs running
from

there), LocoScript is a bit
versions are being
released (eg. for LocoMail and
LocoSpell), and at the moment

different,

and these can be used from LocoScript or any CP/M
program. There are four "business" fonts and four

modifies the parts of the program that
determine the shapes of the characters
that the printer produces, which is how
it works automatically with all

FontGem

novelty fonts, illustrated elsewhere.

programs.

will

of eight different fonts to replace the standard

The good news

is

that unlike

offering alternative fonts,
useful, interesting

really are readable,

"Business I"

is

a

good

SOW

PCWs

letter writing

and "Olde English" and "Vaudeville" are

However, Gemini assure buyers of
that any upgrades necessary

2LKl«E

ideal for

be available free of charge.

3TlPl»3Dnn:«EJ©
to

giving circulars or notices that extra bit of style.

Sn Old Upme 0itcb fcunt

How it works
FontGem

New

FontGem won't work with them.

many previous programs

FontGem's

and a valuable addition to the

talents. In particular,

font,

one with,

at

Che Olde Barn, Somerton
on

very simple to use, can be learnt in 15
minutes' and then becomes second nature. Once you've
decided which font you want to replace the ordinary one,
you run FontGem. It then asks you to put your CP/M or
is

Locoscript startup disc

in

drive A: and then modifies

it

to

feallome'en flight
ffirst Prl^ft;

a do-it-pourself exorcism kit.
Including petrol and matches for the
purification afterroards.

Kunner

Hp:

a ducking stool complete with 30' deep

fflooden

Spoon:

a boring piece of paper shouting a
range of interesting characters in the
PCD's Olde (English font, like this.

permanently change the fonts that your PCWproduces.

This is Business 1 font
This is Business E font
This is Business 3 Fonb
This is

Business

pond

font

*t

Tins 53 flMflsine font

This is Vaudeville font
®bis is Olde Gngllsb font
This is Stencil font
A

brief

sample of FontGem's range

Note that the font change is irreversible, so you must
keep a copy of the old startup disc if you ever want to use

see son

mesa

the standard font again.

You
like,

the

now throw

can

you won't need

since

FontGem manual away

the

it

PCW up with that disc,

appear

in

the

new font.

In

again.

all

if

you

Every time you start

printout will automatically

some

word,
which

To

it is
is

easy

unaffected by

in

LocoScript. Draft quality text

FontGem, and appears

in

you

just

much more

Once
I

disc

Olde

English font as used

from

LocoScript

some spice to your
make LocoScribed documents seem
At £19.95, it's fontastic.

can really add

interesting.

MINUSES

installed,

you can

totally forget

there

7 ] Genuinely useful

range of fonts

available

real frustration with FontGem is that you can't
mix different fonts in the same document. The font is
determined only by the startup disc you use and to
change font you have to rerun FontGem to create a

Works with LocoScript files as well

as

CP/M

! You can't mix different fonts in the
same document
H You have to have different work discs
[

for each font you want to use
ID Won't currently work with LocoMail

or LocoSpell

El All LocoScript's print size and style
options can be used
-! Doesn't take up any extra disc space

and restart your

PCW with that.
there are still ways to mix fonts after
a fashion. For example, you could print a whole load of
fancy headed stationery using Vaudeville, and then use
as

abilities

parish newsletter and

style.

The only

these

"

PLUSES

is

the ordinary

A few snags

Having

I

heading, making for an eye-catching contrast.

it's

whole new version of the startup

or even a standard font disc,
print normally onto the paper with its Vaudeville
a "Business

FontGem's

of the novelty faces

the character widths vary quite
avoid uneven spacings between characters in a
best to use proportional spacing for printing,

(especially Vaudeville)

widely.

work from

said that,

you would any other preprinted paper.

If

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE

8000 PLUS

OVERALL SPEED

DOCUMENTATION

VALUE VERDICT

you
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BOOK LOOK
Computers are busy saving vast hectares of Amazonian rain forest as
the "paperless office" takes over. But judging by the unstemmed tide
of books arriving for the PCW, the jungles are now under threat from
publishers of tutorial books on just how to use the paperless office. As
keen ecologists, we assess the environmental impact of the latest

15 HOUR WORD PROCESSING
USING WORDSTAR
15 HOUR WORD PROCESSING
USING THE AMSTRAD WORD
PROCESSOR

Extension College

Why " 5 hours", you may be moved to ask? Judging from
the "Books by the Same Author" section, which includes
"15 hour word processing with the BBC Micro" and "15
1

hour word processing on your gas cooker" (sorry,
misprint), it must be the length of time Ms. Ruthven
takes to churn out another title

PROCESSOR
• Ian B. James •

£9.95

title

The LocoScript

PCW,

and it aims to help those who are
thinking of branching out from LocoScript and perhaps
trying to computerise the operations of a small company.
The books starts off with a gentle introduction to
convince you that computers aren't that frightening after
Unfortunately it gets carried away, and in between
eminently sensible advice on programming like "unless
all.

you

really

have

to,

DON'T DO

how

IT!" tries to explain

to use assemblers and binary arithmetic.
But after page 100 it really gets going. James picks the

commercial areas of databases, spreadsheets, accounts,
payroll and explains why you would want to use them.
He chooses 6 programs to illustrate his examples with:
Sage Payroll, Sage Accounts, Cardbox (a database),

WordStar

(a

word

spreadsheet) and

processor), SuperCalc 2 (a

DR

Graph

(for

producing graphs from

spreadsheets).
It is

nice to have concrete

examples rather than

and the level of detail discussed allows
readers to appreciate fully the time and effort that will be
required to get going with such a program. On the

generalities,

whole, James manages to avoid getting bogged
too many technicalities of specific programs.

The

down

in

program are an acceptable base
Graph is only of marginal
interest. Also, while Cardbox is fine in many ways it
cannot sort its data into alphabetical order. It would have
specific choices of

for examples, although

DR

been nice had some time been spent discussing the pros
and cons of the six flagship packages that are used for the
examples, to give readers an idea of the choices they
have.

A

Overall, More Than Just
Wordprocessor is a
very fine introduction to business computing for
owners. James doesn't try to hide potential problems it's a book you ought to read after your local dealer has
just convinced you how easy it will be with his products.

PCW

8000 Plus Value Verdicts
More Than Just A Wordprocessor
ISBN 0-94682-791-5
15 Hour WP with WordStar
£4.95, ISBN 0-86082-758-5
15 Hour WP with the Amstrad
£4.95, ISBN 0-86082-760-7

processing tutorials, and don't give background

advice on operating the computer.

of this book latches onto Amstrad's marketing

slogan for the

to

elementary, intermediate and advanced. They are purely

word

with a

The

skills

similar in format, and are divided into three sections:

Cambridge

Microcomputer Centre

PLUS

the series.

newcomers, one with the CP/M program WordStar and
the other with good ol' LocoScript. Both books are very

THE AMSTRAD PCW 8256/8512:
MORE THAN JUST A WORD

24 8000

in

These books both teach word processing

offerings.

£9.95,

• Anna Ruthven • The National

£4.95

fairly

title

is

generally very good.

It

starts

foolproof guide to copying discs with

DISCKIT, and progresses to go through all the simple
italic and underline styles
in documents. The keys you have to press to perform any
action are clearly labelled in a sequence of comprehensive
editing functions like using bold,

steps. Pictures of the screen illustrate
at strategic points so that readers

the state of things

know they

are on the

right track.

The

title

is

very

much aimed

"advanced" section
footers,

is

at beginners, and the
very half-hearted. Headers and

two of LocoScripts's murkier

regions, are

covered in just 12 short pages.
If you are just setting out with LocoScript then you will
gain a lot from this title, but you will soon outgrow it.
Still, at £4.95 that can't be a bad deal.
It is puzzling that the WordStar
5 hour book is much
1

worse than the LocoScript one. At first, all the examples
and advice are given in separate versions for IBM PC users
and CP/M (ie. Amstrad PCW) users, but after a while the
CP/M examples are dropped. More seriously, the
methodical progress that works well in the LocoScript
is not as well used here. Complex commands (like
the "dot" commands") are introduced very early, which
is confusing. Whereas the LocoScript book can be read on
its own, the WordStar one seems to be more suitable for
title

course organisers to base a series of lectures on, where
personal tuition is planned. A

THE AMSTRAD

PCW

8256/8512
MORE THAN JUST
A WORDPROCESSOR

CPM PLUS

The standard

PCW printer

is

capable of outputting a wide

variety of different text styles. LocoScript users are

accustomed to being able to freely mix italic, bold,
superscript and underlined text in sizes ranging from 17
to 10 characters per inch.

to a non-printable character whose
respectively. For example:

ESC is

non-printable character

—

ESC 4\—
ESC

10 characters

printable character "4"

(to print
prir in

•'

- 1-i

italics)

(to print underlined text)

printable character

"-"

The non-printable character
numbered
I

"What

characters are" for an explanation

of printable/non-printable characters, and

Consider for a moment what happens
printer to print a document. The

when you

ask the

or

I

il
The

See the box on

The great escape

The

is

27

However, when using CP/M to print files, the options
seem to shrink. Pressing the [PTR] key means you can
control whether you use draft quality or high quality
print, but other than that you seem to be forced to use
per inch standard text all the time.
But it isn't that bad really; with a little trickery, and
knowing the black art of how to read the Amstrad
manual, the printer can be made to use its full range of
styles even from CP/M.

number

clearer with

all

will

become

some examples.

PCW sends the

down the connecting cable in a long stream,
and the printer faithfully puts them on the paper. Now
and again, the
sends a special character which
characters

WHAT CHARACTERS

PCW

doesn't produce any print but for
printer to

move

to a

new

example

tells

the

we are interested in.
"escape" or "ESC" for short, is
is sent to the printer it
means, "don't print the next few characters because they
It's

these special characters that

One

character,

known

very

commonly

used.

as

When ESC

are an instruction to change print style". Exactly

change

is

what the

depends on the characters that immediately

follow the ESC. For example, they might

mean "print all
text from now on in italics." In order to make the printer
do what you want, you first have to find out what the

command is that you have to send, and then you
have to work out how to send
The second part of this
is easiest done from BASIC, which has a special command

correct

it.

called

ARE

line.

"LPRINT" to send

characters to the printer.

Stealing the manual's secrets
of the PCW CP/M manual gives

Appendix

II

all

Boffins out there will all know that
characters are really the dreaded
n*bytes" that computer magazines
always go on about. All this means is
that computers only understand
numbers, so each printable character is
assigned a number between and 2S5.
N ot all the numbers between and
255 correspond to actual printable
symbols — after all, there are only 10
digits, 52 alphabet letters and a few
punctuation marks. These are assigned
numbers ranging upwards from 32, The
numbers below 32 are assigned to nonprintable or "control" characters. In
particular, the character that everyone
refers to as ESC is character number

to the PCW.
Since we're using BASIC as the way
to handle characters in this article, it's
as well to

know how

it

copes with

characters when printing. To send a
printable character like "M" to the
printer, the BASIC command is

LPRINT "M"
However, ESC as we have seen
printable but

is

number 27, and
that

known
the

is

not

as character-

command to send

is

LPRINT CHRS(27)
This means, "send character 27 to the
printer" - CHR$ is BASICese for
"character number".

the

information that you need to control the printer,

although doesn't

tell

you what to do with

it.

Pages 126 to

the functions that the printer does, and with each
is the code needed to activate that function.
For example, look at page 132: the top heading is "Italic

137

list

one

Under that it says that to print italic characters you
ESC 4 to the printer, and to revert to normal you
ESC 5. This means that after the ESC 4, all text
printed appears in italics until the ESC 5 is printed, after

text".

send
send

Doing the hard work
Armed

with the information from the manual on what
codes control which printer functions, you now have to
get them from your head to the printer. The easiest way
to do this is from BASIC. Run BASIC from your CP/M
master disc, and it will give you its "Ok" prompt.
LPRINT is the command to send characters to the

which

printer.

by

character immediately following the "ESC" is an
ordinary printable character. However, if there is a

and the message appears in draft quality normal print on
the printer. Now let's make it come out underlined.
Looking at page 133 of the manual, underlining is done by
ESC The hyphen is a simple printable character, and
the is a non-printable code. ESC is non-printable code
27, so type

second following character, usually

LPRINT CHRS (27) +"-"+CHR$(1) [RETURN]

it's back to the usual typeface.
Most of the special codes are in the form ESC followed
or 2 letters or digits. These following characters can
mean one of two things depending where they are, and
I

unfortunately the

PCW manual doesn't often distinguish

between them.

I

The

I

orO, then that

refers

Try typing

LPRINT "Hello from 8000 Plus" [RETURN]

.

I
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Now try the "Hello

..."

message again, and

it

comes out

underlined.
Effects can

CP/H Plus
« 1.4,

enter your

CP/M word

processor or spreadsheet,

printed from there will appear

be combined, so you can print

in italics at

Adstrad Conswer Electronics pic

6UK IPA, 2 disc drives, SIB/Centronics add-on, 368K drive H:

files

in italic text.

many CP/M programs set the printer
up the way they want for printing. For example, no
matter what text size you start off in, NewWord will
Unfortunately,

normally print in 10 pitch. Also, SuperCalc resets the
printer before it starts, so you always get draft quality
text out of

it.

(Dbasic

Hallard-M

BASIC with Jetsu
Version 1.29
(c) Copyright 1984 LocMotive Software Ltd
All rights reserved

31S97 free bytes

Ok

1PMHI "Hello fron

tins"
Ok
,
LPSINT CHR$(27)+"- *CHM<i)

MM

Hello from 8000 Plus

ft
LPRIHT "Hello fro*

MM

Plus"

Hello from 8000 Plus

LPSINT CKRf(27>+"4"
Ok
LPSINT 'Hello fron
Ok
syste*

MM Plus"

Hello from 8000 ELllS.

A>1

In

The

printer

commands

being used and the effects they produc

the same time as underlining. Again looking at the manual
page 32 the required code for italic text is ESC 4. Type

an emergency

1

All this changing print styles
can make you end up with a
confused printer that can't
just print normally. To get

LPRINTCHR$(27)+"4" [RETURN]

back to the usual setup, press
the [PTR] key and you will see
the printer status line at the

bottom of the screen. Use the
cursor-right key to highlight

the

RESET option, and

Saving your changes

and then try the hello message again to see what happens.
You can reset the printer to normal with the [PTR]
key (see the "In an emergency" margin note), so now try
a few other effects from the manual like proportional
spaced text, or superscripts.
The settings that you do this way using BASIC will stay
in effect until you reset the printer, even if you leave
BASIC. For example, if you set up italic text and then

press

L+l This resets the printer,
and [EXIT] gets you back to

CP/M.

AUTOMATING THE
PRINTER CHANGES
all these commands from
BASIC works fine, but is very laborious.
There is a CP/M utility called SETLST
which does it faster, but is harder to set

The first

up.

Now put a disc in the current drive
with the file SETLST.COM on it and

Typing

It

works

in

a similar

way to the

SETKEYS program covered
issue of 8000 Plus. Set

in

the

last

up a simple text

containing the characters to be sent
to the printer, and SETLST then sends
this file to the printer, as will be
file

revealed.

The only problem is how to type nonprintable characters into this text file.
The up-arrow key ([EXTRA] + on the
;

keyboard) introduces a non-printable
code, which is typed between single
quotes, so non-printable character
number is typed as| 1 Since ESC is
used so often, this can be typed by its
name, again between single quotes after
'

I

'

.

and up-arrow: f ESC
For example, suppose you always
'

want to work

'

in high quality,
proportional spaced text from CP/M.
Set up a text file called, say, HQPS.PTR,
containing the lines

ESC'pt'1
ESC'mf'1
ESC'd

'

'

line sends ESC p I, to set
proportional spaced print, and the
line sends ESC
for high

second

m

I

quality text.

typeSETLST HQPS.PTR [RETURN].
From now on, text going to the printer
from CP/M (eg. when you print a file by
saying PIP LST: =f i 1 ename) will
appear in high quality proportional
spaced print.

The virtue of the last line of the
file, sending ESC d, is that it
saves the high quality, proportional
spaced setting as the default. If you have
to do a printer reset subsequently, after
paper jam for example, then the printer
will revert to this state rather than its
usual draft mode 10 pitch text.
If you save HQPS.PTR on your
startup disc, with SETLST.COM, you
can use the PROFILE.SUB autostart
method to set your
printer up

HQPS

PCW

automatically whenever you start

CP/M.

As experienced
paper

the printer and start

as

goes through the

it

know, the
or

rollers,

all

over

to reset

again.

when you do reset the printer (from
the [PTR] command line in CP/M) the settings you have
made will all be lost, and it will revert to the standard
Unfortunately,

draft quality, 10 characters per inch text that

normally get.
redo things.

The

It's

very

solution to this

awkward
is

to go into

you

BASIC and

to send the printer the

command ESC

d, which freezes the current state of the
printer as the one to be used after a reset is done. So,
you have made all the changes you want to the
normal print settings, just before you leave BASIC type

after

LPRINTCHR$(27)+"d"
Make sure you type a lower case "d", or the command
will be ignored. Now you can reset with impunity,
without losing your hard work.

The exception to the

rule

Most of the printer codes in the manual are in the form
", and we've covered use of these in some detail.
But some, like that on page 3 for Condensed text (

"ESC p

I

1

1

1

the right of SI is the number
Amstrad's way of telling you that

pitch) just says "SI". Just to

14 in brackets-this
SI

is

is

a non-printable character

So to change to
specialcharacter

whose code number

14.

send the single

17 pitch text, just

to the printer.

is

Do this from BASIC

by
typing LPRINTCHR$(14) [RETURN]. There's no need to
send ESC or any other characters.
To sum up then, the rule for reading the printer
commands from the manual is this: single characters like
"p" or " " are to be sent to the printer as they stand,
SI

I

LPRINTfrom BASIC as described earlier. Words
"SO" and "DC4" stand for special non-printable
characters whose number is printed alongside them when
using
like

they are first referred to in the manual. Don't try to send
the characters "S" and "O" to the printer, but send SO's

number,

14,

command. A
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PCW printer well

users of the

prone to jam

is

some other more human error means you want

instead, using

CHR$(I4)

in

BASIC'S LPRINT

RSC

Ltd.

(FREE SUB

SPECIALIST

£442.50

(ALL PRICES INC VAT & P&P)

£557.75

£57.50
£149.50
£97.50

CHIT-CHAT

MODEM

(WITH OPTIONAL E-MAIL

£179.95

TO MICRONET/PRESTEL)

MEMORY UPGRADE 8512

£32.50

R.S.C.

SPECIAL OFFER

MEMORY UPGRADE

E-MAIL

CENTRONICS PRINTER CABLE
R.S.C. CENTRONICS INTERFACE
(WITH METRE LONG CABLE)

£9.50
£32.50

PCW PRINTER EXTENSION
(PACK INCLUDES POWER EXTENSION)

£12.50

R.S.C

SOFTWARE

£54.50

£54.50

PCW GRAPHICS

MP165

FEATURES:165CPS,75CQ

£239

ULTRA HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS
FRICTION & TRACTOR FEED
*2 YEAR WARRANTY*

MP200

FEATURES: 200 CPS, 7K BUFFER

£335

EPSON COMPATIBLE
2 YEAR WARRANTY*

MP201

FEATURES: 136 COLUMNS

£435

200 CPS.7K BUFFER
I.B.M & EPSON COMPATIBLE

I.B.M

'2

1

00

CPS TRACTOR BUILT

£178.00

OtJKl
FEATURES: 20 CPS, 2K BUFFER

£295

BI-DIRECTIONAL 10,12,15.CP 132 COL.

CPS

£499.00

JUKI. 6300....40 CPS

£799.00

JUKI 6200....30

LATEST ADDITIONS
DATAFLOW 3/M AILFLOW 4

£43.95

LOCOMAIL
FIRST BASE
ROTATE
IAN KEY CRASH COURSE
IAN KEY TWO FINGERS
FLEET STREET PUBLISHER

£43.95
£26.95
£23.50
£22.50
£22.50

£19.95

TASPELL 8000
TASPRINT8000

£14.95

HITCHHIKER'S GUIDE TO THE GALAXY, BALLYHOO,
LEATHER GODDESS OF PHOBOS, WISHBRINGER,
20RK 1,2,3, ENCHANTER, STARCROSS, SUSPENDED,
INFIDEL, PLANETFALL.

£39.95
£39.95

GEMINI
DATAGEM
FONT GEM

£5.95

£32.50
£18.50

EASY LABELLER

£14.00
£17.50

BRIDGE PLAYER

COLOSSUS 4 CHESS
BATMAN
LORD OF THE RINGS

£17.50

TOMAHAWK

£17.50

SAS RAID

£14.95

GRAHAM GOOCHS TEST CRICKET

£18.95

£13.50
£21.50

COPY
HOLDERS

COPYHOLDER
RBR3£95

£4.95

£32.50

ASHTONTATE
BASE 2

£99.50

NEW WORD 2

£64.50

CRACKER 2

£43.95

MULTIPLAN

£64.50

CONNECT
MONEY MANAGER

£26.95

COMSOFT

CYRUS CHESS

DELUXE

JUKI

£39.95

NEW STAR

ALL TITLES £21 .50 EACH

PRINTER RIBBONS
£7.50

£39.95

GRAPH

PASCAL/MT+

C BASIC COMPILER

MASS

QUALITY

MP 165, MP200.MP201, PANASONIC
PCW RIBBON

£12.50

DRAW

£64.50

£265.00

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS

£84.50

TASWORD 8000

D.R
D.R

INFOCOM ADVENTURES

IN.

£19.95

DIGITAL

LEISURE SOFTWARE

FEATURES: QUALITY EPSON-COMP.

£49.95

£139.50

YEAR WARRANTY*

AMSTRAD DMP 3000
EPSON LX.

£49.95

d

PANASONIC

JUKI 6100

£114.50

DISCS IN 10'S
CF2 DOUBLE SIDED/SINGLE DENSITY £34.50
CF2D DOUBLE SIDED/ DOUBLE DENSITY £57.50

KX-P1080U IMPACT DOT MATRIX

RSC SCOOP
£189.95

£69.50

MOUSE
GRAPHPAD 3

3"

&

£39.95

CARDBOX
SCRATCHPAD PLUS
TOUCH 'N' GO
CONDOR

TASMAN

ELECTRIC STUDIO

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
MICRO-PERIPHERALS

£43.95

BRAINSTORM

1

LIGHT PENS
R.S.C

£43.95

CAXTON
£219.99

VIEW DATA SOFTWARE

£179.50

AMSOFT
SUPERCALC2
MCROWORD/MICROFILE

OR VIEW DATA)

COMBO PACK E-MAILS VIEW DATA

FD2 +

PCW SOFTWARE

PCW COMMUNICATIONS

AMSTRAD HARDWARE
AMSTRAD PCW 8256 (Single Drive)
AMSTRAD PCW 851 2 (Twin Drive)
AMSTRAD RS232/ CENT. INTERFACE
AMSTRAD FD/2 SECOND DRIVE FOR 8256
AMSTRAD V21/23 MODEM

8256

AMSTRAD
MAILORDER

R.S.C £24.50

DELTA

£84.50

1.25

ARNOR LTD
PROSPELL
PROTEXT (WORD PROCE SSOR)

£236.99
£74.50

MICROPRO
POCKET WORDSTAR
POCKET WORDSTAR DEI .UXE

£43.95
£62.50

SAGE
POPULAR ACCOUNTS
POPULAR ACCOUNTS PLUS

£75.00

£114.50

INVOICING

£54.50

PAYROLL
COMBO PACK
SUPER COMBO P'ACK

£54.50

£114.50
£179.50

RETRIEVE

£54.00

DISC BOXES

PRINTER PAPER
2000 SHEETS
(FAN FOLD)

1

1"

X 240MM

RSC 30 LOCKABLE
RSC60LOCKABLE

£11.50
£14.95

£16.50

ADHESIVE LABELS
2000 ADHESIVE 2 ACROSS

£6.95
£9.95

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & POSTAGE
Export,

Government & Educational Orders Welcome
All enquiries & payments to

RSC LTD, 75 QUEENS ROAD, WATFORD WD1 2QN
Telex265871 MONREFG. REF:CJJ128 TEL (0923)32201
CALLERS WELCOME

CAMSOFT

COMPACT

£9.95

AMSTRAD PCW VDU & KEYBOARD & PRINTER

£127.50

Accounts packs, please phone

DUST COVERS

1000

COMPLETE ACC

Accounts packs, please phone

AMSTRAD

PC

ALL PC'S COUEWITH 10 FREE DISCS
PC1512 SINGLE DRIVE MONO
£369 + VAT
PC 1 512 SINGLE DRIVE COLOUR.
£549 VAT
PC1312 DOUBLE DRIVE MONO
C4S9+VAT
PC1S12 DOUBLE D«VECOLOUR....£649*VAT
PC 1912 HARD DISK 10 MB COLOUR. £849 VAT
PC 1 512 HARD DISK 20 MB MONO....E798 VAT
PC 1512 HARD DISK 20 MB C0L0UR..C949 + VAT

COMPLETE RANGE OF SOFTWARE

ONTEST
DISC
£24.99

MATE
• Siren Software • 061

7

WCTTT

'W

»)

m IHfflb 1
I
1Kb

(«) SE! 10 8/0
(5) sei io
<C) SEI 10 S¥S

848 9233

Here's a scenario to fuel the nightmares of every

M

computer user: you are working with some files on the
drive and want to get rid of them, so you type ERA * *.
Automatically you hit the Y key to confirm the command

It)

<F

L0CSCRD.W3 USER

I

res .8*3 USES

M Read/Mr te
M Jead/Hnte

til
DDt

tc

IS

8*3 USER *t Read/Hrite IS)
8*3 USER
Rud/Hrite DID

M

.

without thinking, and realise with horror that you have
all the files on your master floppy disc in the
"Ah," you say, "but would never do anything as
as that." Well did just that two weeks ago, and
without Disc Mate half the pages in this month's 8000 Plus
just deleted

A drive.

I

silly

I

would be blank.
Disc Mate is a
with discs

new

collection of

just that bit easier

version which can

drives

on PCW's.

First

programs to make working
on the PCW. Just out is a

work on both A- and
and foremost

is

B-type

a "directory

editor" which amongst other things allows you to unerase erased files. Although there is some quite complex

CP/M

trickery behind Disc Mate, the user

simple

PLUSES

MINUSES

Allows you to recover erased

Documentation

files

Very simple on-screen instructions
aimed at ordinary people
~,OP x It >• program gives y< copying without PIP's problems
ZIPDISC speeds up your disc usage by
up to 20%
;

,

is

.

1

-

is

very brief

Doesn't have a full disc sector editor
to please hackers (or is this a plus
point?)

menu

easily digestible tablets.

of

8000 PLUS

DOCUMENTATION

way to

based tutorial system, which

is

just

<mm

raimra
Uncut

-tils

SHS

much
one

as

^T

-Lrl

If sou hive Just entered this FILE tar the first tine goa
•ill nig see the tart text on the screen.
it
is
possible to alter the nag the text is presented, the topit

Knew

at all, only to the appearance of the screen.

well written and illustrated,

is

Press Bill
option.

that you can actually

the

instructions.

Turn on all the features bg placing

Further, the various documents are

named

text

topics that they cover. Rather than having to

it.

what EXAMPLE.007

PLUSES
level of writing in the text
Lessons are all cleariy named so you
can spot which is which on the directory
Clear text layout onscreens is easy to
read

covers, you can happily

through topics of interest contained
BASE.LYT and BOLD.

MINUSES

Adult

Tutorial material
skilled users

'fl'Shot'

turned off. He are tains to snitch then on, but before >e
do, a rnrd of turning.
Sou mil see a change in the
appearance of the text. Anjthing appearing in brackets
should he totally ignored for the mneni as far as reading
the text is concerned. It uill probajilg be advantageous to
read all the text first uithout talcing ang action and then
return to this point and go through it again fallMing the

Minerva, a similar LocoScript tutorial that we reviewed
last month. Happily, LINC's package is both £2 cheaper
and much better written. The level of discussion is aimed
at adults, and it manages to be informative and friendly
without being patronising.

The screen is very thoughtfully laid out, so that when
the text says "now press [f I] for the menu, the on-screen
is arranged so that the menu doesn't obscure any of

(or

W^™{JrJi5li! 9 .rfhes««rrjf

incorporated into the text that you are reading.
LINC's offering should be compared to LernLoco from

ultimately there

is

is

difficult stuff

in files

after the

wonder
browse

called

to write, because

no substitute for having someone
who can answer your

standing over your shoulder

LINC seem to have produced a well written,
cheap tutorial that will suit most new initiates in
questions.

costs £14.95

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE

20%.

scanty, just an

all

effects

LocoScript's mysteries; as with

OVERALL SPEED

DOCUMENTATION
8000 PLUS VALUE VERDICT

!

lacks the

all

beginners tutorials,

it

depth to answer more sophisticated queries

from experienced

users.

For beginners and intermediate users,

good buy. A

28 8000 PLUS

is

specially

urn

-LSI

try out the functions as you read about them, and see the

Only

program,

is

It is a disc of LocoScript documents
the topics of LocoScript, which you read as
you please, and follow the instructions on the screen.
The advantage of this method over a manual, no matter

";

owners

CP/M wizardy which

good as Disc Mate, is an essential part of anyone's toolkit
- not having it is like driving a car without having a spare
wheel. Can you afford not to have one?

through a disc
what this package

learn LocoScript

A file un-erase

from LINC provides.

how

particularly useful for

a bit of

but the programs don't really need

explanation.

VALUE VERDICT

that cover

is

The documentation with Disc Mate

OVERALL SPEED

natural

ZIPDISC

claims to speed up your disc operations by up to

TEACH YOURSELF LOCOSCRIPT
£14.95 • LI NC • 0273 776576
The

It is

PCW 8256's who want to copy files between floppy

discs. Finally,

inlay card,

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE

given a very

is

of options to follow.

Two other programs come with Disc Mate: COPYFILE
does much what its name suggests, and provides the file
copying facilities of CP/M's tortuous PIP command in

it's

definitely a

INFORMATION EXPLOSION?
DON'T KNOW WHERE YOU READ THAT ARTICLE?

CHIBASEhas
CHI BASE

is

a text

retrieval

the answer!
system for the Amstrad PCW8256/8512 computer

CHIBASE is a NEW and EASY way to store and recall 'filing' card' type text records on disc.
Now you can store and recall hundreds of text records on a CF2 orCF2DD disc.
CHIBASE is like a notebook helping you to find essential information
STUDENTS AND RESEARCHERS

You create TEXT records by simply typing them
uses KEY
in on the Chibase screen. Chibase
words, highlighted in the text, as a

means

Compile essay notes, keep your own ab-

lw

of

or lutttr
i
Pi* a
ticks.
riect . Sprinkle mth Hit aai IISB or garlic motor,
lock sift t U»s_ij! and rill, tio diickoo rolls first it
and SSEflinS. Fry thicken tor 3 to 4 oil on nt« sic
then il
Srain 01 paper twels.

a NOTEBOOK
with an index. With a simple command, you can
highlight any word even as you are typing your
indexing the records.

It's

just like

ms

BE

RETRIEVED by using an ENQUIRY which is simply a list of keys. You can specify
ALL or only SOME of the enquiry keys need
be present for a record to be retrieved. Many
records may be retrieved by an enquiry.

Text records are

up

record can hold

to

23

lines of

will

appreciate the complete

Chibase.

your classes.

BUSINESS PEOPLE

that

text

You

TEACHERS
Use as a teaching aid. Highly "Visible" in
operation.
Use for planning practical
lessons. Keep miscellaneous notes on

text.

A

stracts.

flexibility of

Keep

track

suppliers', log

of

needs

customers

telephone enquiries

and

etc.

HOBBYISTS

80 charSelect a

acters.

fmctiot

Use

for

indexing

magazines, collections

etc.

CHIBASE is a GENERAL PURPOSE text retrieval system
It

is

:

:

:

SIMPLE to use no complicated formatting no complicated command syntax to learn..
there is no restriction on layout a record is just a page of text, which can obtain up to 50 key words
FLEXIBLE
fast enought to think with, big enough to store typically 300 (drive A) or 1 200 (drive B) records.
EFFICIENT
COMPATIBLE You can 'pull' text from Chibase into aword processor document
You can move text from the word processor to Chibase (up to 23 lines of 80 characters).
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

EXPLAINED

:

A tutorial

ORDERING: From

introduction

is

Cwmbran

provided

for the

novice,

and

the functions of the system are explained simply

all

and concisely.

PRICE £49.95 inc.
Computer Centre. 3-4 Ventnor Rd, Old Cwmbran, Gwent. lei (06333) 60996

,(

0222) 567048

Please note: recipe database not supplied; screen appearance may ditter slightly Irom that shown here.
If

you're In the area,

why not drop in for a free demonstration? OPEN Mon-Thurs 1 .30 - 8.00 Sun 1 0.00 - 1 .00

"Quite the best and most flexible personal accounts system I've seen - doubles as an inexpensive business system" Computing with the

"Money Manager

is

good enough

to

make most programs

of this type give up in

MONEY MANAGER

cp'SiSr
when you
CPC664 SAVE£5 on RRP of
CPC61 28
O N LY £29.95

order direct from Connect Systems

£29.95

Financial

Amstrad September 1985

shame" Popular Computing Weekly 17-23

inci.

vat, p&p

April

1986

Unrivalled features

PCW8256
PCW851

management software for personal and/or small business use.

powerful ways in order to facilitate sound
Money Manager is an easy-to-use system for recording all financial transactions, and for analysing them in a number of very
finances in a business-like way. Use it to
management. It is ideal for controlling the finances of a small business, or for users wishing to control their personal
prepare business financial statements, pacify your bank manager,
check bank statements, keep track of expenditure, monitor cash flow, make budgeting forecasts,

financial

VAT inspectors, avoid nasty surprises, etc. etc.
them, print
on your disc. At any time, you may load a file into the computer memory, add to or edit the entries, analyse
1 2 months of entries are kept in a file stored
forecast (for budgeting). You may have any number of separate
statements, and then save the updated file for later use. Entries may be historic (for record keeping) or
may advance the period covered by a file month by month.
files, and make copies of files for archive purposes. You

convince the tax and

I

select categories according to account, class and mark (e.g
credit card,
all motoring expenses for business using a
and produce reports on the screen or printer as follows:
statements, showing each transaction for any month
or for the whole year.
Detailed monthly VAT statement showing input and output
amounts excluding VAT, the actual VAT and the total amount, plus
totals and net VAT due.
Tables showing the totals in each class for each month of the year.
Tables showing the totals in each class for each account.
Tables showing monthly maximum, minimum, average balances,

You may

Up to 100 separate transactions may be entered per month. Each
entry consists of:
• The day of the month, e.g. 23rd of June.
• An account number, one of up to 9 defined by you to suit your
circumstances

e.g.

1=Barclays, 2=Visa, 3=Halifax

all

Full detailed

etc.

• Reference, e.g. ABC 1 23 for a cheque number or invoice reference.
• A class code, one of up to 50 defined by you to suit your
circumstances e.g. h0=Household expenses, h1=Mortgage,
h2=Rates

or pO=Production,

p3=Packing,

p1=Raw

materials,

p2=Assembly,

etc.

description so that you can see what each transaction was for,
"New gearbox" or "Box of 10 discs".
optional single character mark which you may include for
further classification, e.g. b=business, p=private, etc.
The amount of the transaction, which may be plus or minus.
A marker to indicate whether the entry is exempt, zero rated or
taxable for VAT, or alternatively the actual VAT paid.

• A

e.g.

• An
•
•

L

entries, or

etc.)

turnover, cashflow etc.

•
•

Bar graphs of any category month by month.
version
Pie charts of annual totals for various categories (CPC
only).

- entries optionally sorted into date
order - item search facility. Comprehensive manual and
full set of practice data included.

Plus: standing orders

Full

telephone support.

Send cheque or credit card number or phone for immediate despatch.

ES

Connect Systems
3 Flanchford Road, London W1 2 9N D 01 -743 9792 8am-1 Opm 7 days a week
8000 PLUS
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UPGRADE

HARD DECISIONS
Ben Taylor

reveals

how

adding a hard disc to your

PCW can

increase

its

word power.
Sizeable

files

When you store a file on a
floppy disc you will have
noticed that the minimum file
size you can have is Ik, even if
there are only a couple of
characters in the file. Because
of the massive size of hard

"block size"

discs, their

disc

and 8k for 20

needs of many small businesses. Running accounts,
holding mailing lists and keeping the staff happy with
after the pubs close on Friday afternoon are all part

games

is

larger -typically 4k for a

10MB

The main marketing drive for the PCWs is purely as
word processors, ie. replacements for electric
many owners now know otherwise. The
PCW is in fact a powerful computer that can meet the

typewriters, but

of

MB

its

remit.

One

disc.

So if you copy a k file to a
20MB hard disc it gobbles up
8k of space. A little statistics
shows that the average space
I

wasted by a file is 4k. Even if
you have 1000 files on the
so wasting 4MB, you still
have 16MB full of useful data.
When you think about it,
4k per file wasted out of
disc,

20MB

is

actually a lot

more

economical than Ik per file
wasted on a 170k floppy disc!

New WEB
Software
The software reviewed
article

is

in this

current at the time

of writing. Timatic are

currently negotiating for new
LocoScript driver software

the PCWs, which owners of
the 8256 are all too aware of, is that the top disc drive,
known as 'A', can't store very much data. A major
program like an accounts package probably won't fit onto
it, and some such programs need 5 discs to hold all their
irritating feature of

constituent parts!

Knowing

this,

Amstrad launched the

PCW 8512 which

boasted a second disc drive that could hold four times as
much data as the first one. Almost all serious business

now

makes life
much easier: programs run faster, and on the whole there
is no more annoying disc swapping as you work.
However, even this doesn't solve all the problems. If
you have several major programs that you use, you soon
find the number of floppy discs building up alarmingly.
With program discs and data discs for databases,
users

use this model, and

spreadsheets,

word

it

certainly

The

solution to

sometimes known

your troubles could be a hard

disc,

(for historical reasons) as a

"Winchester".

WEB (Winchester Expansion Box)
£649 + VAT • Timatic • 0329221735
20MB only.
Hard discs are bulky things, and take up much valuable
desk space. Timatic have cleverly built the box that their
WEB lives in so that it doubles up as a support stand for
your PCW. The screen is then raised to eye level, and a
special moulding holds the keyboard at a convenient
angle.

WEB

is very simple. Put the box on the
PCW on it. There is a mains lead for
and a ribbon cable that plugs onto the
expansion port on the back of the PCW. If you are using
other peripherals that need the same slot, they can plug
into a new slot on the back of the WEB unit itself, and be

Installing

the

table and put your

the hard disc

unit,

used as normal.

processors, accounts and payrolls you

can soon find yourself with 50 discs to choose from. "Ah,"
you say, "my database disc is full up. I'll just put the file on
the spreadsheet disc for the time being. can rearrange
things later." But do you? And can you find the file again

which may be available
shortly.

I

later?

WHAT A HARD
IS

To all intents and purposes you can
think of a hard disc as an enormous
floppy disc, storing possibly hundreds of

times as

much data.

Disc sizes are measures in 'K's. One K
about one thousand characters, or
roughly 170 words of a typical word
processed document Each side of a disc
is

PCW

in the 'A' drive of a
can hold I70K,
or about 90 pages of a typical novel. The
disc in the 'B' drive can hold four times

as

much data, or 720K to the technically

minded.

Hard discs usually come in two sizes,
10MB and 20MB. 10MB is 10,000 K,
roughly equivalent to 60 ordinary A
type floppy discs or 14 B discs. Never
again will you have to shuffle through a
pile of discs on your desk to work out
which one holds the file you want.
second, and possibly more
important advantage, is speed. You may
well have twigged by now that
programs run a lot faster when stored

A

DISC?

M

in the
drive than when they run from
the
or B drives, but sometimes the
time taken to transfer files to the
drive is not worth the effort.
Hard discs work almost as fast as the
disc, and of course when you turn the
power off you don't lose all the files
stored there. Looking at the test times
in the review, if your program does a lot
of writing to and from disc (as many
account packages do), it could run 5
times faster than if you only use floppy
discs to store it on.
In general, hard discs are wonderful
things. There is only one drawback - the
cost. But given that 50 floppy discs cost
£250 anyway, maybe it's not that much

A

M

M

|

all. One final catch is that some
software cannot recognise disc drives
- it would be
other than A, B and
wise to check with your supplier that
your current software will work
correctly from a hard disc.

after

M

Timatic's

30 8000

PLUS

WEB

in its

distinctive

PCW support stand

UPGRADE
There are no hardware modifications to make, it takes
five minutes to fit, and works with both 8256s and 8512s.
If you need to you can disconnect the hard disc and use
the PCW by itself again.
Once the hardware is installed, there are a few
software modifications to do. The first thing you have to
do is decide whether you are going to need to store
LocoScript files on the WEB. If you don't want to, then
life is easy. Whenever you turn on your PCW, run a small

program to

PROFILE.SUB
other

disc.

One

the

initialise

be

and you can then use

file),

The

WEB (this can

in

it

PCW knows as drive C.
WEB that

'

I

Provides a convenient support plinth

is

it

PCW

just like

You have to specially initialise the
from CP/M before use, even when
using LocoScript
::'

any

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE

WEB

8000 PLUS

B and M, but Timatic have devised
way to make LocoScript read and write to their disc.
An installation program is provided which modifies
drives other than A,

is

that the

4MB of files

by LocoScript, and can store

20MB

WEB

of the disc). Unfortunately this

ordinary

M

drive (the

RAM

disc)

is

called drive

(not the

M

full

means that the

cannot

now

be used

at

LocoScript.

you choose

If

the

WEB. The

16MB

10

this

called drive

MB

it

how CP/M sees
two partitions,

also affects

split into

C that only CP/M

Hard

£449+ VAT

option

becomes

disc

both

CP/M and

DOCUMENTATION

LocoScript can see.

reasons for buying a hard disc are to run

CP/M programs

that use masses of data, so

can see, and

WEB are only a side

issue

it

may

be

anyway.

USING A HARD DISC

a

Another side effect is that you can't start
LocoScript directly from its disc, but you have to start up
CP/M first, initialise the WEB and run it from there.
all in

D that

The main
large

the

your LocoScript startup disc - the modifications will
work with all versions of LocoScript that Timatic know
effect of this

drive

OVERALL SPEED

VALUE VERDICT

that the slight inconveniences of running LocoScript on

you want to store LocoScript files on the WEB, things
are a bit harder, and this is the WEB's real weakness. In
normal LocoScript (version 1.2), you can't access any

The

M drive cannot be used from

disc

needs around

If

about.

The

LocoScript

Takes up Ik of your CP/M workspace
- might cause very occasional trouble

you store files
Simple and fast to set up

k of

LocoScript catch in the

H LocoScript can only access 4MB of the
disc

20MB of store available
Comes with backup software to help

S3 Full

your

CP/M's work space to run properly. Certain
programs which need absolutely all of the workspace may
therefore not work with the WEB, but these are few and
far between. It would be as well to check that your
software will works with Timatic's disc before buying.
I

;

for the

it

potential flaw in the

MINUSES

PLUSES

Hard

discs aren't quite like floppy discs

You don't go into Dixons and
buy a pack of 5 hard discs, which is no
bad things since they cost hundreds of
pounds each.
When you buy a hard disc, such as the
ones covered in this article, you get a
weighty box with a power lead coming
out of it. Contained in the box is the
to use.

hard disc, together with its power
supply and the rest of the hardware and
software required to make it usable.
You never see the hard disc itself- it is a

very sensitive beast, so you can't
remove it from its housing. Although
physically very different from the
familiar 3" floppy discs, in software
terms a hard disc is absolutely identical
to use. The floppies on an 8512 are called
A and B, and the memory disc is M. If
you own a hard disc it will be called C,
and you just refer to it as you would A
or B. For example, to copy a file (using
PIP) from the hard disc to the B drive
you would type

PIPB:-C:FILE.ABC

4MB of

Disc

• ASD Peripherals • 03224

(20MB version coming by the year
end at £599 + VAT)

49235

The

ASD

hard disc

the Timatic

WEB,

is

ie.

installed in

much the same way

as

a ribbon cable slots onto the

expansion port on the back of the

PCW without needing

any permanent hardware modifications.

It

doesn't

WEB does, but the
PCW monitor on top

provide a moulded support case as the
disc unit

of

it.

is

solid

enough to take the

Again, existing peripherals that use the expansion

be used.
The mains power supply is plugged into a socket on the
back of the hard disc, and you can plug your PCW into a
second socket, leaving only one actual mains lead for the
whole system. Once going, CP/M uses the hard disc just
like the A, B and M drives, referring to it as C. The
performance figures for capacity and speed are shown in
the 'Head to Head' table elsewhere in this article.
The big difference between ASD's disc and the WEB is
in the software. Where Timatic have modified LocoScript
and CP/M to work with their product, ASD have
persuaded Locomotive software, authors of LocoScript
itself, to do the dirty work for them.
With the hard disc come special versions of LocoScript
and CP/M which you put onto your startup floppy discs now whenever you start the PCW up it automatically
knows that you have a hard disc. More importantly, since
the disc is sanctioned by Locomotive it will go on

slot can

still

The

ASD

10

MB hard

disc

8000 PLUS 31

UPGRADE
help you back up hard disc

DISC HEALTH CARE
You need

to treat hard discs a bit
from floppies. They must be
put on a firm surface, kept flat and not
moved while in use. They can be very
sensitive to jolts and jars, and you run
the risk of writing off the whole disc
(and its data of course) if you are rough
with it.
Secondly, as with any type of disc you
M UST keep backup copies of all files on
the hard disc, especially in view of their
sensitivity to bumps. Since they hold so
much data, it is not feasible to take a
copy every day. The trick is to transfer
onto floppies only those files that you
have recently changed.so you'll have a
copy of everything somewhere. Keep
your discs in chronological order for

working

if

you buy LocoMail and LocoSpell, and you can
new versions of LocoScript will run on
disc. With a £500 investment, more than
PCW, that must be a very

be sure that any
the

ASD

hard

the cost of the original

important

factor.

Getting organised
When you power up your ASD

hard disc

it

always asks

you to input the date and time. Although a bit of a bind
is there for a good reason. Whenever
you create a file (in CP/M, not LocoScript) the creation

occasionally, this

date
If

is

stored with

you

later

do

it.

a directory listing with

DIR [FULL], the

shown

too. This means that you can
you've recently created or changed by their
'time stamps', as the jargon goes.

creation times are

spot

files

Unlike Timatic,

ASD don't

some

However, the

ease of retrieval.
In theory "tape streamers" are the
best way to back up hard discs. They are
like extra-long cassettes and can store a
whole hard disc very fast, but (a) they
can cost as much as the hard disc itself,
and (b) none are yet available for the
PCW, so that's that.
Since hard discs can contain so many
files - literally thousands - you will find
it helpful to split files into groups for
convenience. This means getting to
grips with CP/M"s USER command, and
generally knowing CP/M in more depth.
Unfortunately neither manual of the
two hard discs reviewed gives much
help in this area, and you'll know better
by now than to read Amstrad's manual.

differently

files onto floppy discs,
be available within a few weeks.
manual reveals a little documented
feature of PIP to help you back up your files. If you give
the command

although

provide any software to

will

ASD

PIPA:=C:*.*[A]
then PIP 'archives' (hence the 'A'

suffix)

the hard

disc.

What this means is that all the files that have been
changed in any way since the last time the archive
command was given are copied to the A drive as a
backup, but unchanged

are not copied at

files

all.

The Third Option
A third

hard disc system

although
slightly

it

isn't

more

covered

PCWs,

available for the

is

in this article

since

it is

for

specialised use.

The Amstore is a 20MB hard disc from Northern
Computers (0928 35700), which is really designed for use
with networks of computers. Whereas the ASD and
Timatic discs plug into a single machine, the Amstore has
some electronic trickery which allows it to be accessed
from up to 19 computers at the same time. Users of
each computer can access files stored by users of other
1

computers on the network, so allowing files to be
"shared" around the office without throwing floppy discs
across the room.
In addition, these networked computers need not all
be PCWs - if you have an office of PCWs, IBM PCs and
others, they can all join the network together. The main
drawback is that since the computers access the hard disc
through special gadgetry, the speed of file retrieval is
nothing like as fast as with the two hard discs reviewed
here.

A nice frill on the Amstore is a "print spooler" - a
program to allow you to carry on working in CP/M even
while long files are printing out. Normally you have to sit
and watch the printer do its work. However, you will
not be able to use the Amstore with LocoScript.
The Amstore is not an off-the-peg system like the ASD
or Timatic discs, but because of its network capabilities is
requirements of individual
customers. Prices start at around £1400 + VAT,
depending on the number of computers you want to
network together.
specially installed for the

HOW THEY

HEAD TO HEAD:
COMPARE

Apart from storage capacity, there's not much to choose
between the hard discs if you are only going to use CP/M,
although the

ASD software

is

a

little

more

polished than

Timatic's. For serious LocoScript users, though, the

ASD

disc provides by far the best software service.
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PCW "A" drive

0.17

238

1k

64

PCW 8512 "B" drive

0.72

221

2k

256

PCW 8512 "M" drive

0.37

14

2k

128

—0) c

CP/M files are automatically time

stamped to help keep track of things
All the disc initialisation is done

2

i

automatically

Simple and fast to set up - and
from the one mains socket.

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE
8000 PLUS
32 8000

PLUS

all

ASD HD10

£449

10

28

4k

1024

ASD HD20

£599

20

Untested

8k

2048

WEB

£649

20

35

8k

2048

OVERALL SPEED

DOCUMENTATION

VALUE VERDICT

Timatic

As sweet as Sugar!
who has drastically reduced
computing power. Using the same mass
CAMSOFT was the first software house to
offer full feature business programs at a price to match the value
for money Amstrad computers.
It's

not only Alan Sugar of Amstrad

the cost of real

marketing techniques,

We've done it again r
Now the

successful

CAMSOFT range

of business software

available on the new Amstrad PC1512 and all
IBM PC compatible computers. We mean full
feature. These are not "budget" programs
is

reduced in

to justify a price difference

facilities

with other IBM

PC products, but comprehensive

top of the range systems incorporating

many detailed

improvements developed from the Amstrad
but

at

101

the

PCW range

same p rice.

REASONS FORCHOOSING CAMSOFT

STANDARD CAMSOFT SOFTWARE FEATURES

CAMBASE DATABASE £49.95

OVER 10,000 Users Worldwide

23.

FRIENDLY Computer

3.

ALL Disc Drive Configurations

24. IDEAL for

4.

USER Defined Data

Volumes
PASSWORD Protection for programs
SINGLE Program Menu
NO Disc Swapping, even if 1 drive
MACHINE CODE FOR Speed and Space
DATABASE-TYPE Record Input/Output

25.

POWERFUL

26.

1

VAT

Incl.

FREE 90 day Hotline Support Scheme
EXTENDED Support Service Option

22.

2.

FINANCIAL

MANAGER

£149.95

Incl.

VAT

(Stock, Invoicing, Sales, Purchase

System
Card Index Type Records

(Equivalent to

Filing

CAMSOFT

Suite of Accounting

& Nominal)

PSIL on Amstrad

PCWs)

Programs

62.

FULL

63.

MORE

FULL Screen and Print Formatting
DATA Encoded to Reduce Disc Space
PRINT Reports, Letters and Labels

64.

CHOOSE the Options Your Business Requires
STOCK CONTROL for Instant Stores Management
RECORD Supplier's Orders and Stock Receipts

66.

ISSUE Stock

67.

SORTED Alphanumeric Record Keys
EXPORT Data to ANY Word Processor

any Word Processor
30. SELECT by Any Field Combination
31 SORT Additionally by Field Data
32. CALCULATE with Specified Formulae

12.

HELP Messages

33.

70.

13.

ANY Dot

14.

RECOMMENDED

15.

INCORPORATES 16 Years

ANALYSE for Full Data Statistics
TOTAL Contents of Any Field
PERFORM Programmed File Updates
FAST Selection, Sorting & Filing

VALUE Stock Instantly at Cost and/or Sales
MONITOR Stock Re-Ordering Positions
ANALYSE Stock Levels by Four Analysis Codes
AUTOMATIC Group Price Adjustment by %age

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.
1 1

File

available for Inputs

Matrix Printer Supported

by Press

27.

28.
29.

34.

& Accountants

35.

Experience

36.

EXPORT

Arithmetic Processing

65.

to

68.
69.

INVOICING
71
72.

1

6.

17.
18.

19.

AMSTRAD PCW Systems

1

or 2 drives

ALL IBM PC Compatible Computers
AVAILABLE from over 100 UK Dealers
DISTRIBUTED in over 30 Countries

20.

SHOWROOM

21.

TRAINING Courses

Demonstrations Available

for Quick

and Accurate

Billing

DISPLAY Invoice/Credit Note before Printing
PRINT Invoice on Plain Paper with File Copy

MAXIMUM

74.

UP

75.

CHOICE

76.

PRICE Netting

77.

MANUAL, Narrative & Discount Lines anywhere
STOCK Availability Check during Invoicing

39 x 127 Fields/Records
15,000 Records per File
40. LOGIC Y/N Fields use Only 1 BIT
41 DATE Fields Validated as Genuine
to

43.

KEY Sorted Immediately on Create
LABELS & Reports of any Format

44.

RE-DEFINE

42.

Field

78.

Parameters

Incl.

49.
50.

PAYSLIP Displayed before

51

PLAIN PAPER used

46.
47.
48.

52. 8

PRE-/P0ST-TAX

OVERTIME Premium Rate Calculation
COIN ANALYSIS for Bank Collection
CONTRACTED-OUT Nl Processed
HOLIDAY PAY & Pension Facilities

55.
56.
57.
58.
59.

DAY BOOK report for Invoices/Credit Notes
SALES LEDGER for immediate Credit Control
UPDATE from Invoicing Day Book
POST Invoices, Credit Notes, Cash, Journals
CASH posted On Account or by Transactions
TRANSACTIONS retained on File until cleared
BATCH Input with Edit & Agree before Update
PART Pay Invoices, and/or set as Disputed
AGED DEBT Totals automatically calculated
STATEMENTS printed On Demand on Plain Paper

84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.

54.

all

PRICE LIST

82.

90.

Extra User Items

AMEND

91

Tax Nl & SSP Constants

92.

Statistics by

Sales Figures with Previous Year
print for

Customer

Distribution

AUDIT Control by Batch, Account and Overall
INSTANT Selective Account Enquiry on Screen

PURCHASE LEDGER

for Suppliers'

Accounts

94.

FULL Purchase Ledger facilities like Sales
REMITTANCE ADVICES to detail Invoices paid

95.

NOMINAL LEDGER for Overall Company Accounts
AUTOMATIC Update by Sales & Purchase Ledger

93.

DETAILED End of Run Print Report
INLAND REVENUE Statistics Output

Customer Rep & Product

PROFIT

COMPARE

81

Printing

53.

Calculated

Standard Sales Prices or Manual
for Background Discounting

80.

83.

for Payslips

of 3

79.

VAT.

RUN Hourly, Weekly or Monthly
ANY Number of Periods in one Run
EMPLOYEES can be Paid at any Time
FULL TAX Nl & SSP Calculations
APPROVED by Inland Revenue & DHSS

45.

full details of your
accounting systems.

Directly or Via Invoicing

39.

CAMSOFT PAYROLL £49.95

me

the Price

38.

for Users

Please send

at

SETTLEMENT Discount Selectively
VAT Rates mixed on one Invoice

73.

37. FIELDS can be Repeated 127 times

SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

Features than any other

DIRECT Posting as Cash Book or Journals
DETAILED Posting Report, with narratives
TRIAL BALANCE Audit Control and Analysis
COST CENTRE Overhead Account Apportionment
100. BUDGET Comparisons with 12 Monthly Budgets
101. PROFITS LOSS, Trading Ace. & Balance Sheet
96.

97.

OTHER MODELS £49.95
Company

60.
61

98.

Incl.

VAT.

99.

STOCK CONTROL for Stores Counter
NOMINAL LEDGER for Simple Ledgers

Further details on

all

CAMSOFT systems

from your

Cambrian Software Works, Unit

local dealer or directly

2,

from

CAMSOFT

Maenofferen, Blaenau Ffestiniog, Gwynedd, Wales, U.K.

BASIC PLUS
ready and waiting to do something

else.

you don't need to press the
won't work if you do).

calculator,
it

(Unlike a pocket

=

'

'

key

-

indeed,

The word PRINT is simply a BASIC command meaning
on the monitor screen'. There is a slightly
different command which we shall meet later which is
'Put something

used to send output to the printer.
All arithmetical operations can be carried out in the
as the sum we have just seen, except that some
of the symbols used in computing are not quite the same

same way

John Hughes

starts

those used in ordinary arithmetic: division is marked
with '/' and multiplication by '*'.
All the usual rules of precedence apply; that is, any
as

expressions

brackets are

in

worked out

first,

followed

bymultiplication and division, with addition and

subtraction

Computer programming

is

easy!

So easy,

in fact, that

a

lew years ago

it was estimated that over five million
all over the world had learned how to
program in the BASIC programming language, an
advanced form of which is supplied with your PCW,

in learning

how to

first, although there are literally thousands of
excellent commercial programs on sale, they obviously

meet

your possible needs. Second, 8000+ prints
some useful programs from time to time, and you will get
much more out of them if you understand how they
work and how to modify them to fit your own
circumstances. Third, writing even a short program
which is 'all your own work' will teach you far more
about how your PCW works than reading any number of
books and articles. Finally, it will do wonders for your
standing

all

down at the

pub.

something which the BASIC language doesn't understand
- perhaps you typed PRUNT instead of PRINT, or
perhaps you forgot that the = sign should be left out.
Don't let it worry you; there is no possibility at all of a
keyboard error damaging your computer or affecting the
BASIC language which you have loaded in.
A different sort of error arises from the ways in which
the computer applies the rules of arithmetic. For
example, if you try
'

PRINT

ready to go

when

they are turned on, but on the PCW you will have to
start off by loading it in. Switch the computer on and put
your copy (never the original!) of the CP/M Plus master
disc into the disc drive - this is the disc which has

CP/M on the other, and
when formatting discs.

LocoScript on one side and

is

the

same one which you use
When the A> prompt appears, type BASIC and press
RETURN or ENTER. The BASIC language will be loaded
the disc into the computer, and the screen
a start-up message to confirm that everything

off

CP/M Plus
¥ 1.1,

SiK

will display
is

ready.

tastrad Consumer Electronics pic
TPfl,

1

disc drive, 112K drive N:

prim 'Division by zero' to warn
manages to come up with is

will print a

you that any answer
all

'

24/(3

the computer

Loading BASIC
Many small computers have BASIC

enter the following

this,

If you have entered everything correctly, the first sum
should give the answer 54, the second the answer 90.
Unless you are a very careful typist, you may already
have had your first BASIC error message - probably
'Syntax error'. All this means is that you have typed in

program,
can't

Remembering

PRINT 4+5*1(3
PRINT (4+5)*1(3

schoolchildren

There are many advantages

last.

for yourself, ending each line with Return or Enter:

it

meaningless.

Saying Hello
Just as

BASIC

tries

to

work out, or

'evaluate',

any

arithmetical expression which occurs to the right of the

command word PRINT,
any message which

is

it

output on the screen
double inverted

will also

enclosed

in

commas. For example:
PRINT "Hi there!"
will cause the words 'Hi there' to appear on the screen;
the quotation marks themselves do not appear.
This may not seem nearly as useful as using BASIC as a
calculator; however, when we get on to more advanced
programming, you will see that the ability to print
messages on the screen can be a very useful one indeed.

A)ksic

Printing Hello
Nallgrd-M

BASIC with Jetsas

version 1,29

(?) Copyright 1984
Locomotive Software Ltd
All rights reserved

31S97 free bytes

A close

relative of

functions

in

the

PRINT

exactly the

commands

BASIC as a Calculator
use

it

has been loaded into the computer, you can
immediately as a sort of oversized pocket

calculator.

34 8000 PLUS

the

is

LPRINT.

It

PRINT

how similar the two

are.

Your first program
far, although we have certainly been using BASIC,
have not done any real programming. This is because

So

we

writing a program implies giving the
instructions

which

it

computer a series of
can then carry out on its own, one

For example, to add the numbers 20 and 40, simply
type

after the other.

PRINT 2(3+40

the sort of program which

using either capitals or small letters and press RETURN
or ENTER. The answer will be instantly displayed on the
screen, with 'OK' after it to show that the computer is

as

that the output is sent to the printer,
rather than to the screen. Try it with some of the

examples given above to see

Once BASIC

instruction

same way

command, except

In this

sense, a

computer program

is

no

different

from

used by a washing machine,
in each case, a series
of commands is set in motion, and the machine takes the
appropriate action to obey each one.
a

is

microwave oven or a dishwasher;

ISiCrLW
BASIC, these

In

each of

lines

commands take the form

of a series of

which begins with a unique line-number and

written in a form which the
machine can understand. (Actually, there are
contains a single instruction

under which a line can contain more than
one instruction, but this need not worry us here).
circumstances

10 PRINT 100+127

PRINT 142/98
PRINT 98*24. 762
PRINT " Finished
END

20
30
40
50

Our first program
It

illustrates

in

each of the answers on the screen. Line 40 will print
'Finished' at the bottom, and line 50 has the command
place

END, which

When

BASIC

the program

term

jargon

tells

is

is

is

line

in

more to

nothing

run, the lines will be

'executed')

What those

numbers.

that there

obeyed

do.

(the

ascending order of their line

numbers are

is

irrelevant, as

in the order we want them to
numbered I, 2,
However, it is usually a good idea to
choose numbers which are not too close together, for
reasons which will become clear later.
Try typing the program in, making sure that you copy
it exactly. Common mistakes which you need to be

long as

number of the

line

which you want to correct.

Let's illustrate this with an incorrectly entered version
in which the command PRINT in line 10
has been entered as PINT. The command EDIT 1
has
then been entered, and the computer has responded by
displaying that line on the screen, with the cursor at the
beginning of it.
To correct the mistake, simply move the cursor to the
appropriate place, type in the missing R and press
RETURN. The corrected version of the line will
overwrite the original in the computer.

of the program

a program doesn't

If

the principle of the thing.

carry out three different arithmetical operations,
each of the lines numbered 10, 20 and 30, and will

will

one

by the

Even the simplest programs can cause
and finding out what is

difficulties,

wrong can be surprisingly

tricky.

The

following may give you some ideas of
places to look:
Line numbers - make sure that the
lines are numbered in the order you
want them to be carried out.
Using the right symbols - check

especially that

case

work

you haven't used a lower-

T instead of the number

'I', or a
letter 'O' instead of a zero.
If you get a 'Syntax error' message
while a program is running, the faulty
line will be shown on the screen with
the cursor already on it, to help you
correct it.

they are numbered

be obeyed: they could as easily have been

3 or 100, 150, 200.

aware of include using the letter 'O' instead of the
number zero, both in line numbers and arithmetic
operations, and mis-spelling

command words

like

PRINT.

Running the program

Reviewing your work
As you become more familiar with BASIC, there
inevitably be occasions

longer programs

-

-

especially

that you will

when you

want to be

will

are writing

able to review

your work on the screen.
This can be done with the command LIST. Type it in,
and the whole program will be printed on the screen in
ascending order of line numbers. (There is a similar
command, LLIST, which will list the program on the
printer).

10 PRINT 100+127
20 PRINT 142/98
30 PRINT 98*24.762
40 PRINT "Finished"
50 ENS

Using LIST and EDIT as appropriate, you can call up
your program onto the screen and make whatever
corrections or alterations you want. You could, for
example, change the message which is to be printed
when the arithmetic has been finished, or alter the
calculations which are to be performed. You could even
insert whole new calculations or messages of your own.

227
1.44898
2428.676
Finished

Remember that BASIC always executes lines in
ascending order of their line numbers, even if this is not
the same as the order in which you originally typed the
lines in. As far as the computer is concerned, it makes no

Ok

When you

have typed in a complete line, double-check
you have made no mistakes; if you have, go back to
them with the cursor and delete keys in the usual
RETURN or ENTER only when you are
certain that there are no errors. When the whole
program has been entered, type in the word RUN and
press RETURN; the computer should respond as shown.
that

correct

ways, and press

Your first bug?
If

you find that you have made a mistake

in

any

line after

RETURN, you can still correct it as
retype the whole line again correctly, as
had never been entered in the first place - the

you have pressed
follows: either

though

it

new version of the
one

in

line will

the computer's

difference at all if you enter a program by typing Line 10
Line 20 second and so on, or by typing Line 30 first,
then Line 10 and Line 20 next.
Next time we shall look at some ways in which we can
move beyond the simple printing of messages and results
of calculations by using variables. In the meantime, try to
become as familiar as possible with the commands we
have already met, so that you can enter and correct a
simple program without getting too bewildered.
When you have finished using BASIC, you can simply
return to CP/M by typing in the command SYSTEM; this
will remove BASIC from the computer and put you back
into CP/M Command Mode, with the usual A> prompt. A
first,

completely obliterate the old

memory - or type EDIT followed

BASIC Commands

Editing a line

10 PINT 100+127
20 PRINT 142/98
30 FRINT

98*24.762

40 PRINT "Finished"
Sd END

The following are the commands we
have

met so far, with a brief description

1O0U27

program on

END To mark the conclusion of a

or the result of an arithmetic operation
LPRINT - As PRINT, but using the

program
LIST - Prints a copy of the program on

10

10 UiINT

Prints a copy of the

PRINT - Prints on the screen either a
message enclosed in inverted commas

-

EMI

LLIST -

the printer

of what they do:

printer

the screen

8000 PLUS 35

ONTEST
GAMES

THE VERY BIG CAVE ADVENTURE
CRL# £14.95 •01533 2918
This

game

is

very much an adventure spoof with

all

the

one would expect. The
Very Big Cave Adventure isn't

puns, corny jokes and illogicality
precise object of The

'EXAMINE', whereas

provide an inventory of all

The game apparently understands most simple English
sentences. Maybe it's just that can't write proper

gully (eye.eye,

something

fishy here)

is

easily deceived.

That's because, of course, he's a gully-bull.

Get

it??

The first building you are led to inspect could very well
be a wizard's lair or some other such magical abode. But
if so, why does it have 'VACANT' on the door? That's
because it's a loo of course, so don't forget your predecimalisation penny! A current one just won't do.
Along the way, there are various items to collect,
anything from a pair of wellies to a rather lethal bomb.
(Throw it at the bull and then cringe at yet another
wicked pun!) These can be examined closely by keying in

I

sentences, but

MINUSES
Repetitive and often unhelpful
responses
Scenarios lack detail and atmosphere
-

ATMOSPHERE

CHALLENGE
VALUE VERDICT

INTERACTION

I

found the response 'Sorry, this thick

computer doesn't understand

and other stock
little tedious after a while. Still, the
program's knowledge of the odd 'French' word was
impressive, as was its punitive remedy, which certainly
left a bad taste in my mouth
that',

responses, a

!

The Very Big Cave Adventure loads in two parts,
which means that at the end of part one you must SAVE
your position onto another disc and thereby take all that
you've gathered with you onto even more ridiculous
encounters.
If

PLUSES
Off-beat and genuinely amusing
Refreshingly unpredictable
Nicely irreverent in tone

you don't

like

to take your

games too

seriously,

'cretinous', 'criminally

moronic' and

'sillier

than any

computer programme has a right to be'. The Very Big
Cave Adventure is clearly not quite as good as that would
it

tries!

MOUNTAIN LEADER
CPC MINEHEAD • 0643 4851

whether you've managed to transport the necessary

Another

conditions and four possible courses of action: route,

this

from the same stable as Fantasy Quest,
not the most exciting. The aim, if you hadn't

offering

game

is

already guessed, is to reach the summit of a particularly
treacherous mountain. As leader of the expedition, it's

your job to plan the route, choose party members and
see that equipment and supplies are transported
efficiently from one camp to another.
There are seventy-seven members in your party, made
up of eighteen climbers, thirty-four sherpas and twentyfive porters. There are seven camps in total, each of which
consists of several sections. Consequently, movement
from one camp to another can take several days. How
quickly you progress depends on several factors: weather
conditions, the number of climbers in your party and

PLUSES
E: Fairiy realistic

Good exercise for the grey matter if

MINUSES
i
i

3

Lacks atmosphere
Requires tenacity
Not really very exciting

-

S A worthy challenge
GRAPHICS

LASTING APPEAL

ADDICT! VEN ESS

VALUE VERDICT

or

you want to take a rest from more sober adventures, this
game should provide you with a reasonable amount of
fun. The inlay logorrhoea describes the game as

suggest, but

equipment.

The

first

screen details the day number, weather

move and summit. The first task is to create a
route form one camp to another. Once the various
sections of each camp have been negotiated, you can then
begin to move equipment and personnel. An assault on
the summit, however, can only be made when camp
carry,

seven has been reached.
Screen two displays the Leader's Log, which details
what action has been taken, the movement of equipment

and personnel and the number of loads that have been
carried. A subsequent screen gives an overview of the
whole expedition by displaying the distribution of
personnel and equipment at each of the seven camps.
Mountain Leader is not really a one session game,
unless you're into marathons or insomnia! Conveniently,
you can SAVE your position and return to the game at
intervals which makes things much more civilised.

There are no graphics to accompany the game which
means that you have to rely on the text alone to generate
atmosphere, which is asking a great deal to say the least.
It's more of a game for the armchair mountaineer rather
than the average Joe Soap like me, but this is by no means
meant as a criticism. As a strategy game, Mountain Leader
isn't

36 8000 PLUS

will

that you're carrying.

What you

explore are rather bald scenarios where
anything can happen. The rampaging bull who guards a

nothing else
Easy to get into

T

exactly clear, but then again, perhaps that doesn't matter.

bad at

all.

ONTEST
GAMES

FANTASY QUEST
CPC Minehead •
Fantasy

Quest

0643 4851

replete with

is

all

the ingredients one

this type of game - magical powers,
and marvellous locations. The aim of the
game is to obtain the SCEPTRE, but to succeed, you first
have to find the ORB, six RINGS as well as build up
enough rating points. In Fantasy Quest, heroism is on

would expert from
mythical beasties

sort

trial. ..well,

the

start

game you key

YEN (top left) about to enter
a world of mystery and magic.

pressing the appropriate keys, which, unfortunately, are

which you travel

is

indicated by a

The track along
row of dots. Keep to

but don't expert excitement!

safe,

It is

it

only by

from the track that you can accumulate
treasure, skill or rating points.
Below the map your current rating points are
categorised according to wealth, skill, existence, combat
diverging

strength, mental

As you can

see, the graphics
are just knockout !!!?

in

about as responsive as a dead canary.
and you're

The main map. You're the

of.

your name and then
choose which role you want to assume: necromancer,
mentalist, berserker, soldier, or hermit. This brings you
to the game's main map. This is a rather uninspired
depiction of the world you must move in and reveals four
main locations - sanctuary, forest, marshes and tower indicated by various keyboard characters.
Movement can be made in six different directions by

To

power and energy. Should any

of the

Progression to any of the four main locations will
reveal a secondary map. The forest map, for example,
reveals both a castle and a lake. Here, however, there is
no track and consequently, no security. If you're lucky,
you might chance upon a faery ring which will transport
you to a spot nearer the castle. But there are also less
fortuitous areas which can sap your strength. The various
sanctuaries, however, revitalise your power as well as
providing a temporary refuge from the the nightmare
world outside.
The dreary graphics (if you can call them graphics)
leave a lot to be desired and the game offers nothing that
hasn't been done before. Still, there's plenty of incident
and a good deal to explore. A distinctly average game.

last

three reach zero then you can kiss your nether regions

goodbye. There's plenty of blood in this game as you
contend with a veritable cocktail of mythical beasties

minotaurs, thunder lizards, wyverns, centaurs and so on.

And watch out

MINUSES

PLUSES
]

-

Blood and gore aplenty

Lots of "action"
1 Variety of locations
]

3 Unresponsive keys
Abstract graphics
Character movement slow
i

for lightening bolts!

Fortunately, you have a range of spells at your disposal

and your sword can be

made to

strike head,

body or

legs.

GRAPHICS

LASTING APPEAL

ADDICTIVE NESS

VALUE VERDICT

BOUNDER
Gremlin Graphics

•

£13.95

• 0742

753423
Bounder

another bouncing
excellent use of a simple idea.
is

game which makes
What you have to do is

ball

network of hexagonal slabs,
your path. At
whole range of nasties are trying to
puncture you once and for all! Collision with walls,
mountains or nasties causes you to lose one of your seven

direct a tennis ball across a

taking care to avoid the various obstacles in

the

same time,

a

lives.

However, you're not completely on your own. There
you out, from
moving platforms to bonus bugs. Slabs bearing the arrow
sign make you lighter which means that you can stay in
the air that much longer and therefore bounce further.
The keys are very responsive and it's quite easy to
manoeuvre the ball in mid-air so as to move diagonally
are various aliens and devices to help

when

this

facility

is

called for. Fortunately, there

which makes

it

is

also a pause

possible to plan a route through

the matrix of hexagons from your aerial view.
Slabs bearing a question

mark provide

bonus, but these are mostly detrimental.

a mystery

Between each

which you get points
according to the number of question marks cleared.
The game has an impressive 174 downward scrolling
screens, and the graphics - detailed, sharp and varied - are
superb. Panels indicate the number of jumps available for
level there's

a bonus stage

in

number of balls available, the
number of bonus points obtained.

the bonus section, the
attained and the

This conversion by Pennsoft also permits a joystick
option.

Bounder

is

very playable and one of the more
moment. It might not

MINUSES

PLUSES
]

level

Stylish graphics

Nice

scrolling effect

I

I

Slow at totalling bonuses
trial and error

Too much

Good manoeuvrability
i

Unpretentious

Element of unpredictability

impressive games on offer at the
tax your brain but
stuff.

it's

a nifty diversion

from more serious

GRAPHICS

LASTING APPEAL

ADDICTIVE NESS

VALUE VERDICT
8000 PLUS 37

Our compilation discs run on all PCW and CPC computers and contain
comprehensive files. Some software is Public Domain and is supplied free of

drantdae
A

collection

of

four

adapted

PCW

Full

and some

need

logic

enjoy

will

paranoia

the

that

pervades the adventure" (PCW). The
definitive tour of

Rochdale.

BRAWN FREE
-

maximum

rating"

(HCW).

RAM

disc

is

The

disc also includes Hints and Tips
If you
need it, "Cheat Sheets" on
each game.
£15.95 (Members £13.95) - available

and,

PCWSCPC

a second
recommended lor

is

disc

CPC

MS0OS version.

(four

The four-games
can
also
be

disc described

supplied

above

for

CPC

Computers: £1 3.95 (Members £1 1 .95)
Each adventure can be obtained on
tape: £5.95 each (Members £4.95.

DUMP and TYPE.

— no waiting.

-

disc
full

to

the

Library

•

Utility

-

saving up to

for

Help Organiser

-

C

Compiler

in

C

editor,

with

their

£11.95 (Members £9.95)

STATMAN

£19.95

Pressup Noughts

-

-

-

-

-

Space

Baseball

Baccarat

Chase

-

Civil

Craps

-

Boggle

-

-

adventure

text

)

-

Investment Evaluator

-

Poster

&

Label

NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL USER

GROUP

Sorted Directory.

and

ideas.

Members

also benefit from substantial

discounts on our continually increasing

DISC 1
DISC 2
DISC 3
DISC 4
DISC 5
DISC 6

UTILITIES SUITE

range of software

GAMES COMPENDIUM

detailed

in this

-

more than can be

advertisement.

APPLICATIONS SUITE

WORD PROCESSOR

The annual membership

DATABASE
SPREADSHEET

(UK) or £1 3.95 (Overseas).

£11.45

CP/M,

Unix,

fee

is

£8.95

MSDOS, and Amstrad are

registered trade

marks

PTRBASIC

inc.

becoming the best known graphics
program for Mallard Basic "Graphics
without the pain" A.P .C. September 1986.

Fastly
utility

Ideal for the educational user.

£19.95 inc.

New, as promised, this utility turns your PCW's
a Plotter plus lots more powerful
printer functions from
Mallard Basic.
printer into

Compatible with Exbasic.

Vferead your letters so here they are

Software;
AUDIO TUTORIAL TAPES
BRAINSTORM
CAM BASE

CARD BOX
CONDOR 1
CRACKER 11
DBASE
DELTA

38.95

11

9595
79
42
42
42
42
22
22
22

95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
23 95
59 95
59 95

1

MULTIPLAN

NEWORD2
POLYPLOT
POLYPRINT

POLY SERIES COMPLETE
POLY TYPEFACES (PER SET)
PROSPELL
RIGHT HAND MAN
SAGE POPULAR ACCOUNTS
SAGE POPULAR ACCOUNTS PLUS
SAGE POPULAR ACCOUNTS
SUPER COMBO
SAGE POPULAR PAYROLL
SAGE POPULAR INVOICING
SAGE CHITCHAT E' MAIL
SAGE CHIT CHAT VIEWDATA
SAGE CHIT CHAT COMBO
SAGE CHIT CHAT 'EMAIL PACK
SAGE CHIT CHAT VIEWDATA PACK
SAGE CHIT CHAT COMBO PACK
SCRATCH PAD PLUS
SUPERCALC 11
SUPERWRITER
TASWORD8000
TASPRINT8000

GRAPHX
All

£2955 inc.
the power of Exbasic graphics and Ptrbasic

printing abilities, but will run with

PCW8512
PCW8256

Pascal, Cobol,

Cbasic,

CP/M assemblers and others.

48.95

79 95

1.25

DRCBASIC
DRDRAW.
DR GRAPH
DR PASCAL
HANDS ON CP/M PLUS
HANDS ON DBASE 11
HANDS ON SUPERCALC
MONEY MANAGER

Hardware;

7.95

38 95
48 95

'.

22.95
26.95
49.95
17.95
25.95

27 95
85 95
125.95

CPC6128 COLOUR
CPC6128 GREEN

LOCO-PRINTER

PCW8256 MEMORY UPGRADE

Works

FD2— 2ND PCW8256 DRIVE
FD1—CPC6128

PCW RS232/CENT. INTERFACE

Interface.

CPC RS232/CENT. INTERFACE

53.00
38.00
64.30
109.52

CF2 3-DISKS

3.40

PCW8256/8512 PRINTER RIBOON
(MINIMUM ORDER TWO)

PCW DELUXE DUST COVER
CPC61 28 DUST COVER

4 17

7 85
6.50

159.95
3"

53.95
53.95

3"

43 95
85.95
169.95
169.95
215.95

49 95
38.95

SINGLE DISK STORAGE BOX
DOUBLE DISK STORAGE BOX

19.95
12.95

AU. SOFTWARE PRICES AHE INCLUSIVE OF VAT

PRICES ARE EXCLUSIVE OF VAT

OF PCW AND CPC COMPUTERS— PLEASE ADD
£8.00 + VATTO TOTAL.

EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME.
STUDENT/EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNT

AVALABLE

£49.95

from

inc.

Locoscript to any
Requires CPC8256
business userl

printer.

A must for the

real

NABITCHI
COMPUTIHG

mmrum peqp

8.25
12.75

ALL ITEMS ARE DELIVERED FREE OF CHARGE
WITHIN THE MAINLAND. WITH THE EXCEPTION

45 95

directly

Centronics/RS232

ELECTRIC STUDIO LIGHT PEN
ELECTRIC STUDIO MOUSE

53 95

-

Loan Estimator - Weather
Home Budget - Horoscope -

-

Join
the leading independent user
group supporting the Amstrad range of
computers
and
receive
monthly
Newsletters,
user support and the
opportunity to share views, programs

40%

MSDOS SOFTWARE

EXBASIC

inc.

-

Life

Printers.

all

Converts your statistical data into Pye Charts,
Bar Charts, 3D Plots. Inter relates everyday
problems into easy understandable analysis.

-

for

and cataloguing your collection
- Keyboard CDefiner (V2.2) Scrambler - Synonym - Unspooler -

Squeeze/Unsqueeze

program

screen

example programs written
source code & several utilities.

PCWtCPC

Lunar Lander

-

Bee Attack

Forecaster

PC1512 DISCS £6.95 EACH (Members £4.95
a

-

Horse Races - Hunt
Square - Quest (a

-

Sort

Pong

Features the classic Star trek

War

programs)

Password

Polish

AMUSEMENTS & DIVERSIONS
PCW& CPC £9.95(Members £7.95)

£11.95 (Members £9.95)

Alphabetical

organising

disc space

companion

Golf Simulator

-

Banner poster printers.

returned to us as-new, within 14 days of

comprises

Cube

Awarl

String

-

Typewriter

Manager/Database
Full
Screen Text Editor - Word Count - Spelling
Checker with easy to edit Starter dictionary -

purchase.

A

CPC

-

Improved versions of PIP,

Inventory

As a measure of our confidence in this product
offer a no-quibble money back guarantee if
is

Eliminator

Rubik's

-

& Crosses - Word Search
Puzzle
Maker - Biorythm Calculator - Calendar
Generator - Maze Designer - Gothic and

Calculator

Contains

we
it

-

Trader

exclusively from Advantage, ex-stock.

Adventuring with the

plus

-

DDT, LOAD, SUBMIT, DIR,

£39.50 (Members £37.50) Overseas £44.50
Available ex-stock

etc)

APPLICATIONS PROGRAMS

supplied on three inch disc
drive or

tag

are

under CP/M Plus and

users. Please ask about

Poking affectionate fun at the Legends
and Codes of the West.

Bad Sector

-

Emulator

USA

C programming and tutorial.
The compiler runs

"An amusing Introduction to adventure
playing

Finder

The package Includes a 450 page, A4 size
book describing the operation of the compiler,

BLACKWOOD
"Buffs

by MIX software, Texas,

print,

-

Scanner, Editor, Chopper, Compare

tutorial

stamina.

THE WISE AND FOLL OF ARNOLD

erase), rename, copy,

squeeze, unsqueeze,

£9.95 (Members £7.95)
famous Colossal Cave

the

Adventure + game save feature - Chess
Challenge - Othello - Mastermind -

Catalogue & Unerase
erased files (V2.2) - Z80 Assembler, Reverse
Assembler, Linker, Lbrary & Debugger _ File

included.

written

Manager (one key

hide,

Disc Sector Editor

tools

for

fiendishly difficult
will

fields,

— Unix C compatible
— 150
functions
— Optimisation
— Suitable experienced programmers
— Suitable beginners; step-by-step
— The Compiler, programs and manual
is

Features

comprehensive
package
of
programs
including Full Screen Text Editor - 20 Function
File

bits

GAMES COMPENDIUM

£1 1.95 (Members £9.95)

A

for

ELSE

lot of

doubles,

floats,

UTILITIES SUITE

PCWi CPC

PCW& CPC

from

Ibrary

ARNOLD GOES TO SOMEWHERE

and a

and expanded
available

and unions.

structures

"A
surprisingly
addictive
game"
(Adventure Club). May confound many
an experienced adventurer.

problems" (PCN). You

PCW

exclusively

Kernighan-Rltchie Implementation

—Supports

computer.

THE TRIAL OF ARNOLD BLACKWOOD

"Originality

computers,

Advantage, at an affordable price Features:

—

disc,

the

for

a

adventure

classic

games from NEMESIS on one
specially

professional product for

CPC

are pleased to be able to offer

All

VAT at 15%. To order send cheque, postal order or
International Money Order. Overseas orders please add £1 per disc.
Advantage (Dept EP,3) 33 Malyna Close Chinnor Oxfordshire OX9 4EW UK
prices include postage +

COMPLEAT

ADVANTAGE -C

ARNOLD VISITS JOYCE
Adventuring with the PCW.

We

charge. Upgrade earlier versions by returning original disc plus £1.95.

NABITCHI COMPUTING
MERSEYSIDE INNOVATION CENTRE
131 MOUNT PLEASANT
LIVERPOOL L3 5TF
051-708-0123

/

051-708-8775

ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS.

ONTEST
Writing the form letter
Qmail only reads

letters

although inevitably

it

prepared with LocoScript,

doesn't actually run from within

You have to start up CP/M, run Qmail, and
restart LocoScript if you need to make any corrections.
Almost all LocoScript print styles can be used when
LocoScript.

Qmail processes a document, and also the centring and
justification commands work. Qmail has what is called
"automatic rejustification", which means that if it inserts
special text into a letter that varies in length from person
to person, then it can manage to reformat the paragraph
so there are no untidy gaps or short lines.
Each item stored

in

the database has a

name

associated

"Address" or "Amount due". To insert the
into the letter, you just type its name into
the LocoScript document in "ReVerse Video" (HRV).
with

like

it,

words

relevant

QMAIL
£29.95

•

Running
Proteus Computing

01-748

as veteran readers of issue 's Grand
Mailmerge Showdown will know, is a program to
produce bulk mailshots from an address list and a form
letter, in true Readers' Digest style.
Qmail is a newcomer to the scene, aimed specifically at
LocoScript users who have a complex mailing list that
needs sorting and selecting before use. This would be
useful, for example, where you have a list of suppliers of
different products and want to write only to those who
I

stuffed parrots.

up your mailing

Setting

Qmail's real strength
is

is

stuffers).

it

I

You can opt not to use a mailing list, but run the
mailmerger directly. In this case, as the document is
processed Qmail pauses to ask you what each database
field should be as you come across it.

QMAIL

I

miMBUIIS

;

Qmail

a

is

database
exists before

you even have to do any work

Aside from the name and address, there is room for up
name. These might contain
on a customer's account, or the
phone number, or just general notes.
Finally, and most importantly, you can define
"attributes" for a person. Each name can be tagged with
up to 15 or so labels from from a range of 260 (A0 to Z9),
which can stand for anything you like. Suppose you are
trying to manage an advertising agency, and you want to
categorise companies by what they produce. You might
number stuffed parrots as "P0", and stuffed gerbils "GO".
Then you can address letters to manufacturers of either
one specifically, or you could do a general stuffed animal
mailshotand produce a print run covering both parrot

to 5 "user defined" slots per

the balance outstanding

stuffers.

nice
list

touch

is

that as you enter

names

example) which Qmail can't.
>r mailmerging that

for

On

i:

is

a str aight run-off from an address
or one that needs numeric
LocoMaHis a clear winner.
If you need to pick and choose from a
complex address list, Qmail shines
through.
just
list,

'calculations},

(to insert totals in invoices,

will correctly sprt

know how names

overall,

worthy challenger to LocoMail. The address

is

it's

simple and well designed for mailmerging, and
ideal for mailmerging if you have a

complicated address list.
The only real drawbacks are that it can't read files from
word processors other than LocoScript, and that it can't
do arithmetic to customise invoices. The manual is a bit
too dense for comfort, and the novice reader will find it a
struggle.

Some example

how

done.

it is

letters are

on the

disc to

show

PLUSES

MINUSES

3 Reads LocoScript files
:-] Prints all LocoScript commands
properly
Well-designed database is ideal for

£1

Manual is lacking in examples
No numeric calculation capability

E]

Doesn't read non-LocoScript files

I

mailmerging
Database "attributes" provide
advanced selection capability

into the

they are automatically sorted into alphabetical

order. Qmail seems to
it

LOCOMAIL

The verdict
Hhen finished press 'HII'.

The address record template that

One

VS.

1

1 i kess to select lines

mailing

our parrot

manufacture

feather dusters.

documents

;

SftLUTATmN

and gerbil

who also

LocoMail, produced by the authors of
LocoScript, sets a high standard, so
what can Qmail offer to better it?
LocoMail can't easily be used to select
a subset of a mailing list for specialised
mailshots, since it has no equivalent of
Qmail's database. On the other hand, it
can do numeric calculations in

"I

1

(like P0,

Attributes can be combined to produce complex

uses for

MiTlria'iftiriiM i

list

prepare a letter using
list using Qmail. There

list

that the database

don't need.

MMESS

first

selections like parrot stuffers

specially designed for

COUNTV
FOSTCOtJ

mailshot

are tagged with a certain attribute

mailmerge operation. It
is set up in advance with the correct slots for names and
addresses, and doesn't get carried away with features you
addresses

off the

a print run, you

now several ways

forward. You can pick one of your
mailing list databases within Qmail and select the
addresses you want to mail - for example, all those who
are

A mailmerger,

make

To produce

LocoScript, and set up the mailing

2302

are written, so

by surname entries like "Mr. A.

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE
8000 PLUS

OVERALL SPEED

DOCUMENTATION

VALUE VERDICT

Aardvark" and "Len Zapalowski".

8000 PLUS 39

West

LocoSpell

SPELLBOUND

Everyone makes mistakes. Even world-famous,
best-selling, etc. author David Langford has trouble
"mortgage" properly - probably as a result
of the rates 8000 Plus pays its columnists. See if you
spelling

his Oxford English Dictionary,
Ben Taylor looks over Locomotive's new

Casting aside

checker

spelling

LocoSpell starts operating while you are editing a
normally. Press the [f7], "modes", key and you

file

LOCOSPELL
£39.95 • Locomotive/Amstrad •

whether to check the
entire document, from where you are to the end,
or just the current word.
are faced with the choice of

See

special offers

A spelling checker doesn't fulfil

quite the

dictionary does for conventional writing,

would

same role that
where you

a

up words that you know you can't spell.
Computer spelling checkers take a more realistic outlook

on

just look

life.

People

who

can't spell usually don't

can't spell, so never look the offending

90% of "spelling

the point,

know they
up. More

words

to

errors" are really typing

errors, and the spelling checker just acts as a proof

reader.

No

matter

you need

how

well you spell, or

how

well you type,

if anybody apart from
ever going to read your word processed
literary gems. A word processor without its spelling

yourself

a spelling checker

is

checker is like a Sumo wrestler without his, er, loin cloth.
LocoSpell is a spelling checker designed to work with
the PCWs LocoScript word processor. The software was
written by Locomotive, authors of LocoScript, and the
it uses were designed by Longman's, so
got an impressive pedigree.

dictionaries that
it's

^After the menu choice is selected in the usual
LocoScript way (highlight the option and press

Compared
LocoSpell

is

to other spelling checkers on the market,
very sophisticated. Usually when a spelling

[ENTER]), LocoSpell searches through the

document and stops whenever it comes to a word
it doesn't know. It then suggests a correction, and

checker comes across a word it doesn't know, it just
pauses and asks you to correct it. LocoSpell actually

you several courses of action.
Most of the choices are obvious. Pressing

gives

suggests alternatives you might use. Not only that, but
the suggested correction is matched to the case of the
original

word - upper

case,

lower case or mixed

[ENTER]

case.

just accepts LocoSpell's

correction, or

use often, like

(eg.

"poser" when you mean "power", the
checker will happily tell you all is

an important difference
between human proof readers and
computer spelling checkers - spelling

correct.

is

checkers can't pick up words that are
spelt correctly but used in the wrong
way.
For example, some common
mistakes are to misuse "there" instead
of "their", or "stationary" for

By extension, if you
mistype a word so that the wrong
is still a legal word, like typing

40 8000 PLUS

adds the

Making spelling checkers that can
understand the context of a word and
so give you a more intelligent
correction is surprisingly hard to do.
This is what Artificial Intelligence
researchers have been trying to do for
the last 25 years - if you can write a
foolproof program to do it, you're going
to be very, very rich. Why not write and
tell us about it; we'd like to be rich too.

aroup4/ SOOOFLUS
.,*t)0iU

-Hid

"Wombat",

word to the

recognised

LocoMail or LocoSpell), there are four

Spelling checkers are really proof
readers, picking up typing errors. But

"stationery".

word you

Reading the LocoSpell manual is slightly bewildering at
first. Since you can now buy several add-ons for

WHAT CHECKERS
WONT DO

version

a

again you could just 'Ignore'

LocoScript

there

if it's

Getting going

in

pressing

-Lbii

never use
a word you
A and [ENTER]

dictionary so

will

it

be

future.

uiechim swelling

.

suggested

will

it. If it's

Fruiter idle.

-Lr'b

A:

i

hue

Use

f7=f»odes

Edit

AM

W\

4S ci b*
EXIT

f8=Blccki

5'jqwUd m'Ucenotit

fefliM

Sirt

deal Kith the (shudder) public' Eventually,

Usina

r?<te

fS-Faq*>

keyboard. The letters on the keys were visibl
and "Is that all?" tern touch-twists), while
Ijugine alt
dandruff and things fro* under your fingernail
there over a period of tine.,..
So our hero vent round to his dealers, Lasky'
advice. "No trouble," said the resourceful las

ill)

Mti
ttiis

h

i

(ten *Jll
IDiitist

uori correct

to ui?r flictioiijry

doesn't work and you have to shout instead.) Seal Conputer Shops are the
only people who can order spares frwt mstrad... at least, until so*e
tucked independent Manufacturer breaks the umtritten rules by producing its
am version for direct sale to sew like you and Re and John Grant.
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he could also have the old keyboard repaired, serviced and generally souped
up, for ESQ. After thinking about it, increasing his
decided to do this as veil. It night sound like extravagance ,~hut a
professional author can't be caught without a keyboard, any nore than a
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West
pages of dense type explaining

the options on

all

how to

configure your startup disc properly.

I

If you use both
LocoMail and LocoSpell, there isn't much free space on
the disc to play with.
LocoSpell comes with a choice of two dictionaries that
work with it. One has 32,000 words and the other 77,000.

Action

in

Which one you use depends on what kind of PCW you
have and how much trouble you want to go to. In normal
can spot

in his

it

column on page 43

if

you fancy

operation you keep the dictionary on the M drive for
speed of access, but unfortunately the 77,000 word
version is too big to fit on an ordinary PCW 8256. The

yourself as a proofreader.

Here's

how you would go about

using LocoSpell

over your work:

to run

32,000

word

dictionary

fits

on the same side of the

startup disc as the LocoScript/LocoSpell software, so

immediately available

LocoSpell automatically copies

Maybe you want to change the word, but
LocoSpell's suggested correction is wrong. You
could directly edit the text, or you could consult
the dictionary. Press C, and [ENTER], and a list of
about 20 words pops up which are similar to the
misspelled word. Use the cursor keys to highlight
the option you want (you can scroll the list by
going off the top or bottom) and press [ENTER].

M

drive for you.

If

The

large dictionary, obviously, just contains a better

range of words.

In addition to the "system" dictionaries, as the built-in
ones are known, you can define "user" dictionaries too.
These are smaller dictionaries that you build up as you
use LocoSpell, which contain words that you personally
use a lot but which aren't in LocoSpell's usual dictionary.
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use the floppy disc drive to hold the dictionary.

IMi

Shmpwing,

it

you want to use the larger dictionary, you will have to
copy it manually to the M drive, or in the case of 8256
owners, copy the file you are checking to the M drive and

Chwhivi spell!
LSJ

-Iflli

IV-'Mu

when you

u

Since LocoSpell is an adjunct to
LocoScript, and works as you scroll
through a document, you aren't going
to be able to spell check a region of text
faster than LocoScript can scroll

through

each case compiling a
user dictionary containing all the words
LocoSpell queried. Finally we timed
LocoSpell scrolling through the
document with the new user
dictionaries in operation too, so it never
stopped for a spelling error.
For the tests, performed on a
8512, the system dictionaries were on
the
drive, and the documents and
user dictionaries were on a floppy disc
dictionaries, in

it.

As a test, we took a 350 word
document and spell checked it. First, we
1

PCW

timed LocoScript scrolling normally
through the document. Then we spell
checked it with the small and large

M

Scrolling through with LocoScript:
Checking with 32,000 word dictionary:

Checking with

«The word

is

now

replaced

in

the document.

If

the

same way,

until at

the end you are

(a)

how many words have been checked, and

told

(b)

dictionary:

asked

words you wanted to add to

the dictionary should indeed be added.

dictionary. This special dictionary

is

stored

in

the same

group on the LocoScript disc as the file you have just
checked, and if you spell check that document later, or
any other document in that group, the special words will
ti
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what other urvelshave yet to be discovered."
typed the word SHIFT Just then, it cue out as
the whole upper-case keyboard is riddled with these traps, fry 02
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be remembered as correct.
Usually, each LocoScript group can have its own user
dictionary, although there are ways to ensure that you
have one user dictionary that serves all the groups on the

you need

you can edit your user dictionaries to
amend misspelled entries or remove words you no longer
disc.

If

to,

For

classical

scholars
LocoSpell's

[

+ ]SC code

is

short for "SiC". As
generations of sufferers of
Latin O-level know, sic is
Latin for thus.

documents,

sic

it

leave

alone."

it

you can

Used in
means "I've

thus deliberately, so

spelled

learn

magazines,

Amazing what
from computer

isn't

it?

need.

of congratulation

—

Ly tine Hill tell
Jt eicuple: when I quickly

SHIM.,,

27s
88s
120 s

These might include proper names (like your own name
and address), or technical terms if you are in a jargonridden profession like law or computing.
Building up dictionaries is a gradual process. As you
spell check a document, LocoSpell pauses at words it
doesn't know. If it is a word you will use regularly in the
future, like "vindaloo", you can opt to store it in the user

is significantly different from the
LocoScript will reformat the file and
continue checking. Other wrong words are treated

in

word

the

new word

original,

to confirm that the

77,000

or 2A, which at first save
a Honent of panic
had the dachine hung up?
(One consolation is that these glitches happen only with SHIFT held down
not with SHIFT LOCK set.)

-

Often you use words that you will never use again, like
people's names, which LocoSpell will flag up as errors but
which aren't worth saving in the dictionary. You could
grin and bear it, and press "I" for "ignore" whenever
Locospell stops, but there is a better way. LocoSpell
provides a special code that can be inserted into
LocoScript documents as any other LocoScript code can.
Type [ + ]SC (for "sic") at any point in a word, and
LocoSpell will ignore

it.
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ONTEST
they run from CP/M. This means you have to leave
LocoScript, start up CP/M, run the checker and then

FAMILY FUN

out the corrected version.
it does have potential
LocoSpell cannot
process files any faster than LocoScript can scroll through
them, which imposes a fairly large overhead on big files.
To do 10,000 words or so you may well find using a CP/M
spelling checker considerably faster.
Second, if you own (or buy at a later stage) another
word processor then you can use the same spelling
checker with that program. Otherwise you will have to
fork out for a new spelling checker.
restart LocoScript to print

This

When you buy LocoSpei:
you are also buying
all-the-farnily game.

*-

*"S?'y

fun-for-

Stopped at:

When

LocoSpell comes across an
in a document it
suggests an alternative to go in its place;
this can provide hours of amusement

unknown word

for idle brains.

For example, as

column

this

Replacement

we

v Use suggested replacement
Replace ana tnen earn
Edit uord in context
Consult dictionary
Ignore this uord
Mark this word correct
fidd to user dictionary

tout

checked over

month, LocoSpell

didn't

the word "SF" (the abbreviation for
Science Fiction). The suggested
like

replacement was

SFORZANDI.

If you discover any other gems of
unwitting wit, why not write and tell us?

may sound

advantages.

PROSPELL
£29.95

•

The market

is

certainly an invaluable addition to LocoScript.

It's sophisticated and very effective, and runs at a fair
speed despite LocoScript's inherent sloth.
The fact that you can spell check individual paragraphs
in a document as you go is a real boon. Also, if you want
to, you can quiz the dictionary for the spelling of an
individual word - just give it the first couple of letters and

scan through the choices.

The only

real

is that when you "consult" the
up a spelling you aren't sure of, you are

complaint

dictionary to look

given a choice of 20 or so closely matching words:
scrolling

through

this

menu

is

very, very slow

if

you want

to look at choices off the top or bottom of the range.
The manual, a point Locomotive often get flak for,

given the choice to ignore

on

start,

it

for

evermore

in

that

document. You can get around this by choosing to add it
to the user dictionary, and then editing out of the
dictionary at the end of the run, but that's a bit messy.
Finally, you can't edit the main system dictionary to
remove spellings you don't like, such as various "-ize"
endings to words. But overall these are all small niggles
and it's another excellent professional package from
Locomotive.

files, WordStar files or
ASCII files (as produced by Tasword or other
wordprocessors). It runs after you've finished the writing
- you just give the finished file to Prospell, and it goes
through much as LocoSpell does offering you the option
to change words or store them in the dictionary for

future use. Unlike Locospell

Runs

One extra feature that
cum-anagram

The manual
to act u

Prospell boasts

is

a crossword-

can be asked to print out

It

that match a certain template like

Unfortunately

it

will

only

Suggests alternatives for the misspelt

is

•

very confusing on how
up the start-of-day

Can't edit the system dictionary to
>

Reformats the text as it makes
corrections
Provides the n>u<h-i>nw^ L- <

Very slow at

like

<S.

<

"emphasize"

scrolling the dictionary

window for correct

come up with words

words

in its

names of really obscure South
American amphibious reptiles.
dictionary, not the

8000 Plus Value Verdict

::

COMPUTER ONE SPELLING
CHECKER
• Computer One •

£34.95

0223 862616

Reviewed at some length in the issue 2 of 8000 Plus, the
Computer One spelling checker is a Prospell clone. It can
correct LocoScript WordStar and simple text files, and
do the same anagram/crossword solving functions.
has a dictionary twice the size of Prospell (64,000
30,000), but runs slightly

more

slowly.

8000 Plus Value Verdict

D

:

TASSPELL8000
£16.50 • Tasman

0532 438301

spellings

8000 is specifically aimed at owners of the
Tasword word processor. Users of that package can then
run Tasspell on the file they are editing as they edit it. For
Tasspell

••<

word counter
comprehensive 60-paee manual

who don't own Tasword, it can also check single
without having to go through Tasword.
only works on simple text files, and to use it on
LocoScript files you need to convert them to ASCII
format with the
Make ASCII file' option first of all. It
runs impressively slowly, doing about 200 words a
minute. This makes even LocoScript look fast, which is
those

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE

OVERALL SPEED

DOCUMENTATION
8000 PLUS VALUE VERDICT

How LocoSpell compares with the rest
There are already at least three spelling checkers on the
market, some of which will read LocoScript files although

42 8000 PLUS

all

all

KR0SI N_.

discs

word

i

solver.

meaningful anagrams of a given word, or to find

words compared to

MINUSES
from within LocoScript
small sections of a file. eg. the

totally

paragraph typed

'"Has

doesn't offer you a

you don't have to go over it afterwards to incorporate
the changes. However, if the alterations made would alter
the positions of the ends of the lines you will have to go
back into your wordprocessor and reformat the file,
otherwise when you print it out you will get strange line

,

PLUSES
Can do

it

suggested correction for the word in question.
Prospell directly alters the file that it is checking, so

It

last

01-6848009

lengths.
is

about how to sort out
your system discs, is very confused, and a clearer
explanation about which user dictionaries are being used
with which documents would have been nice.
Unlike some other spelling checkers, when you choose
to 'ignore' a word that LocoSpell flags up you are not
the whole very good. The

Arnor

leader (until now), and deservedly so.

Prospell can check LocoScript

Good news, bad news
LocoSpell

tedious, but

remember that

First,

files

It

V

really saying

something.

8000 Plus Value Verdict:

Still,

at least

IDDD

it's

cheap.

A

COLUMN"

Writers do

Real

two

it

with

One

pleasant surprise

about the

PCW on its first release was the
keyboard. Thanks to Clive Sinclair,
we all thought typing on a low-cost
machine had to feel like fingering a
plastic

packet of salami (ZX80/8

Though

(Spectrum).

it's

),

1

or

anemones

squashing unfortunate sea

a bit rattly,

keyboard has a better

the 8256/85 2
1

more

touch than certain far

computers - even when

expensive

you go upmarket, typing can feel like
pushing
series)

down

piano keys (Apricot F

or clicking tiny retractable

ballpens

The

(IBM PC).
the

big question staring us in

eyeball

today

is

keyboard takes

this.

Since the

more

of a bashing

from your rough, brutal hands than

PCW, how

any other part of the

you expect

can

an early user

it

to

who

last?

long

consulted

I

thumped

has

his

more than most: John
hammered out

8256 a lot

This being a family magazine, am
not going to record what Mr Grant

When

a bit, he got in touch with

words of finished text in
whopping
encyclopaedia of Walt Disney

compassionate, caring Amstrad

half a million
first

year, including a

characters.
also

If

I

mention that he has

me on the

collaborated with

very wonderful "ultimate disaster
novel" Earthdoom! (out next year
from Grafton, keep your eye on the
Booker Prize list), your editor will
get upset at this naked self-publicity

and cut
that?

me off in mid (would do
I

-Ed)

Keyboard scans
revisited
Though

I

don't usually bother

with BASIC.

I

couldn't help

noticing a lovely bit in Another
'> v<Iik;: ;;:ik 5
A'<:'..li-.j y"-;-.,i
(i.

.

you to "consider the following
very simple program: 20

FRED =
this

JOT

30 ...When R UNI

program docs

the variable
Clearly

FRED

BASIC

is

is

to

make

equal to 37."

more

and complicated than

subtle

thought

I

This

is

what famous pseudonym
came up to

the half-million-word mark,

two

alarming things could be seen

happening to his keyboard. The
letters on the keys were visibly

wearing off (sighs of relief and "Is that
all?" from touch-typists), while the

"We

soothingly.

(shudder) public." Eventually,

worn

down

by threats and whimpering,
they gave out the secret inside
information. What you need to do is
go to a Real Computer Shop, the sort
that doesn't also sell hi-fi systems and
cameras, and grovel on your bended
knees. (Sometimes this doesn't work
and you have to shout instead.) Real
Computer Shops are the only people
who can order spares from
Amstrad... at least, until some wicked
independent manufacturer breaks the
unwritten rules by producing its own

scum like
you and me and John Grant.
So how did it work out? Brace
yourself: the price quoted for a new
keyboard was a chilly £100. Some
time later (i.e., too late), our
version for direct sale to

researcher found he could also have

the old keyboard repaired, serviced
and generally souped up, for £50.
After thinking about it, increasing his
mortage, etc., he decided to do this

might sound

It

like

period of time....

So our hero went round to his
dealers, Lasky's, and asked their sage
advice.

"No

trouble," said the

hold

After relating this

awesome
added that

sells

called

stick-on

worn off
Spectrum keys by unwholesome
letters to replace

those

practices. "Seems they're OK on the
Amstrad, except of course you don't
get the special words for the function
keys. wouldn't be surprised if the
I

company

diversified into

before

other

you something to aim

looking at

all

a couple of

Amstrad

this.

One

effects

Only time

can be produced

CD DC
in a

and KL LK
manner.

similar

will tell

what other

marvels have yet to be
discovered." For example:

that

for:

it

only

gives

when

- as

I

SHIFT

|iist

then,

it

came out

as

SHIF>T... the whole upper-case

keyboard
Try

traps.

I

is

riddled wit!

AZ or ZA, which at

gave me a moment of panic
- had the machine hung up?
first

(One

consolation

is

I

that these

happen only with SHIFT
held down - not with SHIFT

glitches

LOCK set.)
your keyboard disintegrates will you
know you've equalled the output of a
(if

somewhat workaholic)

author!

in

smugness at the thought that at least
you got your first keyboard thrown
in as

part of the package: incredible
it

seems, IBM buyers have

the past found that the keyboard (as
well as the monitor) is an expensive
accessory, not included in the quoted

There was a joke about the
IBM staff canteen where lunch cost
mere £1 .50, plus a pound for the
price.

a

knife, and another for the fork, and
another for the plate....
The thing which really worries
some pessimistic PCW users isn't the
keyboard (you can always type very

the

lightly

and invest

The

in

a few sets of

they cost
three times as much as the 3" disks
disks.

fact that

where

it

appeared.

A clear case for

Then a Swedish
magazine asked to reprint the story,
but there was a snag - could edit it
down by 20% to fit their space
re-use of disk space!

I

restrictions?

in

the above-mentioned stickers) but

ways of

is

K.

K

O docs the same....

by pressing
with SHIFT

his existing users

done before, in other ways - by
abandoning 3" drives altogether? Will
the disks then become unobtainable?
Is the Pope a Scientologist? Rather
than make up science-fictional
answers to all these queries, I'll
merely suggest that it mightn't be a
bad idea to stock your fallout shelter
with a few spare boxes of CF2s from
some discount merchant.
Of course, you might say, you can
always use disks again and again. I'm
terrifically nervous of doing so: after a
few years of word-processing, know
all too well that almost anything may
be needed again. For example, a
while ago wrote a short story,
titivated it, put in lots of rude bits,
cut some of them out again, printed
the whole thing, and sold it. had a
clean master copy of the text
(photocopied from the print-out quicker, and cheaper in the long
term, than wearing out the PCW
printer and ribbon by doing two),
plus spare copies of the magazine
he's

my pan

has revealed that pressing

very

system, that's

There are

Sugar sandbag

down

O and then type

"Extensive research on

though

stickers...."

all."

SHIFT and

stick.

man. "The
solution's simple. You just have to
buy a complete new PCW8256
resourceful Lasky's

when you

effects

real

chronicle, "John Grant"

in production almost solely
by the Amstrad market. Will Alan

are kept

sends words of

Alternatively, you can bask

he was investigating a company

the

Lusis,

congratulation on "the major,

ground-breaking report" two
issues back - concerning funny

author can't be caught without a
keyboard, any more than a
proofreader could get along without
the obligatory dark glasses and white

Saga which reportedly

all

a Drive B) can be lived with. But it
3" disks

extravagance, but a professional

keys themselves had a nasty tendency

gunge and dandruff and
things from under your fingernails
that must collect down there over a

seems to be accepted that

for

Andy

off,"

to clog and stick. Imagine
horrible

my other computer (and only
have half the capacity, unless you own

mathematics
This column's only devoted fan,

they told him
don't deal with the

themselves. "Push

as well.

John Grant reports. As he

down

the apoplexy had died

Grant reckons he's
the

The new

I

said.

Which meant keying

it

in again....

(Also: master copies get spoilt and
need reprinting; and from time to
time one has second thoughts about
one's golden prose; and I've even

incorporated short stories into
novels. In each case, keeping a

on

copy

disk saves a lot of work.)
In short, as far as I'm

concerned,

wiping and re-using disks is false
economy for any serious writer. Stop
the nasty practice at once, or your
participles will

truth

in

fall off!

There

the rumour that

is

no

I've just

bought a controlling interest in a
major CF2 distribution company....
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FUN

AND GAMES, MUSIC

AND

TIME PERIPHERALS FOR

THE AMSTRAD 8256/8512
PROGRAMABLE
JOYSTICK CONTROLLER
This

PCW

is

the most advanced joystick interface for the
It is fully programable and will emulate an
PCW keyboard, within basic

yet.

of the keys on the

and CP/M.
It is supplied with disc based redefining software
which programs the interface to emulate any
combination of 5 keys. This makes it compatable wi
all games software which require up to 5 keys of
input i.e. up, down, left, right and fire.
The interface can also be used with some business
software and could be programed for moving up,
down and selecting from menus etc.
The joystick port can also be simply read directly
from basic or CP/M without using the supplied

It has a through connector fc
plugged on and will work wit

nterfaces to bi

rapidfire type joysticks.

£24.95

including

VAT

PROGRAMABLE JOYSTICK

AND SOUND CONTROLLER
The

joystick and sound synthesiser has all the features
of the joystick controller above, plus the added
features of a 3 channel sound synthesiser and a 5 bit

input/output port.

The 3 channel sound synthesiser adds a totally new
dimension to your PCW, allowing you to program/
create music with harmonies over a full 8 octaves and
an infinite range of other sounds.
The unit, if fitted with the popular AY-3-89 12 sound
chip, as fitted to the Amstrad CPC range of computers,
allows you to create music and realistic sounds. To
achieve this, complete control of tone, noise, volume,
envelope period/shape is available on all 3 channels.
The input/output port can be programed to control
external equipment. To accommodate this, 5 control
lines, ground and +5 volt references are made
available via the 9

£39.95

way

including

'D' joystick

connector.

VAT

REAL TIME CLOCK MODULE
amazing module has the following features:The time of day with seconds, minutes and a 12-24

This

hour format.

A calendar with days of the week, date, month and
year and there is automatic end of the month
recognition and automatic leap year compensation.
*n alarm facility from once per second to once
r Jr

day.

The module can be used
and any applic

for automatic stamping of

discs

time control.
There are 50 bytes of battery backed RAM and
data is retained when power is removed from
the computer.

£34.95

including

VAT

all

HOW TO ORDER
DKTronics products are available in all good computer
may be obtained direct by telephone
quoting your Barclaycard/Access number.
stores, or

dttronks
POWER BEHIND YOUR AMSTRAD
DKTronics Limited
Gorleston, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk NR31 6BE.
Phone 0493 602926 (24 Hours), Telex 975408.

ONTEST

A DRIVE

PICK

ANY DRIVE
UNIFACE

•

£49.95

Silicon

Systems

•

061 848 8959

our first issue we looked at a number of ways of
upgrading your
8256 by adding a second drive.
option is an interface which fits in the hole normally
occupied by the lower 3" drive. Silicon Systems has
In

PCW

One

market with 'Uniface', an interface which
allows you to connect most 3" or S'a" drives in place of
the Amstrad offering.
joined the

Make-Up

Uniface
Uniface

is

a small circuit board with

two

multi-pin plugs

on one end and a metal facia plate bracketed to the other.
A socket fits through this panel and is used to connect the
unit to an external disc drive. A small light shows when
the unit is active, and is cleverly positioned to dot the T
in

the Uniface logo.

WHY 5'/

4?

It may seem odd to want to add a
completely different disc drive to your
PCW 8256. There are, however, several

advantages.

the face

If

fits...

To

install Uniface you first have to remove the panel
below the top drive on your 8256. The black metal facia
can be levered off with a knife and you then have to cut

six lugs

supporting a plastic panel behind the

Uniface manual

facia.

The

recommends a Stanley knife and a light
but you may find it easier to use a

hammer for this,

The main one

is

the

immediate saving in the cost of discs.
Even a year after their launch, discs for
PCW cost between £3 and £6 each. By

a

attaching a 5 4 inch drive to your
favourite word processor you can take
advantage of the much lower cost of the
larger discs. 5'-< discs can be bought for
as little as 50p each, so if you buy 20 you
1

could save as

much as £1 10!

The second main reason

is that 5'V
much more 'standard' than
Amstrad's 3" format. This means that
nearly all other micros will use them
(including Amstrad's own PC, of
course). If you can connect a 5'
drive
to your PCW you are halfway to being
able to read data from discs used by
these other micros. The other thing you
need is data copying software, and that
may not be far away ...

drives are

V

hacksaw blade.

removed you switch the PCW
and remove the back of the monitor. Uniface can then

Once the
off

panel has been

be fitted into place and fixed with a small T' bar and a
nut inside the case. This is the most fiddly part of the
installation

and requires

six

and a

half inch fingers

or a

hexagonal biro. Silicon Systems are considering supplying
a free suitable ball-point with every Uniface!

There are

prepared inside the PCW to connect to
a second drive, or to the Uniface, and once this is done
you can refit the back of the monitor case and connect

two

leads already

the lead from your external drive.
It's

worth mentioning,

coverage
retain a

in

since

it's

not given sufficient

the Uniface manual, that a

PCW TV tube can

very large electrical charge even hours after

Do be careful not to touch
any of the high voltage components around the end of the
disconnection from the mains.

tube

when you have the back of the monitor.

Running a Second Disc
You have to turn the second drive on before your 8256,
and have a disc in the drive, and when you then turn it on
the CP/M sign-on message should show two drives found.
Three programs are supplied with Uniface. The first is
which will format the B: drive with 40 or 80
tracks and on one or both sides. This' works very well and
is a lot quicker than the formatter in DISCKIT.
The second program allows you to copy files from one
disc to another and more flexibly and more quickly than
PIP does it. Finally, there is 'ZIPDISK', a utility which
speeds up all disc operations by about 20%.
All three programs worked very well and it was soon
possible to forget that the second drive was a 'funny'
a formatter

format.

The

savings

on

disc costs could begin.

Verdict
made between this unit
and Gemini's InterGem, which has been on the market
now for several months. The main advantage of Uniface is
that it's half the price of InterGem, while still performing
exactly the same function. You don't have the option of
running your 5'/" drive from the PCW's power supply as
you do with InterGem, but there is some doubt as to the
wisdom of this, anyway, as the PCW power supply is very
close to its limits when powering a 5 /" drive.
Obviously, comparisons will be

1

Silicon Systems' software is less sophisticated than
Gemini's and can only use discs in its own formats, but
disc handling with Uniface is a lot faster and for most

users will be

more than

sufficient. Silicon

Systems are

working on a 'do your own thing' formatting program
which will allow Uniface to sense the format of any disc
put in the external drive and adjust itself to that format.
this program comes along, they will have an
extremely versatile system for copying data on a PCW.

When

PLUSES
Allows connection of almost any
drive

Quick to
El

fit

Allows use of cheap

5'

a

discs

Realistically priced

MINUSES
B Invalidates your Amstrad guarantee
B With a S'V drive, it's more expensive
than an Amstrad 3" drive
B No copying software for other
formats available yet

Could allow you to run discs from
other micros on your PCW
'

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE
8000 PLUS

OVERALL SPEED

DOCUMENTATION

VALUE VERDICT

ONTEST

THE VICAR
£29.95 • lansyst • 01-607-5844
not hard to see

It's

'Variables In

its

VICAR, but
fact, it's

why

What do VICARs do?
The VICAR

shortened the name of
Context Analyst and Reporter' to

it still

doesn't give

a sophisticated

writing long programs

much

programming

clue to

its

tool for

use. In

anyone

any of the main microcomputer languages, lansyst can supply VICARs for
BASIC, Pascal, C or the database language dBase II, but
the BASIC

utility

is

in

most

likely

to be of use to

PCW

owners.

MODULE POWER
Why should anyone writing a program
want to break it down into separate
modules? The main reason is debugging, the process of removing errors.
If you're writing a big program, say 1000
lines or more, it becomes very difficult
to keep track of all your variables and
long-winded to edit it, even on a good
Wo rd processor.
The way round this problem is to

write each section of the as a separate
unit and get rid of as many of the errors
as possible before using it as a building
block in the complete program. When
you finally compile the program
(convert it from BASIC. Pascal or C
into machine code) you can tie all the
modules together into one long, and
hopefully correct, program.

look at one or

will

and extract

disc

lansyst has

more program

on

files

references to the variables you've used

all

the program.

then sort the variable names into
alphabetical order and list each one followed by all the
lines of your program which refer to it. The idea behind
in

It

will

is that it helps you de-bug a
program by showing you where each variable is used.

this cross-referencing

This

may not sound much use, and is probably of
when the program you're developing is

limited value

you get really hooked on IFs, WHILEs and FORs,
though, and start to develop programs commercially, you
will soon find that your creations can grow extremely
short.

If

quickly.

Many modern
your programs
you've used.

When

It

languages allow you to create parts of

as discrete units,

technique helps

in itself

or 'modules', and

this

to keep track of the variables

can have a disadvantage as well, though.

your program

spread across several modules,
can take quite a while to track down the part of the
is

it

program which is causing a particular error.
What The VICAR does is to trace your use of different
variables across as many different modules as you may
have.

How do VICARs do it?
In its

simplest form the

You have to
program
fairly

present

listing,

it

VICAR is remarkably easy to use.
with an ASCII version of your

but for

all

compiling languages this

easy as you would normally write

processor anyway.

Mallard BASIC,

them on

a

is

word

not quite so
simple, as you have to save a special ASCII version using
the A option after the filename.
In

it's

,

The VICAR
files

variables

from the

information

it

file telling it which program
if you want to exclude specific
With these two pieces of

also requires a

to analyse and another
will

analysis.

go away and produce a third

file,

containing an index of your variables.

You

display or print this analysis,

again an ASCII

which

is

can then
file.

The listing shows the VICAR analysis of one of this
month's BASIC programs. As you can see it's about as
long as the program itself. With longer programs the
index can be up to twice as long as the program from
which it's produced, and take up to four times the
memory.
This

the

is

perhaps

PCW,

as

it

its

PLUSES
Amstrad

still

versions

flexible

through

Only

of real value

on large programs

Limited value to most
all

at reduced price

(except

BASIC

buffs)

Good manual

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE
8000 PLUS

PCW us*-rs

is

not a program for the mainstream

:

is

less

PCW user, who

programs of sufficient length for it to
For those writing commercial
on the machine, though, it could prove very
valuable indeed. The low asking price for the Amstrad
unlikely to write

be of great

DOCUMENTATION

(ship's chaplain?)

benefit.

applications

version

may

well provide further incentive for the

inveterate hackers

46 8000 PLUS

maximum

VERDICT
This
is

OVERALL SPEED

VALUE VERDICT

the

lansyst

themselves and it's reflected
which in the case of the C VICAR
than a quarter of the price.

MINUSES

Easy to use but
use of options

when used on
size of program
acknowledge this
in the special Amstrad price,

biggest disadvantage

restricts

which you can process,

amongst

us.

A

U2£ UPGRADE

"

SIMPLIFILE

GUARANTEE EXPIRED? Now is the time to
Upgrade your
The

specialist

PCW

PCW 8256 to 8512 specification

How do you feel when you see

adverts for databases that appear capable of

running County Hall on an Amstrad

magazine, "8000 Plus" selected our Upgrades as

- overawed? - More likely you

feel inclined

database to arrive - one that is simple to use since
the majority of your demands on a database are easily satisified, but with

"BESTVALUE D+Y MEMORY UPGRADE"
-BEST VALUE 3 INCH SECOND DRIVE"
" For many users an upgrade will make a huge difference." "You can
makeyour working life a good deal easier at minimal cost by increasing the size of your
M-drive RAM-disc to that of 85t2." (112K to 368K). "A low cost memory upgrade... win
Immediately reduce disc copying to a simple two-stage process." "You'll also find it
easier running big CP/M programs like Wordstar and SuperCalc.much faster."
"
Any upgrade.. .will involve... taking your machine apart... To some this is a daunting
prospect but you will find it easier than you think. ""There's not much to choose between
them apart from priceand the helpfulness of the supplier. Silicon City.Jnstructions are

to wait for

a more

additional

power

suitable

if

required.

THEY SAID:

Your waiting

SIMPLIFILE is a database written for the Amstrad PCW 8256 and 8512, bearing
in mind that many Amstrad users are working with their first computer.

Some features

clear and concise.

•

The

simplest,

most comprehensive step-by-step

assume no

We

prior

—

instructions available

knowledge, experience, or

•

of

•

NOW ONLY £24.95

you go a stage further and add a second disc drive, you won't need to swap discs at
There will be a significant Increase in data storage capacity, for example text files

second drive is simple enough. ..Everything other than the ddriveis already
your machine: cables are ready wired and both LocoSchpt and CP/M software
recognise ft immediately once it's fitted...you'H have to try pretty hard to get it wrong.
Fitting the

Internal

PCW 82546 DS/DD

Second Disc

Megabyte unformatted (720K formatted)

- eg.

all

dates

find

later

than a

screen layout with cursor keys controlling the positioning of

Full editing of

Full editing of report layout

•

Report layouts allow

field.

using the

totals of

same concept of cursor control.

any numeric

fields.

Menu driven program design for ease of use.
• Window help screens - like LocoScript.
No need to learn a new language. SIMPLIFILE

in

1

and divides.
-eg. you could

field

MANCH, etc.

editing of data on screen.

•

each

files when running CP/M data processing programs.
8512 can be loaded onto and accessed from both sides of a

high density disc

will

any selected

Conditional input fields - prevents incorrect entry.

•

all. "

there

are:

in

Conditional sort for data on any or multiple fields

•Easy

when word processing and data
Suites of programs lor the

SIMPLIFILE

matching data

specified date.

confidence.

"If

find

Manchester by entering M, MAN,

—

Our ••BESTVALUE- Upgrade Kills

of

Calculation fields - adds, subtracts, multiplies

•You can

skill

TOP QUALITY, fast (1 50nS) chips which are jig preformed for ease
NO BENDING REQUIRED plus a spare "practice" chip to give you

supply tested,
insertion

over.

is

Drive

is

logic controlled.

£139

Memory Upgrade plus Second Disc Drive £159
Supplied with simple, comprehensive fitting instructions. NB You will require CP/M
version 1 :4 to format high density discs. Amstrad will exchange earlier versions free of
charge.

£29.95

incl

VAT

What are you waiting for? Send your cheques, postal orders or phone your

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
Prices INCLUDE VAT and UK post, normally by return
Send UK cheques/Money Orders/LA or Gov't orders to:

Access number

to:

INTEGER COMPUTER SYSTEMS

SILICON CITY

430 Bury New Road • Prestwich

Dept8, Mithian, St Agnes, Cornwall TFIS OQE.
Access/Visa Orders: Telephone 087 255 2112

E3

Manchester • M25 5BD

1
Telephone:
061 798 7307

I

EXPAND YOUR AMSTRAD 8256/8512
WINCHESTER DESK

with the FCP 20-MEGABYTE
• One 20 Megabyte

hard-disk has more
storage than thirty-nine separate
diskettes - with faster, easier access.

•

you the comfort of a raised
keyboard and monitor at

'Desk' offers

and

tilted

eye-level.

•

Made-to-measure

for

your Amstrad

monitor and keyboard, so no desk space
wasted.

•

is

Amstrad expansion port lets you
add-on Amstrad peripherals for networking
Built-in

1

or tape backup.

EXP &NSI0 NPOF T

Dealer enquiries welcome.
Cockayne House, Crockhamwell Road,
Telephone: (0734) 699663

To: First Class Peripherals Ltd.,

Reading

RG5 3JH.

Please send

me the FCP 20 Megabyte

'Winchester Desk'.

Name

.

Address

I

enclose cheque for £688.85 (= £599

Please charge

Card No

to:

DAMEX

+ VAT)

VISA

or

ACCESS

Expiring

Signature.

8000 PLUS 47

SIMPLY.
The Winchester Expansion Box System from Timatic
allow you to boost capacity from a mere
20,000k, simply.

1

will

70k to a massive

Forget about screws, wires, track cutting and all the other
paraphernalia so painfully common with other expansion
systems. With Timatic's WEB you just plug in two cables,
switch on and you're ready to run.

For more than just muscle power, s-t-r-e-t-c-h to Timatic.

THE UNIQUE WEB SYSTEM FROM TIMATIC
•

Gives drive
•

•

L

C20 Megabytes

Moulded, low profile desk unit for easy, comfortable operation
• Compatible with Locoscript and CP/M+ on 8256/8512
Set up time - less than 10 minutes
*

No modifications necessary

£599.99

PLUSV.A.T.

ALSO FROM TIMATIC
•

CRODRAFT

•

Easy to learn
Operates on CPC 6128,
PCW 8256/8512 and IBM PC
compatibles

THE PROFESSIONAL
DRAWING PROCESSOR

mm

•

Drawing accuracy to 0.01

•

Top quality output on any
Epson compatible or PCW
printer,

HP plotter and

photoplotters

Microdraft
an inexpensive, easy-to-use
^
^system
computer aided
is

for

drafting

-

and

design. Invaluable to Architects, Artists,

Designers, Planners, Draughtsmen, in fact
anyone who wants to create any kind of drawing

design or layout.

Mail order

TIMATIC
SYSTEMS LIMITED

and dealer enquiries

The Market, Fareham, Hampshire. P016 0LB
Tel: Fareham (0329) 236727/239953

Adaptable and flexible in use

ONTEST
onto the D-connector of the
works. Joysticks have five functions in life: they
can go up and down, left and right, and they can fire.
Normally when you move the joystick lever to the left,
the controller generates a signal much as though the leftarrow key had been pressed on the keyboard, et cetera.

Just plug a standard joystick

unit and

SOUNDS

it

But more than this, the DKTronics unit is
"programmable", which means that should you want you
can change by software control which keys the joystick
simulates.

A simple program supplied on the delivery disc allows
you to redefine the keys without yourself knowing how
to program - it just says "What key do you want the fire
button to produce", and so on. These settings persist
until they are changed or the power is turned off.

GOOD

The hardware

for the joystick

and sound generator

as

supplied

JOYSTICK/SOUND CONTROLLER
£39.95
The

•

DKTronics

the design stage
Fair

• 0493 602926

PCW was always intended as a machine for che

serious minded, so the

first

things to

go by the board

at

were colour graphics and sound effects.
say, and no great loss to many word

enough, you

processing fans.

DKTronics have made a name
hardware add-ons for micros, and

for themselves with

now they

are turning

their attentions to enhancing the capabilities of the

PCW.

Their programmable joystick and sound controller allows
you firstly to attach a joystick to programs that can use

them, but also to generate a whole range of high quality
harmonies, tunes and sound effects purely from software
control.

Fitting the controller
The joystick/sound controller

unit slots onto the
expansion port at the back of the PCW, and sensibly the
socket has a special notch so that you can't fit it the

wrong way around. Absolutely no hardware
modifications have to be made to the PCW to fit the
DKTronics controller. The unit has a through connector,
if you are already using the PCW
expansion port for a printer interface, for example, you
can still use it even with the joystick/sound controller

which means that

plugged

in

Included

too.

the £39.95 price

in

a

is

loudspeaker with a

standard earphone plug and a metre or so of flex, which
fits

into the controller.

A volume control

in

the small hours.

On

top of the controller unit

a standard D-type
provided in the
package, although any standard one should work.

No joystick

a pin-out of the joystick port and some
brief details on how to build your own
circuits so that the joystick controller
can drive them. Since the joystick port
is programmable, from software
control you can set almost any of the
pins on the port to be high or low, thus
controlling external hardware. One
example provided is a driver for a 7-

directly.

segment

OUT

is

is

Summing up
controller unit opens up exciting possibilities.

is

3

capable of producing sophisticated chords

effects.

A demonstration disc plays a passable

not quite up to Simon
and Garfunkel's standards. Also provided on the
rendition of Scarborough Fair,

demonstration disc

is

if

a variety of sound

effects:

chimes, explosions, ricochets and wailing

Big Ben

bombs

all

provide a good start for you to base games on.

The sounds are produced in response to commands
a BASIC (or machine code) program. It follows then

from

that to use the package for anything other than playing

Scarborough Fair ad nauseam you will have to know how
to program. Also, a knowledge of how musical harmonies
are built up will prove not inconsequential.

By contrast to the sound controller, which requires
skill

to use, the joystick

is

£39.95,

the world of
Finally,

simplicity

If you want the programmable
joystick controller, but not
the sound generator,

DKTronics

sell this

unit

separately at £24.95.

will find

it

an exceptionally useful package,

PCW sound to novices.

don't forget that

programmable

if

you only want the

joystick controller,

it is

available

However, there are other
on the
market which are cheaper and
may do everything you need,

joystick interfaces

like

Cascade's and

Kempston's.

separately at £24.95

PLUSES

MINUSES

El Powerful sound chip can generate
chords and other effects
Speaker included in the price
El Very simple and quick to fit
Joystick can be programmed made to
simulate the keys of any program

El Sound is only in mono
B You need to be a good programmer
to use the sound generator
BThe manual is little more than a fact
sheet

El Joystick

simple

interface suitable for driving

home made circuits

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE

Using the joystick
considerable

At

but unfortunately the manual does nothing to open up

The sound controller can generate notes on up to
and sound

Joy without sound

who want to push their PCW beyond simply
running business programs, the joystick and sound
For people

programmers

Using the sound controller
channels, so

LED display.

For hardware fans, the manual provides

on the

controller unit allows you to easily annoy the neighbours

joystick connector.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
For those in the know, the heart of the
sound controller is the AY-3-8912 3channel programmable sound generator
chip. It can be programmed from
within Mallard BASIC by using the
command to send a stream of
bytes of data to port numbers 170 and
171. Alternatively, machine code
routines can read and write the ports

8000 PLUS

OVERALL SPEED

DOCUMENTATION

VALUE VERDICT

itself.

8000 PLUS 49

oliT
separate index. This allows very quick searches to be
made when using information in the key fields. One of

the main advantages of a computer database over a
manual card index is the speed with which you can
extract cards which

key

field

fulfil

system speeds

The other unusual

a pre-set selection 'rule'.

this

The

up considerably.

feature of Micro File

to
numeric fields in each record. This
means, for instance, that you could define a series of sales
records for all the products in your small business and get
Micro File to calculate the retail price automatically from
wholesale price, mark up and VAT rate.
is its

ability

calculate values held in

A software suite for under £50. What value?

?gW

Do you fancy much of the software described in these pages?
database, perhaps, or a spreadsheet. How about a good labelling
program? Nice in theory, but there are always so many other uses for
each hard-earned pound. We think we may have discovered the

A

solution...

probably the best program in the suite, as it is an
almost exact clone of WordStar. When considered at
This

The Micro collection
• Saxon Computing

£49.95
Back

in

040150697

the early days of Amstrad's invasion of the

computer market, their software arm marketed a
number of business programs for the CPC range, written
for them by Saxon Computing. Saxon have now collected
a

word

processor, database, spreadsheet, labeller and

password program together

in

versions tailored to the

PCW and are marketing the lot for under £50.

is

about one fifth of the price of Pocket WordStar, it must
represent very good value. It duplicates all the control
code sequences used by 'the real thing', and allows you to
enter dot commands to control the printing of your
document.
The only restriction, and it may prove a problem if you
produce a lot of large documents, is that Micro Word can
only handle a document in memory. It has no way of
moving text to and from disc while your editing, as
WordStar and NewWord have. This effectively means
you're limited to about 1000 lines of text when using this

word

processor.

Although

First

Impressions

Called the Micro Collection,
loose leaf file with
front.

two

discs

The documentation

it's a good program, it may well be of least
owner, because of Locoscript. However, at
the price Saxon are asking, you could even use it as a 'trial

use to a

is

it

comes bound together

tucked

in

a

low-budget

fairly

a wallet

in

in

a

the

affair,

photocopied from a daisywheel print out. It does,
however include a key-by-key tutorial and reference
section for each of the main programs, with the exception
of Flexicalc, the spreadsheet. This is supplied with a text
file on disc, and it's up to you to print it out yourself. One
of the penalties of keeping the overall price low.

The programs all use a similar format of menu selection
and function key commands which is quite
straightforward to use, although looking a

little dated in
comparison with Locoscript's pull-down menus and the
like. Perhaps this isn't surprising as the programs are
about two years old.

PCW

run' to see

if it's

NewWord

or

as

worth your while changing to WordStar
your main word processor.

FlexiCalc
The spreadsheet is supplied 'as is', and is not as useful as
some of the other programs in the Collection. The fixed
is 20 columns by 85 rows, although you can
only view this through an 8 by 15 window. The

sheet size

dimensions of this window are probably chosen because
the program redraws the screen rather slowly. An
'interesting' feature of the higher numbered rows of the
sheet is that you can use them to view sections of the

CP/M

operating system.

I

don't think this

is

intentional,

and even though Saxon don't intend to support FlexiCalc,
think they ought to correctit.
I

FlexiCalc provides

many of the features

you'd expect

from a spreadsheet, including copying of the formulas
(known as replication). The mathematical operators
include Mean,

%

and trigonometrical functions, as well
the more 'mundane' arithmetic operators: + ,-,* and /.

Jargon Jungle
If you think of a database as a
computerised card index, the

whole box of cards

is referred
File, each card is a
Record and each piece of
information on the record
(names, addresses etc) is a

to as a

Field.

This

the database, and it's really quite a sophisticated
program. It's a 'flat file' database, which means it mimics
is

have up to 65536 records in a file (though in practice
run out of disc space long before this). Each file can
have up to four screen layouts and 8 report layouts

you'll

attached to
to four key

A
50 8000 PLUS

B^SsSM

the kind of file most commonly found in a card index
system. It can't tie together information from more than

one file at a time, but this is a rather specialised
requirement, and the things Micro File can do will suit
the majority of users.
You can define up to 20 fields on any record and can

key

it

(similar to templates in Locoscript)

fields

field

is

may be

and up

defined.

a field for which Micro File maintains a

as

This

is

a useful labelling

output across up to

program which controls printer
row and allows you to

five labels in a

print a set of mailing labels or a bulk print

same message. You can use any of the
your

all

with the

available fonts

on

PCW printer or an

can have up to 20 lines

Epson compatible machine, and
of print per label, depending on its

overall size.
If

you are feeding addresses from a word processor or

West
database
different

you can 'scrunch' them so that addresses of
lengths don't have unsightly gaps in between

file,

their lines.

.

The program is largely controlled through a series of
menus and is simple to set up. You can use data from any
word processor which can produce a straight ASCII file as
output, so later versions of Locoscript and of course

MicroWord are

fine for

the job.

Lock-It
This program

designed to stop other people looking at

is

the data from your word processor, database or
spreadsheet. Lock-It codes (encrypts) any ASCII file

in

way that it can only be read by someone who
knows the password you used to prepare it.

such a

Encrypting data
using their

one

is

probably of

little

value to anyone

PCW at home, but in the office,

dealing with sensitive information,

very

useful.

Whatever you

it

particularly

could prove

do, though, don't lose your

Lock-It disc!

Verdict
It's hard to be critical of any package offering so much at
such a reasonable cost. The database and word processor

alone are worth the price and the other programs are of
varying value, depending on the tasks you set your PCW.
There are a couple of problems with the spreadsheet and
it's a shame Saxon aren't supporting the product, but
overall it must be a very good general purpose office
control package.

PLUSES

MINUSES

Five packages for the price often
charged for one
Database has plenty of features,

G Spreadsheet has a few problems
E3 Word processor may have limited
appeal to Locoscript owners
B Programs look a bit dated beside
more recent
packages

-i

:

including calculation fields

SWord processor is fully WordStar

PCW

compatible

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE
8000 PLUS

OVERALL SPEED

DOCUMENTATION

VALUE VERDICT

I

ONTEST

REALLY

FREEFORM
Is

it

No

a database?

it's

Chibase

•

a text retrieval system

£49.95

•

Chiasma

almost every turn by the bizarre choice of controls and

• 06333

user-hostile editor.

60996
Those people who've used a database will know that the
general format of these programs is to present a screen
with a number of preset places where you can enter your
information. These are normally the only places you can
type and you're limited to the length and number of
you've defined on a 'record'.

'fields'

This

is

fine for

address

lists,

different toffees stocked by

records of the

your

local

number

sweetshop or

of

a

catalogue of exotic pets available across the counter of

your neighbourhood take-away. When you need to store
large amounts of text in each record, though, this kind of
program has some shortcomings. Chibase is designed for
just such a circumstance.

Chibasics

the pages

is

to the manual. This

later.

you have a collection of recipes on you Chibase data
you could search them for all the
all those that can be prepared
in under five minutes. This assumes that you've
highlighted each ingredient and cooking time on all page
before making the search.

It

few

the [ALT] key and pressing one other

letter. This means
you have to remember which sequence produces which
result. You can refer to a single line screen prompt or
keep flicking back to the 'Help' menu, but it would be a
lot simpler if you could remember the sequences. And
what could be easier than \l to list all the key words
you've defined, |V to insert a line of fL to finish a session.
This is WordStar all over again, only don't see why
should have to go through the pain of learning a
completely different set of sequences on a modern
I

product.

The

Editor

When

you're entering text onto a Chibase page you just
type away, the program wraps your words at the end of
each line as a word processor would. If you want to insert
text though, you have to press fC before each letter you
want to insert. Fortunately you can load text from an

recipes containing eggs, or

ASCII

practicalities

Chibase doesn't go overboard on presentation - indeed
there is very little on the screen most of the time, unless
you include your own text. This would be fine if it was
obvious how to use the program. Unfortunately,
although it's quite simple to add pages and search
through them for specific entries, you are hindered at

PLUSES

H Doesn't require you to set up a preset
'record' card

Searches through your data very

quickly

If

you are entering

hold

a

number

of pages

in

a similar format

probably want to save yourself some typing by

many

all

the headings. Chibase can

forms, but again they're not quite as handy as

be. When you recall a form to enter pages
into your database, the headings do appear on each blank
card. The trouble is there's no way of moving quickly
from one heading to another. The only cursor controls
you have move you one character or line in each
direction, and if you're not careful you can overwrite the

they might

headings as

Verdict

No sample files to learn on

from the keyboard.

defining a 'form' containing

MINUSES
B Very awkward set of control
-"

8000 PLUS

as well as

sequences
Q Poor screen editor

Allows you to select up to 50 keys for
each page of text

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE

file

Forms
you'll

The

52 8000 PLUS

24 pages of close-printed text.

and no index. With a bit of digging, though,
you can find most of the information you'll need.
All commands in Chibase are made by holding down
illustrations

disc, for instance,

If

I

is

includes tutorial and reference sections, but has

I

As with most databases, Chibase is divided into two
and retrieval programs. The
first program records a number of 'blank pages' on a disc,
while the second one allows you to add text to each page
and calls up pages by using a system of 'keywords'. The
concept is very good, as it allows you to highlight up to 50
words within each page of text and to use these 'keys' to
distinct sections; creation

recall

You open with Chibase's Help screen, actually its main
menu. There is no help as such in the program, so if you
command your only recourse

can't decipher a particular

if

they were part of the text.

you to think that Chibase doesn't do its
keywords from even a large database (100,000
in only a few seconds. The idea of
having a free-form database which isn't restricted to preI

wouldn't

job.

It

like

finds

characters or more)

OVERALL SPEED

DOCUMENTATION

VALUE VERDICT

defined record formats is also good. It's just that so little
thought seems to have been given to the way the
program presents itself that doubt there will be many
users patient enough to make full use of it. A
I

AMSTRAD

SAGESOFT

ipbofessionaD

USER CLUB
The Official Amstrad Professional User Club is
pleased to announce a wide range of high quality,
low cost business packages by Sagesoft for the

PCW8256/8512 and PC1512 range.

BOOK KEEPER - produces aged analyses
day-books, bank reconciliations,
accounts.

£113.85 non-members

ACCOUN T AN

I

VAT

£96.77 members
- features the same facilities as Book Keeper but

can produce customer statements with debt chasing
balance sheets and budget reports.
£1 71 .35

non-members

letters,

in

addition

remittance advice notes,

members

£1 45.65

ACCOUNTANT PLUS - provides
PLUS

and creditors, monthly
and year-to-date profit and loss

of debtors

returns, with period

all

the

ACCOUNTANT

facilities of

stock control and invoicing.

£228.85 non-members

PAYROLL

members

£1 94.52

- provides

and accurate payroll facilities for small to medium sized
employers. Up to 999 employees can be catered for and all tax codes, holiday pay,
contributary pension schemes, contracted out and the recording and calculation of sick
pay are all handled.
£1 1 3.85

non-members

RETRIEVE

fast

£96.77

members

-a very powerful database management

program which may be
ability to understand

thought of as an electronic filing cabinet. Retrieve has the unique
queries in normal conversational English.
£1 1 3.85

non-members

CHIT-CHAT
transfer.

£96.77

members

- communications software

CHIT-CHAT enables you

for electronic mail,

send telexes, access

to

viewdata and

file

PRESTEL and send and

receive electronic mail.

£113.85 non-members

£96.77

members
JOIN

THE
OFFICIAL

NOW- SIMPLY COMPLETE THIS COUPON

AMSTRAD
USER CLUB

Members

Yes wish
Special opening offer!

hardware and peripherals.
12 issues of Amstrad
Professional Computing
1 2 Monthly Newsletters,

BLANK

including "Business Bulletin"

Helpline for ordering and
advice.

£4.95

Retail price

Ptease

3" DISK,

tick for

FREE
retail

to

you when you

price £4.95

join,

or

FREE
..Postcode..

preference

Telephone
Step by step guide

dsk

Annual club subscriptions are:
1.
£29.95 for existing Amstrad User Club Members
2. £39.95 for new members
enclose cheque or P.O. (no cash) payable to Amstrad
Professional User Club, or by charge card
I

Only available while stocks

last.

No

I

Send

schemes

Professional

Name

rates

your own area.
Exclusive Offers.

New Official Amstrad

FREE

"Step by step guide to LocoScript"

3" blank

Insurance and maintenance by
Dictaphone) at advantageous
Official training

to join the

I

User Club.

enjoy:
Big discounts on software,

Access
in

_L
to:

Amstrad Professional User Club
P.O. Box 10, Victoria House, 1-€l_ow Row,
Sunderiand, Tyne & Wear SR 3PY
or join by phoning 0783 673395
1

Founder members receive an exclusive card and
Amstrad Shows.
privileged entry to

ONLY THE BRAVEST

J

T

•

FLY....

i

l

BY D.K.MARSHALL
ADAPTED BY DARRELL

D.

TOMAHAWK - a stunningly
simulation that

realistic flight
puts you in

command of an

Apache Advanced Attack
helicopter. Flying low over a
spectacular 3D real world
display with over 7000 ground
features - TOMAHAWK puts
you in the hot seat.

Ground attack and
interception

is

air-to-air

the challenge

-

day or night in the thick of the
battlefield. Your combat mission
is to locate and destroy enemy
ground forces. It could be science

\

fiction

-

it

isn't

- the Apache

is

for

real.... the meanest, deadliest
combat helicopter ever.
You have the weapons, the
machine.... climb in and prepare

for

take

off!

Spectacular 3D cockpit view
with over 7,000 ground features.
Authentic aerobatic

performance.

Ground attack and

air-to-air

interception, with laser guided
missiles, rockets and 30
gun.
Doppler navigation and target
tracking.
Day/Night vision systems.

mm

Cloudy, Crosswinds,
Turbulence.

\jP2ii

Pilot ratings -Trainee to Ace.
Impressive sound effects, ick oniyi
Pilots Notes.

FOR ALL THE AMSTRAD CPC AND PCW RANGE
AMSTRAD PCW 8256/8512

SPECTRUM

Tomahawk

TT Racer 48/1 28K

Disk

£19.95

VAT and

Night
Night

Gunner
Gunner Disk

Tomahawk
Tomahawk

Disk

Fighter Pilot
Fighter Pilot Disk

£7.95
£13.95
£9.95
£14.95
£8.95
£13.95

ATARI
Fighter Pilot
Fighter Pilot Disk

£9.95
£12.95

Fighter Pilot 48K
Night Gunner 48K

p.

(Overseas

AMSTRAD CPC 464, 664, 6128 Tomahawk 48/1 28KD

D

£9.95
£9.95
£7.95
£6.95

&

p. inclusive within

inc.

Tele Sales
(0276) 684959

UK

Please send

55p per cassette)

Please debit

my Access/Visa card

to

V~\

I

O

I

TA

I

INTEGRATION

^cc«>«]

Watchmoor Trade Centre,
Watchmoor Road,

no.

Camberley, Surrey

COMMODORE 64
Fighter Pilot
Fighter Pilot Disk

Cheques payable to
I

Name

GU15 3AJ

Expiry date

£9.95
£14.95

Trade and Export enquiries
welcome. Lifetime Guarantee.

Digital Integration Ltd

enclose a cheque/P.O. for

-Address

.

Total
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Noa yo? could throa thl FontGeo Mnuai avan it

w

like*

il

sine! sac non'ii need

You've

just finished a long session typing letters into

ifsSM

Wordstar or NewWord, have shut the program down
for the night and, bleary-eyed, you're suddenly grabbed

Kidelyi

:

a

Kits

thaii

VMSJMHWBlML'i
charactei' widths' varn quitl

ly avoid uneven spacingii

spacint

foi'

J

printing)) KhicS

iii

eas*

iii

iii

t *ord»

LecoScripU

iii

iii

hesii ty

frafii qualitn

bii

FontGen» and appearii

iii

ust propor

il

texv
ted

19a

disc» ali printouii «iii appeal i» thl nea

betwev characters

by the suspicion that you signed the letter to your 92
year-old grandmother 'Yours sincerely'. This is a form of
address she so baths that she will without doubt cut you
out of her will. In increasing panic you type TYPE
A GRANNY LET and a screenful of complete garbage
scrolls up the screen, driving you cross-eyed and forcing
your doctor to recommend six months complete rest and
the immediate disposal of your PCW.
Not a pretty scene, and one which could so easily have

iii

Everfi tint yoc starii thl PC* ua i

ini

unaffec

iii

thl ordinaii style.

Ihl onlii real frustratiov o* FontGeo

thaii

iii

yoc can'ii *iu thl

i\

.

fontb tu thl
its different
differe
saul docunenti

Ihl fonii in operatieu J
(I

ty changl fonii

w

...

havl usl FontGeo ty

Hw it »orks
FontCen is vary staple
e to use, requiring
r
only 15 Minutes' thought
and then it can be totalis
tally forgotten
forgo
ahout, Once you've decided
font sou n?nt to replace the ordinary one, you run FontCen,
It then asks sou to p ut in the drive a of your startup disc (CF/K

creaU

i vholl nea version

il

o( thl

startua disi and restarji thl PC« »ito that.
lavinf said that» therl arl t still nays ty nie fonts aftei }|=* fashions Foi exanple
yo; coulii prinii I vholl load ot fancfi a
.,
.
- lk .
- „
....
.
headed stationers usint Vaudeville)) ami thev usl

»

mat

K

.

detennneii onlii bn thl disi used ty starii thl P
lo determined
io

C* ua *ith» anu

.

'

'noulS

airi

othei preprinted papers

•

II yoc Kore froS e "Business H

Press 1IEIUIW to Continue I

A BEFORE application of the
file

No* you could thrw the FontCen nanual a»ay if you like,
since you won't need it again, {very tine you start the PCM
»ith that disc, all printout Mill appear in the nee font
automatically without you having to do anything special.
In sone of the novelty faces (especially vaudeville) th.
character
•acter widths vary quite widely.
wi
To avoid uneven spacing.
it is b
,
.

mm-

ustratipn of FontCen is that you can't nix the
nts on the sane document,
lhe fontin operation
ly by the disc used to start the PCH up Kith, and
he startup disc and restart the PCH Kith that.

laving said that, there are a still Kays to nix fonts after
a fashion. .For exanple, you could print a thole load of fancy
headed stationery using Vaudeville, and then use these as you
,

Press RETtlRH to Continue I

AFTER
done

its

the converter's

job

been avoided with our super-economical WordStar to
ASCII file converter. Not only can you display a
WordStar file on the screen in a thoroughly readable
manner but, at no extra charge, you can load the
converted file into LocoScript by opening an empty
LocoScript file and reading in the ASCII text. What
amazing value!
Follow the instructions
box, noting

commas

in

in

the

'How

30 and 40 are capital

i

Note
1

value of the

last character in
each word
of a document file. This is why
these characters show as
foreign letters or graphic

symbols when displayed from
outside WordStar. WordStar

to type a

listing in'

particular that the characters in inverted

in lines

converter

Boffin

WordStar adds 28 to the

and

capital o,

uses these so-called 'high
bytes' to keep track of the
ends of words and help it
format text.

respectively, and that the figures in brackets in lines 50

and 60 are all ones.
When you run the program from within BASIC, you
are asked for the names of the WordStar file and the file
The utility then goes away and

for the converted text.

converts the WordStar

file

into ASCII.

8000 PLUS 55
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How to type a
The

first

Basic.

reset

thing

To do
it

is

up Mallard
turn on the PCW (or

with

[SHIFT] - [EXTRA]

[EXIT]) and

into

listing in

When

to'load

this,

you're

It's

numbers, and press
of each line. Be
careful to distinguish between capital
and the digit
O and and colons and
semicolons. During a long listing it's
important to save your work every IS
minutes or so. And for all listings you
must save them for attempting to run
them. To do this, find a work disc you
can write to, put it in the disc drive, and
type
SAVE " PROGRAM". IRETURN i. Or you
can choose any other name instead of
the word "program".

[RETURN] at the end

I

,

When

(

,

you've finished, type

L

I

S

I

RETURN and the whole program will
appear on the screen. Check it, and if
any lines are wrong, you can correct
them with the line editor. For example,
if the mistake was in line 100, you would
type E D 1 1
00 [RETURN], and use the
cursor keys and delete keys to fix the
I

line.

Press

[RETURN] when the line is

you have mistyped a line number,
so that a line appears in the wrong
If

sequence, just type the incorrect line
number and the [RETURN], which
effectively deletes the line, then retype
the line with its corret
i

is

is

ready

wrong
'<( ly,

no matter how

meticulously you copied the listing out,
that the first time you run the program
it won't work properly. You may get
some arcane message like "Syntax error

in 100". List

the program out (using

LIST), and carefully check the screen
against the original in the magazine.
Incidentally apart from Syntax errors,

the

line

number mentioned

message
error

is

by R

in the error
where the
simply the point at

N

Clapp

how much you
by the end of the
month. Enter the program as usual. When you run it,
decide whether you want interest added to your figures
and the program will then calculate how much you owe.
As it stands, the program assumes an interest rate of
2% per month. If the current rate is different from this,
just change the the '2' in line 60.
This short routine helps you calculate just
will

t»s

moi

owe your credit card company

A sample

run

cif

Card Calculator

necessarily

isn't

located

-•it's

error.

When you've found it, either retype
the line wholesale, or correct it by using
the line editor as described above. Type

^^^^^^

Cr edit

1

IN

again,

time.

If

and hopefully it works this
go on correcting and re-

not,

running until

it

does. Finally, don't
le

corrected version

again.

When

you've finally finished with the
program, typing
S^'SH
\ returns you to

CP/M.

Ton.
one coster another day,
BASIC up normally, put the disc
.

start

you saved the program on
and type

in

the drive

LOAD "PROGRAM" [RETURN] or
whatever name you gave the program
when you saved it. Then as before, when
it

says

Ok, type

RUMTR

!

\

.

Ok
run
Start value?
Monthly paynent? 20
Jo you Kant inte rest added <iVN)? y
Month
Int
Sal
6.00
1
286.00
S.72
2
271.72
3
S.43
257.15
S.14
4
242.30
4.85
227.14
5
6
4.S4
211.69
7
4.23
195.92
8
3.92
179.84
3.60
9
163.44
ie
3.27
146.70
2.93
129.64
|
2.59
112.23
I
2.24
94.48
i
1.89
76.36
1.53
S7.89
§
1.16
39.0S
0.78
19.83
f
8
0.40
0.23
-19.77
19
0.00

M

\

i
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the

which the computer gets stuck. You
may have to look elsewhere for the

[

correct.

the listing

-.hed version (see

startup disc.

including the line

;fied

>

RUN [RETURN]

I

:

above) and now your program
-'
run |»st type

the top drive put the CP/M startup disc,
which is the other side of the LocoScript

When you get the A> prompt, type
.and after a few seconds a
message about "Mallard-80 BASIC"
appears and it says "Ok". Now copy out
each line in the listing very carefully,

,:* ;

correct

CrovOn

CnpvOh
COMPUTER LUGGAGE

DUST COVERS
RANGE OF OVER 1000 COVERS

FULL RANGE OF CASES AVAILABLE IN
EITHER BLACK OR SILVER GREY AS
STANDARD.
FULLY PADDED WITH HIGH DENSITY FOAM.

ANTI-STATIC AND FLAME

RETARDANT

CROWN DUST COVERS LTD.,

UNIT 4, 54

SOMERSET TA4 4QU.

Saxon Computing
PteKi Cottect'itH
F1ex

i

Fi1e

for PCW1512 S IBM

LONG STREET, WILLITON

TEL: 0984 333777

SSSHHHH!
PRINTER AT WORK

one of only two databases rated
this is a fast
database offering calculations, reports, filtering,
indexing, rebuild, lacros & context sensitive help. All
new lanual includes full tutorial which is also on disk.
-

as good value by 8000 Plus magazine,

FlexiWrite

- a Wordstar work alike with a
friendly face. Easy to use, has lailierge and can IMPORT
GRAPHICS into your documents. Full manual included.

FlexiLabel

- total control over Mailing &
goods labels up to 5 across. Can use data froi
Flexifile, FlexiWrite S other databases.

FlexiCalc

-a

spreadsheet with graphics.

Lock -It

protects your files using
sophisticated encryption and passwords.

Micto CfttectioH

for PCW8256/8512

Micro Collection comprises MicroFile, MicroWord,
FlexiLabel, MicroSpread and Lock-It. Similar
specification to Flexi programs but for CPM Plus.
Flexi Collection or Micro Collection are just £49.95
for all five programs. Send for full brochure.

SAXON COMPUTING
11 ARRAM ROAD
LECONFIELD

N.HUMBERSIDE
HU17 7NP
Telephone 0401-50697

Q

Your PCW Printer is a pretty noisy
beast at the most inappropriate times.
With our Acoustic Hoods you can now do
something about it. And at £69.95, perhaps
we should keep quiet about the price too!
If

you would appreciate a

little

more

of

the quiet life, simply send off for our brochure
or complete the Free Information Service coupon
at the back of this magazine.

Couldn't be easier could

it!

MAYFA1R MARKETING

(Rhyl)

205 Coast Road Rhyl Clwyd LL18 3US
Telephone (0745) 32484
8000 PLUS 57
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Can

YOU

program?
the following:
1. A printout of the

you could earn hard cash (£10-100)
and instant fame by having your
programs printed in this magazine.
We're interested in SHORT programs
If

so,

Eclipse Predictor

listing.

A

A

disc on which it is saved. 3.
stamped addressed jiffy bag for return
of yoUr disc.
4. An explanation of what the program
does and how to use it.
5.
signed statement confirming that
2.

of GENERAL

INTEREST: Utilities,
graphics, games and the like
Programs of 1-20 lines are particularly

A

be printed (because we can
manage several in ah issue) - those that
are longer have to be really good, so
likely to

the program is your original work and
hasn't been submitted to anyone else.
Send your submissions to: Listings,
8000 Plus, The Old Barn, Somerton,
Somerset, TAII5AH.
Please allow up to 40 days for return
of your disc - the programs will be
assessed all in one batch once a month!

don't get carried away with jots of lines
devoted to "window-dressing" the
program. Instructions can be given in

accompanying documentation much

more efficiently.
To submit a listing you must supply

by Howard Roughley
Did you miss the recent eclipse of the moon? Shame on
It needn't happen again though. Just type in this
Moon and
Earth need never be a mystery again. The program
reports the dates of all eclipses since 1955 and will keep
going until you turn starry-eyed and press [STOP]
If you want to print the dates out rather than
displaying them on the screen, replace the word PRINT
in lines 330 and 335 with LPRINT.
you.

short program and conjunctions of the Sun,

—

—

~*^**i£^j

^^v

REM ***eclipse predictor***
20 DIM ra$ (12) m< 12)
^P&$&kK.
30 FOR m=l TO 12
Y$$£$k
4
READ m$ Cm) ra(m)
Wliiiiiljiiiik
50 NEXT m
^^&i;;i;;!k
T&ijjj;;
60 DATA Jan 3 1 Feb 28 Mar ,31, Apr 30
70 DATA May, 31, Jun, 30, Jul, 31, Aug, 31
\*!i*'
8
DAT A Se p 3 Oc t, 31, Nov, 30, Dec, 3
1955
90 REM few moons for 100 years starting June 2
100 FOR d=0 TO 36525! STEP 29.5306
110 IF ap>72 AND ap<288 THEN 140
^ The
predictor
program
np<13.5 THEN GOS UB 210
120 IF np>346.5 OR
130 IF np>166,5 AND np<193.5 THEN GOS UB 210
Some the
you may
140 np=np+30. 671257#
m have missed
150 ap=ap+25. 816427#
160 IF np>360 THEN np=np~360
170 IF ap>360 THEN ap=ap-360
\/
180 NEXT d
7i\\
v /
190 STOP
\
/
200 REM print date
210 days=d+171
y-1955
22
23
FOR c=l TO 25
^-^^
240 FOR 1=0 TO 3
>v
250 FOR m=l TO 12
\
260 day s= days- m(m)
J
270 IF 1=1 AND m=2 THEN days=days-l
Ok
run
280 IF days<l THEN 330
20 Jun 19SS
290 NEXT m
8 Jun 1956
23 Oct 19S7
300 Y=y+i
12 Oct 1958
310 NEXT 1
2 Oct 19S9
15 Feb 1961
NEXT c
32
4 Feb 1962
330 PRINT USING " ##" INT <days+m<m)
mVWA AWV
21 Jul
1963
335 PRINT " " m$ (m) y
30 Hay 1965
12 Nov 1966
34
RETURN
2 Nov 1967
10

.

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

.

\***i

%

eclipse

of

eclipses

'

1

^M»

m
W

^V

;

;

J

)

;

18 Mar 1969
7 Har 1970

1
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TIPOFFS
Bypassing passwords
Remember that first week, reading
about CP/M and discovering you

ail

could set passwords on

month or two

files?

later, faced

Now a

with a disc

of files with read protection, you

remember any

can't

passwords!

There doesn't seem to be any way to
circumvent the password system
inside CP/M without being a
hacker, but there is a way to cope.
Start up LocoScript, and then put
your CP/M disc with the protected

from

TIP-OFFS
Welcome

to three

more

pages of tips which a Bookie

on

files
[f I]

the disc drive (and press

in

it

to see

contents on the Disc

its

Now "Create"

Management

screen).

an empty

select "Insert Text"
menu, and choose the

file,

from the

[f7]

CP/M

that you need to unprotect.

file

Finally, when you've finished the
edit select "Make ASCII file" from
the Disc Management screen to

wouldn't touch

create a

sense

that

file

of. Voila.

course, only

With these tips, you're guaranteed a winner. This month it's Chris Lilley from Ashfield,
Dunblane who carries off the 8000 Plus bouncing czech for £20, for his devious revelations
about the MAI 212 program. What we can't understand is how he ever discovered it.
We've been very impressed by the quality and range of tips that you are sending in, but
we can never get too many of them. Keep them coming, to TipOffs, 8000 Plus, The Old
Barn, Somerton, Somerset TAII 5AH, and next month £20 could be yours.
I

You

CP/M

can

make

This method, of

works with text files.
it on a
file, for

COM

can't use

instance.

Chris

Lilley,

Ashfield

Using [ALT] with keys
When

you need to use an indent tab,
manual tells you to

for example, the

any empty
space on the screen has exactly three
dies of overcrowding.

That's Life
become traditional to hide a
called "Life" in computer
- Unix has one, as
do many other large computer
operating systems. The PCW has one
It

has

game

operating systems

hidden amongst

on

side

I

First,

its

LocoScript

files

how to

the

If

number

play

was developed as a diversion
by a group of mathematicians some
years ago, and follows a few simple
rules. Think of a colony of bacteria
which breed and change as
generations go by.
rules for breeding are simple:

any bacterium with two or three
neighbours stays alive in the next
generation. If a bacterium has less
than two neighbours, it dies of
loneliness, and if more than three

you aren't sure

is

how

is worked
Noughts and Crosses

cells

around the central

life,

you

set

up an

initial

arrangement of cells (the bacteria),
then sit back and watch the

The object

Sometimes it seems to work, and the
magic symbol appears on the screen.
But more often than not, it doesn't
work and you are faced with the

Move the cursor bar to the
option on the menu that appears,

03] key.
last

the

[EXTRA] key and

The main

patterns

become

few
which look

extinct after a

generations), and also

in

it?

Life

the

communications program called
MAIL232.COM, which is on the

of MAIL232,

at

However, there

is

a secret

trick
all,

is

to press the [ALT] key

Works

like

a

the cursor position.

Once you're

if

again will delete

you make a mistake.

of

charm every time.

RH Gladden,

Crewe

bacterium

at

first

and then while still holding it
press the [TAB] key too. It

down

sequences. You use [ALT]

[RETURN]

knack

to doing this right every time. The

This technique

Pressing

is

ordinary tab symbol on the screen.

the cursor, and press the [RETURN]
key whenever you want to place a

the bacterium

how does the PCW do

cunningly hidden

screen

press P.

apart from a cursor. Here's where

the same

is

correct for all [ALT]

way as you

key to get

in exactly

use the [SHIFT]

capital letters.

ready, press the space

bar and the generations will roll by
before your eyes. To stop the
process, press space again.

Chris

A

down

you set up the initial bacterium
pattern. Use the arrow keys to move

to find
starting patterns which survive (some
is

press [ALT] and [TAB] together.

MAIL232 [RETURN], wait for the

Now the screen goes totally blank
"play"

generations pass.

So

To run it,

boot up CP/M, then put your
LocoScript disc in the drive. Type

one.

To

disc.

"Transfer as ASCII" then hold

pretty on the screen!

it

LocoScript system

screen to clear, and then press the

of neighbours

out, imagine a

are the eight

Life. It

The

neighbours then a new bacterium
created in that space for the next
generation.

game grid - the neighbours of a cell

of the systems discs.

an explanation of

If

Lilley,

the point where you press [EXTRA] +P asset

Ashfield

Life going.
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qaWBASE".

Turn your computer into a fully integrated information retrieval and processing system.
Ideal for standard letters to customers and potential customers, club members, suppliers, debtors
Information NOT limited to Name & Address fields.

DATAFLOW III^
Features include:

•

Fields

\

Micro Power PC
Software is
I

may be alphanumeric,

numeric,
money. Calculated (10 types) and date
format.

available

from

Dealers
nationwide or direct from:

•

program

•

disc space.

or

all

of existing data.

Provides default values to print

where

insertion

Provides conditional printing of user specified

phrases

e.g.

Yours faithfully/Yours sincerely.

•

Printing runs can

•
•
•

Single sheet or continuous stationery.

be

restarted

by selecting

start

point.

Easy-to-read manual with 'Tutorial'

• New databases can be set up using some

from the Dataflow
names and addresses into post code

fields are blank.

•

'HELP' can be summoned at any point
during operation
section.

e.g.

Provides automatic dating of letters and

documents.

•

operation.

•

Sorts the selected information

sequences.

• Memory Disc use allows single-drive

•

Capable of inserting up to 20 different variables
into one document.
Allows special printer features e.g. bold,
underlining, italics. Also NLQ or DRAFT; 10 or
12c.p.i.

generation.

depends on

different lengths of insert.

•

• Validation of entered data.
• Up to 20 fields per record; number of
records

MAILFLOW III
Features include:—
• Automatic re-formatting of text to allow for

•

• Comprehensive Search and Sort facilities.
• Flexible label printing and report

etc.

Micro Power Ltd., Northwood House,
North Street, Leeds LS7 2AA.
Telephone: (0532)458800/434006

Handles multiple page

letters

of up to 100

lines.

Detailed, 'tutorial-type' Manual.

DEALERS: RING FOR DEMO DISC FULL PROGRAM SPECIFICATIONS & DISTRIBUTOR DETAILS

tlPOFFS
Non-standard printers

Hyphenation

from BASIC
If

you have

parallel interface of

LocoScript

the

PCW,

You

can add a bit of class to your
documents by understanding how
hyphens work in LocoScript.
There are two kinds of hyphen "soft" and "hard". A hard hyphen
will print out as a normal hyphen on

but

want to use the standard
printer for quick draft printing, you
might be getting annoyed at the
trouble it takes to switch between
still

them.

you are using LPRINT
statements from BASIC, here's a way
If

to quickly switch
different printers.

between the two
Type in this listing

to the standard printer, and

00 switches

GOSUB

word

not over a

line

the word.

Hard and soft hyphens can be got
from the 'f5' menu while editing.
[+] menu can be

at

This

Alternatively, the

is

is

break any more, then LocoScript will
not print out the hyphen as part of

useful for phrases like "toss-

you want to ensure that you
don't get "toss-" on one line and
"up" on the next.

used to set a hard hyphen, and the

hyphens are a bit more subtle.
If you have a long word in a letter, it
might not quite fit at the end of one
line and so LocoScript will put it at

of

if

menu

[-]

for a soft one. Just typing a

hyphen normally in a word is a sort
mixed hard and soft hyphen. The
hyphen is always printed in the word
(like

a hard hyphen), but

demands
break the word
length

the start of the next, leaving the

to the Centronics

it

that the long

soft

interface printer.

if

the

LocoScript will

at

the hyphen,

Many people

copies of the

circulate a number of people in the
congregation, or provide the month's

hymn lists for the choir. Here is one
way to overcome the problem:

When you have edited your text,
make sure you put an "end page
here" marker using the 'f6 Pages'
menu. Then press [COPY] and make

then

10 copies, repeat this 9
times in quick succession, and then
go away and do something else for a
few minutes while LocoScript does
its stuff. When you come back, you
will find 10 identical pages in your
document, and you can then print
the whole document in one go using

Here is a line that should be
automatically split.
Here is a line that should he auto(-)lutically split,
Hith sone

Mre

aords put in before,
nw split,

auto(-)Mticallg isn't

realise that

the 'Print

all pages' option of the
print command, and if you are using
continuous stationery you can go
away and have another cup of tea
while it prints.

Here is a line that should be
automatically split.

the

[STOP] key in LocoScript can avert
disaster, or at least mitigate its

A A line with no hyphens

consequences.
If you accidentally pressed [DOC]
and can see yourself in for a three
hour wait as your life scrolls by your

[STOP] twice

eyes, pressing

It is

like file

way

roll itself

But the hyphen won't show

'f5 lines' selection on the Editing
Text screen to produce centred lines
is most useful in the production of
small advertising leaflets and so forth.
The drawback is that the centring
process stops operating at the end of
each line, leaving you back at square
one with the need to enter the
command once again. A better
solution is to have a "Centre Tab"
defined in the middle of your line, ie.

PASTE

When you type a letter, of course
you have the addressee's details
somewhere in it. Before you finish
editing it, position the cursor at the
start of the name, and press [COPY].
Move to the end of the address, and
make it into a Phrase by pressing
[COPY] and a letter, like A. Now
you can close the document and

i

:

W

mm
srouBl/WrcUHEHI.901

/Layout
|fl=5hw

+Filc

1

To

mdely acclaimed.

PASTE] A

chose instead

f6=Fjqes

f7=no'1»s

—

Ordinary edition: £12.S0e
Special signed edition: £25, 00c
Kerosina Publications
Plovers Barrow
School Roade
NoMinslandf

D) and then do
whatever letter you
of 'A'). This prints out

Ud.e

SftLISBURVf
SP5 2Btf

(or

Hilts

the stored address very neatly.

Buy no* vhile stocks lastle

C

Duncan, Aberdeen; Alex Bruce,

Harrow

One

described,

it is

best to store the

document

to

in

the

M

final tip:

drive. This

way

floppy disc space with 20 copies of

the same page.

Owen

Vigeon, Lancaster

Preventing word
breaks
People

who aren't

processors

y

A A region of text

very used to word
may not understand the

idea and use of "hard spaces". Since

LocoScript automatically decides

where the ends of lines are to occur,
you may find that things like "Mr.

1

line 19 of

f8=Elocks

541

EXnl

centred by tabs/showing rulers and effectors -

split,

the "Mr." at the end of one

with

line

and

the "Smith" at the beginning of the
next.

The

solution to this

is

to replace

the gap between "Mr." and "Smith"

by a hard space. This means that
although

print

Mary

fS=Unes

Indeed, Anthony Burgess sau fit to include it in his
list of Hinety-lline Hovels
praise indeed,

go into direct

Garett Hayes, Co. Dublin;

Fage

f4=Stu!e

Kaeti I Conpany is now available direct fro* the publishers.

printing (press
[

printer roller!

Smith" get unavoidably

^^^^^FnnteriTr^Tsiiig^B^^^^

Ed it ins text,

+LP6
f3=£nphasis

f

Management
part.

"46" mark on the ruler for
each Layout that you use.
To do this, whenever you define a
layout (using 'f2 Layout' and 'brand
New layout', position the cursor in
the middle of the ruler (usually at
mark '46') and press the 'f5 Centre
Tab' key. Now when you use this
ruler, just press [TAB] at the start of
each line you need to centre, which is
much more convenient for long
stretches of centred text.
Frank Armstrong, Stockport
at the

*LS1

Ci*laMut

screen.

label, just

is

somewhere

has

around the
if you are
making up long documents with
repeat pages in the way just

needed

The

feature of LocoScript.

the address

isn't

of text

copying.

Now for the clever

if it

Centring large sections

to address labels and

return to the Disc

it

hyphen allows a word break

you avoid cluttering up your valuable

Addressing labels
without tears
neat

though, and that

go other than to

Inserting a soft

A

Richard Hopper, Buckfastleigh

envelopes involves using the

feeding properly before you depart,

A

Vith some more words put in before,
automatically isn't now split.

if

JTBrien, Ballinamallard

A

Do make sure your stationery

Here is a line that should be automatically split.

will

also useful

you press [CUT] at the wrong time
and see your last day's work being
excised - [STOP] will curb the
damage.
The only thing [STOP] will not halt
is the progress of exiting from a file,
and certain other disc management
operations

,

I.

To get

Bowen

cancel the operation.

into a block in

include the
block.

STOP right there!
Many people don't

document

way - make sure you
end of page marker in the
Suppose you called this block
number then to get another copy
you would just press [PASTE] and

the normal

like a

hyphen.

i

N.L.

facilities

same

letter or
document. For instance, in organising
church services you might want to

I

POKE 8796, &HEA
40010 POKE 8797, &HFD
40020 RETURN
40100 POKE 8796, &HD0
401 10 POKE 8797, &HFE
401 20 RETURN

are disappointed to

for LocoScript to print out several

the entire

line

it

n

Printing multiple
copies of a document
discover that there are no

subsequently edit the document so

Soft

(make sure the line numbers don't
clash), and then the command
GOSUB 40000 will direct all output

If

the screen, but LocoScript knows not
to break the word over two lines.
up",

to go on the end of your program

4-01

you insert a soft hyphen in
the word, then LocoScript will break
the word over two lines. If you
short.

a special printer

connected up to the Centronics

you

previous line looking unnaturally

in

out as a space,
LocoScript knows not to split the
two words up, but to run the whole
phrase on the next line.
To type the name so that it won't
be split up by LocoScript, type the
first word, then don't press the space
bar but input a hard space instead.
Do this either with the f5 key, or by
pressing the [*r] key and then the
space bar. Finally, type the remainder
of the phrase.
it

prints

8000 PLUS 61

TIPOFFS
Programs that change
the key layout
Programs

NewWord

and
WordStar alter the PCW keyboard
to suit their own needs, which is very
nice. Unfortunately, when you finish
using these programs the keys are
still set up for them which can make
running something else afterwards
impossible without resetting the

machine

like

entirely.

The way around this is to use the
SETKEYS program to reset the keys
to normal CP/M use. For example,
following on from the

NewWord

boot disc program published
I

's

TipOffs, create a

"KEYS.CPM"
14 NS "t_"
06 NS "TF"

E#94

file

#91

in issue

called

"f__"

"IF"

NS "TT"
E#96"H"
NS "|A"

79

15

E#93
Then
that

"fA"
PROFILE.SUB

alter the

it

file

so

SETKEYS
when you exit

automatically uses

reset the keyboard

form NewWord,

own

to

like this:

TipOffs editor adds: This

easy solution, but there

is

is

a nice

way

a

ensure that the print

and makes touch typing much easier
and faster.
Justin Dennison, Guildford

from the word go, although

Safe from prying eyes
How often have you written
something to disc intending it to be
printed out once and then discarded,
and then realised that you would
really like to get rid of

it

is in

and

to

high quality
takes a

it

more effort.

bit

it starts printing SuperCalc
which normally
back to draft mode. What
to do is alter the printer's

Before

resets the printer,

takes

it

you have

default setting to high quality, so that
after a reset

it

goes back to

altogether?

else

the "Limbo" option.
directory will

file

w

called

Be bold - be fast

TOPSECRT.LET it will still be shown
as TOPSECRT.LET on the directory,

The two

seem to be two extremes. Draft

PCW

print options that the
provides - draft or high quality -

But be warned, use this facility
with care and only erase files in this

reasonable quality at a decent speed

A:

way

try using the 'Bold'

calls

As everyone knows, some of
LocoScript's operations like scrolling

through a file or exchanging every
occurrence of a word for another one
throughout a document can take a
long time. Tea time, you say, and
rush off as ever for the kettle.

made to give
when it has finished

LocoScript can be

trick

is

this:

it is

see this meaningless instruction
loud

in

and

beep long and
protest, once for every time
it

will

you pressed the
For example,
press [EXIT],

key.
if

saving a long

is

is

very

file.

if you are quite sure that you
never want to see them again,
because you won't.
WolfRuskin, London NWI

To produce documents of

text,

layouts later

if you insert new
on you may have to re-

enter the bold

command. To get

draft quality for printing, press the

slow.

[PTR] key. then from the

command

in

the

and then use the 'Draft Quality'

mode to

print the

Put the 'Bold'

document

command

out.

at the

menu

'f I

Options'

select the 'Draft Quality'

option. This will give a kind of

intermediate quality that

is

good

enough for many purposes.
V. William Taylor, Wantage

[ENTER] and then #

now you can go away,
and the PCW will beep when it is
ready for the next command.
Ray Gladden Crewe
Mike Ninnim, Burnley

Touch typing tip
Bona fide ten fingered touch typists
might find the PCW keyboard rather
So to increase its slope, you can

flat.

PLUS

Now for a Batman tip: collect the Bag
and Boots first, then the Thruster
which is hiding behind a box. The
Belt isn't then far away but you need
to go back and find a bit of "speed"
to make a quick dash. One more
hint, if you haven't yet realised it; the
game takes place on seven or eight
levels and you are not on the top one
when you

A

Normal

draft quality

The Rain in Spain falls mainly on my Brain
A And

the intermediate "draft+bold" print

The rain in Spain falls mainly on my Brain

start!

Max Batten, Bromley

High Quality print
SuperCalc

"High Quality"

in

One of the

annoying features of
SuperCalc is that no matter how you
up the printer beforehand, the
text always appears in draft quality.

C,o~st*!\\

set

The snag
printing,

is

that just before

it

starts

£XT&PM /MATE.]

SuperCalc chooses draft
in. A way around

quality to output
file,

several times:

62 8000

very mucky, but high quality

A
its

going about its
slow way, press a meaningless key
like the # grid at the centre of the
four cursor keys several times. When
LocoScript finishes its work, it will
awaiting

have completely

once

you've finished giving LocoScript
instructions and

will

Hey, Robin!

Hooley, Bury

LocoScript alarm

call

it

work

correctly.

The

and

very start of the document, and

remember that

NW
<LB

labours.

to the
always

Now SuperCalc will

files. If

eliminated that

its

BASIC to send ESC d

print in High Quality.

Now the

show the Limbo

M:

you an alarm

use

printer.

6P/\

again,

A

SuperCalc, set the print to High
Quality with the [PTR] key, and then

So what do you do? Simple, you
ERASE it using f6 from the Disc
Management screen. But of course
you won't really have got rid of it,
but you will have moved it to the
"Limbo" section from where it can
be easily recovered, perhaps to your
embarrassment or worse.
Well, there is an answer. Again
from the Disc Management screen
select 'f8' and press the [ + ] key over

<

other
programs which expect the cursor

using "escape codes",

it.

SETKEYS KEYS. WP

keys to behave 'normally' will

you have read the CP/M article
month on setting up the printer
you will see
how this is done: before you run
If

this

NLQ

but will say "limbo" at its right. Place
the cursor over that and 'f6 ERASE' it

SETKEYS KEYS.CPM
Now on leaving NewWord,

mode.

T

Perhaps for reasons of confidentiality

you simply don't want anybody

you had deleted a

PIP
<M:=NW.C0M
<M:=NW*.0VR

its

usual pads. This raises the back

of the keyboard by about half an inch,

to see

containing the lines
E

glue a couple of rubber feet to

this

is

to give the print

eXTEpAM^ATe

command

from SuperCalc, and then

just as

/

it

starts going press

the [PTR] key and
change to high quality print.
Although the first few characters will
be in draft, the remainder of the
output will be in high quality print.
Because of this, it is handy to make
sure that the first line of your
spreadsheet is always blank to give
you time to get to the [PTR] key.
JR Hobart, Wickford
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it?

Thrown away that scrap of
number? Your problems are

Lost your calculator?

paper with a

vital

solved with our

new

Multi-Function

DeskTop

Organiser "Companion".

by Nik Sen, author

of the

award winning

businessljfiT^

Features Include:Multi-Function
F teal-Time

Full

VAT and

p.

(Overseas

&

p. inclusive within

inc.

55p per

UK

n( luding

Total

Expiry date

Exit

P&P

Please send to

my Access/Visa card

M

Digital Integration Ltd.

enclose a cheque/P.O. for

,

Tele Sales
(0276) 684959

disc)

Please debit

I

Clock

Screen Refresh on

£19.95

Cheques payable to

G

no.

M

["")|fi|TA|

INTEGRATION
I

Watchmoor Trade Centre,
Watchmoor Road,
Camberley, Surrey

GU15 3AJ
Name
Address

Trade and Export enquiries
welcome. Lifetime Guarantee.

The Condor 1

Commands
-They couldn't
be simpler!
Database Creation and Maintenance

DEFINE

Create, redefine or

describe a database

DESTROY
FORMAT

REORG

Eliminate a database or file
Create or revise a form or
HELP screen
Reorganize the structure
of a database; add or delete
items

Information Input and Update

APPEND
EMPTY
ENTER

Attach records of one
database to another
Eliminate all data in a
database
Insert

new data into a

database

POST

Update entries in one
database with those from
another

UPDATE

Change entries in a
database meeting specified
conditions

Information Processing and
Report Writing
COMPARE
Compare entries in two

The Database Manager and Reporter.
You know that Caxton only publish superior software products.
Cardbox is the world's best-selling simple electronic card index.
BrainStorm is the world's first ideas processor. Scratchpad plus is the
only enhanced Virtual Memory Spreadsheet available for your
Amstrad. And Touch 'n' Go is the UK's most highly respected diskbased typing Tutor.

COMPUTE
LIST

PRINT

PRINTER

databases for (not)
matching conditions and
create a RESULT database
Compute entries in a
database
Display database records in
sequential order
Print database records in
sequential order
Printer output control and
redirection

SELECT

Select database records

meeting specified
conditions, creating a

Now we present Condor 1 - Mainframe computing for your Amstrad.
Condor 1 is an extensive database management and reporting system
for the non-programmer. You can begin by creating simple databases
in a matter of minutes. Then, as you learn more with our
comprehensive step-by-step tutorial and reference-guide, Condor 1
gives you the power to create all-singing, all-dancing, menu-driven
systems.

Sort database records by

STAX

View or print statistics of

entries
entries

TABULATE

You will enjoy using Condor 1. You design the screen layouts yourself
and then manipulate the information you've entered through a serie
commands - For example "sort invoices
1

result

enough to satisfy all of your data-mana

Condor 1

is

Print report headings

HELP

Assist operator in selecting

INSTALL

Saves SET and
options

procedures

iRESTART

commands as standard, Condor,,

Finally, don't forget

Summarize specified
entries. Print or save the

TITLE

Operation Aids

of English-like

with thirty-five

RESULT database

SORT

interrupted

TjUN

PRINTER

Continue processing

commands

Process and execute a

command procedure with
options for command

a Caxton*

modification

simple to use we are able to offer you.
telephone support. Should you need help
Your call will be welcomed and your que J
1

i

pleasant, helpful

and efficient manner - hi

Jnmrfaces

iSb

WRim

people we are.

Transfer records from an
ASCII file to an existing

database
Transfer records from a
database to an ASCII
sequential file

Utilities

COPY
DATE

Condor
is £99.99

DIC

Copy a database or file
View or enter date
View entries in the data

DIR

View the

(incVAT).

RENAME

dictionary

SAVE

Available for

Amstrad 8256
and 8512.

list

of files in the

disk directory

LOGDISK

SET
SYSTEM

TERM

Log a new disk in the
computer
Change the name of a
database or file
Save a RESULT database
Set operating parameters
Exit from

Condor 1 back to

operating system
Defines the computer (not

needed on Amstrad)

THE

GOOD SOFT

These pages provide a comprehensive
guide to Amstrad PCW software published in
three monthly parts. We've set out to cover
every piece of software we could lay our
hands on and give you enough informatio
on each one to enable you to decide which
titles are likely to be suitable.
As well as a brief summary of the
programs, we've listed their main Plus and
Minus points. Those we think are particularly good have an elliptical flash on the title
bar saying why we recommend them.
Have fun window-shopping...

PLUSES -MINUSES

E

DATABASES

Powerful

command language for customised programs

Indexing

facility

makes

large

databases fast to handle

E Can handle very big databases
B The data can be fairly easily altered after entry
B Manual daunting (but there are plenty of independent books on the market!
E Can't easily alterthe screen record layout
E For an expensive package, you only get 32 fields per record
E Generally unfriendly unless you have some programming skills
its

is

There are broadly two different types of database, and which suits
you best depends, of course, on what you want it for.
Firstly there's the simple card index substitute. For many home
users, this will be the kind of thing you want - all it does is store your
address book or stock items so that you can easily look them up.
A more sophisticated option is the programmable database. With
these, in addition to allowing simple card index retrieval there is a
command language which allows you to analyse the data on the
cards. For example, you could automatically add up the money owed
to you by all your customers from Yorkshire. To make best use of this
kind of facility, you will need to be able to understand a little
programming, although it's not too hard really.
A bit of jargon now. A database is said to consist of records - this
is just like a card in a conventional card file, with all someone's
details on it. Each record is composed of fields -a field is a single
entry on a card, like someone's name, or age, or postcode.
The thing that makes a database special is an index. You might be
able to hold your address book as a simple list in a word processor
document, but if it gets large then this becomes unwieldy. An index
means that the database has worked out which order records should
be in, so it can go straight to the one you want without looking at lots
of

others

The

first.

still

Datafile

One

£30.00 • Datarun.
This database is both a low cost card index system and a mail merge utility specifically
designedto work with LocoScript. As a card index, it's quite good for personal use,
and the mail merge is simple but effective. Good value for money. The
documentation is in the form of a database on the delivery disc.

PLUSES -MINUSES
Data can be range checked as

E

it

is

entered

Complex masks can be used for searching the database
Quite fast record access for a low cost package
Report section (the mail merge) uses LocoScript documents for templates
LocoScript text styles (bold, italic, etc.) can be used
The screen editor for designing layouts is a bit too simple to be effective
No conditional processing in the mail merge section
The on-line documentation is a nice idea, but cumbersome in practice. Needs a
proper manual.

Delta
£99.99 • Comshare/NewStar

you use as your index (e.g. someone's surname) is
key field, and can be looked up very fast compared to
"non-key" fields. A good database will allow multiple keys, meaning
that
can look up data just as fast for a variety of types of information.
field that

said to be a

it

m

POWERFUL

another of the heavyweights, like dBase II and Condor, but unlike them is
Although the screen layouts are fully flexible, there is a default
"quick" layout so you don't have to sweat at defining your own. It could use better
record indexing facilities. Particularly good for writing applications, once you have
ploughed through the large manual.
Delta

fully

is

menu driven.

PLUSES -MINUSES

dBase

RAW BUT
POWERFUL!

II

£119.00 • Ashton Tate/First Software

The WordStar of database packages. Recently licensed "cheaply" for Amstrad
machines, dBase II is a market leader in business computing. As you would expect,
this

you

means it is very powerful but very complex. It has a procedure language to allow
to write programs to manipulate the data, and you can construct index files for

really fast

you

well.

access to large databases.

If

you can make the

effort to learn

it,

it'll

serve

E

Records can contain up to 90 fields, plus groups of fields that may be repeated
Screen layout can be user defined, or "quick" mode used
Single-page letterwriter provides detailed mail-merge
Processes can be defined, and run from user defined menus, for ease of use by
others

Very full, and quite readable, manual
Only one field may be used for indexing
Very big program - a PCW8256 would be hard pushed

Some of the menu operations are unforgiving to errors

8000 PLUS 65

..

.or Tuesday...or Thursday...

Domination of the world of

Special introductory offer: We'l

computer communications, and
the entire knowledge of the world at
your fingertips. The Voyager range of Modems has
B ABT approval and is fully compatible with just about any
micro throughout the world. And you could pay twice the
price for a modem and still not get these features:

pay your VAT. A complete PCW pack
Modem and Software for just

—

Fill

and micros

Speed - including 300/300, 1 200/75, 75/1 200
full duplex, and 1 200/1 200 half duplex • Full function
LED display • More software support than any other
•

& Software £149.95
and Software £1 99.95.
in the coupon then stand by to access mainframes
£129.90 or Voyager

r

Multi

II,

— worldwide.

SMMIHOUSE

THE SINGLE SOURCE SOLUTION

Modem - and the best.
The Voyager PCW COMM+ software gives you:

}

A full Communications Processor rather than a "Comms

PrestelA/iewdata emulation with Graphics

'

Please send me:
Voyager 7

£79.95

2. Voyager 7
3. Voyager II
4. Voyager II, Serial Interface
enclose cheque/PO payable to 'Modem House' for

& Comnw

•

Exeter,

,

(Tick which required)

& Comm+
& Comm+

Hazeltine/ADM/ADDS/ANSI/ VT 52 Emulations
X-Modem/Modem 4/Modem 7 file transfer • "Versatility is
amazing/Well done/Best Option for PCW so far"
(Micronet review 22.8.86) • "The heavyweight" (8000
Plus) • "Easy to use and powerful" (Pop. Comp. Weekly)
With Voyager 7 or 1 1 you can link to Prestel, Micronet,
Viewf ax, Amsnet, BT Gold, Microlink
and most other
databases
and for 98% of the country
cost you only
around 40p per hour (cheap rate) to run (Assuming

House,

As Stocked by

1.

•

U

£1 29.90
£1 49.95
£1 99.95

I

|
I

OR Acces/Am Ex No:
NAME
ADDRESS

I

—

it'll

Modem

70 Longbrook Street
Devon EX46AP,

r

Program" • The most powerful Amstrad communications
software • Recommended by all the leading network
operators • Text and Telex editor and formatter •

—

II

Serial Interface

| Post to:

Modem House, 70 Longbrook Street, Exeter,

Devon EX4 6AP

Tel: (0392)

213355

8000/12/86

To boldly drink where no
man has drank before.
If you've ever been served with a cup of tea that
resembles canal water. Or begrudgingly
sipped a brew with as much taste as a
gold lame string vest, you should be able
to sympathize with Arthur Dent.

Star of Infocoms'

prepare you for a few dangers that are a
to swallow.

harder

ONE LUMP OR TWO
A journey throughout the universe
can be a pretty nervewracking

'

"

hilarious

business. Especially

new software extravaganza. The
Hitchhiker's

little

Guide to the Galaxy.

1

saucers, black holes

Now programmed for use on
"Hitchhikers" gives

And when the Ravenous Buggblatter Beast
of Traal asks "Would you like one lump or two?"
He's not referring to sugar!

of the universe for a decent cuppa.
If

But don't forget your towel.

Gulp with
excitement when your
planet is demolished by
ruthless galactic hyper-

space planners.

And split your sides
as your home is
bulldozed by the local
council. You'll laugh

you sense trouble is brewing you can just zap
system and continue your voyage.

into another solar

DON'T PANIC

The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy is available
on Earth from your local Softsel dealer. Along with
over 2,600 other titles from over 250 publishers.
So don't just sit there stewing — Go and cause a
stir

in the galaxy.

The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy - It's out of
this

world.

so

much, it'll bring the
house down.
Whatever happens
(and just about anything
can) DONT PANIC! For all this will
Guide

to the Gtltfflc

there's

flying

and burning

stars to deal with.

and a host of other machines
you the chance to slip into
Arthur Dent's shoes and scour the length and breadth
the AMSTRAD

Hitchikcrs

when

a whole host of perilous

"

rademurk ol"Oouetiis Adan

Exclusive distributor of

inpocom
Svon Gate Way,
Great West Road,' Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9DD.

Softsel Computer Products Ltd, Softsel House,
trademark of Infocomtnc,

RING

THE GOOD SOFTWARE

THE MAIL ORDER

LOAD
§RUN

Send your Cheques/POs (Sterling only)
LOAD & RUN, DEPT 8001, BOX 123
DARTFORD DA1 5AA

(0322) 73128

FOR ENQUIRIES

HOT LINE ORDERS

AtLastl
£49.95 • Rational Solutions/NewStar

+

£49.95

lAmsoft)

PCW Printer Ribbon (Amstradl
PCW Cover Set (3)

£5.95

£9.95
£49.95
£49.99
£99.99
£24.95
£69.99
£99.99
£49.95
£199.99
£99.99
£49.95
£49.95
£49.95
£49.95
£29.95
£119.00
£49.00
£99.00
£69.95
£69.95
£39.95
£29.95
£79.95

Cambase (Cambrian!
Brainstorm (Caxtonl
Cardbox(Caxton)
Touch 'n' Go(Caxton)
Scratchpad Plus (Caxtonl
Popular Accounts (Sage)
Pocket Wordstar (Micropro)
Accounts (Compact)
Nucleus (requires FD 2) (Compact)
Dr Graph (D.R.)

DrDraw(D.R.)
C Compiler (D.R.)
Pascal

MT/+

(D.R.)

Money Manager
dBase

II

Cracker
Delta

Newword
Multiplan

DataGem
Prospell
Electric Studio Light

Pen 8256/85 12

TELE ADD the electronic telephone address book
N STOCK a true stock control & Order processing package

Our Price
£39.95
£5.50
£9.45
£45.95
£39.95
£79.95
£20.95
£59.95
£79.95
£45.95
£185.95
£85.95
£45.95
£45.95
£45.95
£45.95
£26.99

£109.00
£45.00
£85.00
£65.95
£65.95
£35.95
£25.50
£69.95
£21 .95

£59.95

.

.

Hitch Hikers Guide to the Galaxy

Cyrus

II

£29.00
£15.95
£24.95
£19.95
£14.95
£14.95
£14.95
£6.99

Chess
(very new)

Lord of the rings

Space Invaders (Gemini)

SAS

Raid
Blackstar

Batman

THE PROTO

3" DISC Box Special

E3

summer offer

(holds 10)

better.

PLUSES -MINUSES
Data

E

Up to 5 separate indexes can be used to search the database
Can read data from word-processed text files
The manual is far too brief
Doesn't use screen editing very well in some functions
Some menu choices are unclear, and recovery you go wrong
No built-in facilitiesfortotalling up records

E2

E
B
B
B

accessible by Pascal programs^ for really esoteric applications

is

if

First

is

hard

SIMPLE &

Base

.A

GOOD VALUE

£29.95 • Minerva • 0392 37756

first time user, First Base is quite a competent
cheap card index. The manual is computer printed, and weak on diagrams which
doesn t help things. One weakness is getting printed results out of First Base - either you settlefor crude lists, or you have to create a template in LocoScript which
is awkward to do. But overall, for simple applications and beginners, it's pretty good
value for money.

Billed as a simple database for the

B
B

now!)

until

it

El

PLUSES -MINUSES

(unlike other programs which only record stock movement this package gives the
operator full control of stock levels & ordering with profit/loss summaries, average
cost price record etc using methodology found only on mainfram computers

LEISURE CORNER.

are Pascal-compatible, so could be used for complex custom-written
applications. AtLast is adequate, but unless money is a real problem, Cardboxdoes
Its files

RRP
II

f

AtLast is a fairly simple card box type database. It's totally driven by menus and onscreen prompts, but this shouldn t be an excuse for the frankly inadequate manual.

PCW
TITLE
Supercalc

FILE

AMSTRAD SPECIALISTS

£26.00
£14.95
£20.95
£18.95
£13.95
£13.95
£13.95
£6.50

ALL PRICES INCLUDE P&P + VAT

El

B
B

Can alterthe index field at any time
Simple to use screen editing makes data entry easy
Good value as a simple card index lookup system
Can easily browse through the database picking out a set by hand
Manual

is badly laid out and generally difficult
Producing printed output is awkward

Matchbox
£29.95 • Quest International Computers Ltd.

A cheap, no-frills card index type database. The manual is only 13 pages long, so
you had better know yow to use a database before you buy this. You can't
customise screen layouts, but you can print labels. Would suit a simple booklist or
address list, if you really can afford better.

E.&.O.E.

't

PLUSES -MINUSES

LocoScript Word Count!
AnsibleChecK will

give an accurate word count of any LocoScript
document... quickly and easily. Here are the main features:
**

Counts words as words ... no estimates
Simple to use... one command runs the program automatically
**
Looks for accidentally repeated words, shows them in context
"PRICE: £19.50

B Clear on-screen menus guide you through the program
B Can search for fragments of words in a record
B No control over screen layout
B Skimpy manual (13 pages) has almost no examples
B All characters have to be upper case
B Only a single index field allowed
B you type fast, you will lose characters
is

If

**

We also supply AnsiblelndeX, a LocoScript text indexing program for
all

**
**

**

.... if

**

you use LocoScript, you

Full page proof compatibility: optional dummy
reorganization to match printed book
AnsibleCheck included

format, plus

"extra": the

dreaded

B

Numeric

EE

Data

files

—

may be calculated from

expressions

may have write-protection and a password

is

is

copying

GREASE,

fields

B Text editor and mail merger are included
B Manual simple but effective
B The (single) index field must be a number
B Setting up the database very long-winded;
B
B

"PRICE: £49.50
Both packages include a special free
scourge of writers everywhere...

Indexing is very primitive, and effectively each record must have a
you can't index on someone's name for example.

number

PLUSES -MINUSES

can compile an index
**

A basically competent card index with simple calculation abilities that is spoiled by
some silly restrictions. There isn't much control over screen layout, which makes
reference

Up to 1 ,500 entries, 40 page references each
Automatic alphabetization
Exact page numbers
Lists words, phrases and inverted phrases

" No special commands to learn

£69.99 • Sagesoft • 091 284 7077

listings untidy.

professional writers: journalists, authors, academics.
**

Sage Database

it

needs better screen

editing

and

facilities

Not much screen layout control when listing the data
Label/form printing has to be done through the mail merger

Cambase
£49.95 • Camsoft • 0766 831 878

Cambase is very strong on data security you can define passwords to protect
-

PLEASE NOTE no hidden costs. Our prices include VAT and
postage. A comprehensive, plain-language manual comes with
:

both

packages.

sensitive databases. It is driven by quite an intricate set of menus, and you'll have to
plan your application carefully since the database format can 't be changed once set
up. Generally good for writing applications with.

PLUSES -MINUSES
can be protected by a password system.
Record structure can be conditional - e.g. "only have a 'spouse' field

El Sensitive data

Write or telephone for our brochure.
enclosed, from:

Or order direct, payment

El

ANSIBLE INFORMATION
Dept. 8000

•

94 London Road • Reading
Tel: 0672 62576

68 8000 PLUS

if

status

married'"
ffl

•

Berkshire

•

RG1 5AU

B

"Processes" provide for some simple automatic calcuations
Over-protective user interface, which asks for confirmation of almost every

command

B
B
B
B

Database main attributes are fixed after initialisation and can't be changed.
Doesn't have full screen editing of records
Manual needs an index, and is weak on explaining advanced topics
(single) key field has to be entered separately to the record data proper

The

is

LOGICOm
Sage Database
Sagesoft

£69.99

A basically competent card index with simple calculation abilities that is spoiled by
some silly restrictions. There isntmuch control over screen layout, which makes
listings untidy. Indexing is very primitive, and effectively each record must have a
reference number
you can't index on someone's name for example.

—

PLUSES -MINUSES
Numeric fields may be calculated from expressions
El Data files may have write-protection and a password

E Text editor and mail merger are included
B Manual simple but effective
B The (single) index field must be a number
B Setting up the database is very long-winded;

AMSTRAD 8256/8512
QMAIL

is

copying

B
B

THE NEW RANGE OF
LOGICOM PRODUCTS
FOR THE

it

needs better screen

editing

and

facilities

Not much screen layout control when listing the data
Label/form printing has to be done through the mail merger

RRP 29.95 Available Soon
A mailmerge program that works with Locoscript
files! Each name and address stored in the special
database can have 5 extra User-defined
additional information. And,

Card box-Plus

name and

allows each

an

address

fields for

attribute field
to

be coded

for

E134.00+VAT Business Simulations Ltd.
•

Business Simulations are the company who actually wrote the successful Cardbox
database, and they are the sole distributors of their enhanced version Cardbox-Plus.
Disappointingly, still no field totalling facilities, but it does boast sorting, index listing,
disc management and an autosave feature as extras to Cardbox. The ultimate
straight

card index,

if

you have the money.

•

111
you have ever wished that the Amstrad 8256/
printer was 1 32 columns wide, because

wide spreadsheet models can now be printed in
one go. Rotate prints any ASCII file, so it will work
with Spreadsheets, Wordprocessors, databases

frills

and some Accounts packages on

Condor 1

the Amstrad.

Rotate also has additional fonts to choose from.

£99.99 • Caxton Software Ltd.

Condor is firmly pitched at the dBase II market. Like dBase, it is not only a filing
system but also a programming language that allows command procedures for
handy for
127 fields
complex data operations. It can handle very big records
some things like questionnaire processing. The user interface is slightly ragged, and

—

lacks dBase's ability to index

problems

your print-outs won't fit across the page. Rotate
prints files sideways down the page. So, all those

Still

files for fast

—

Files

can be printed out

in the

normal way as well.

PRINTER STAND

RRP 1 4.95 -

The

3.577.5

specially

access.

PLUSES -MINUSES

B Very flexible record structuring and searching
B Better control than dBase over the screen format
B Command language for creating data processing programs
B Can handle big databases — up to 27 fields per record
B The manual is large, well written and understandable
B No provision for fast data access by indexes
B The on-screen prompting information weak

printer stand is

store fanfold

business-like

is

Gem

£30.95 • Gemini

A simple database that offers data storage and retrieval operations. Data Gem runs as
a set of BASIC files, and so is rather slow. You can speed it up by using index files,
but this is fiddly. It's power will be found wanting if you are storing anything more
than your birthday reminder list.

and made

high.

You can

printer.

It's

of strong light metal with

The colour matches the

Proteus are exclusive distributors tor Logicom
products, as well as distributors for several other
publishers of 8256 8512 software Our range
includes: Amsoft. Amor. Caxton. Compact. CP
Software. Digital Research, Hisoft. MicroPro.
Microcal, Sage and Tasman
For further information telephone John Fontana,

on 748-2302.

PLUSES- MINUSES

B Adequate performance on simple files
B The manual has a good introduction on explaining database jargon
B Numeric fields can be calculations, like in spreadsheets
B Not powerful enough for complex searches or lots of data
B Cumbersome to use for anything other than a simple lookup on a single field
B Index files are expensive on disc space

cm

paper neatly under the

'non-slip rubber feet.

1

Data

turns printing

851 2

B All the facilities of the very successful Cardbox
B Cards can be sorted into order for browsing
B "Autosave" will regularly store the data to disc in case of mishap
B Files created by Cardbox can be read
B Full and good manual, although the tutorial is at the end
B
no way of performing numeric calculations
B A lot to pay for a few
to the basic Cardbox

it

It

'

If

PLUSES MINUSES

RRP 24.95 -

ROTATE

957485 R0BINC

Telex:

^p

Post to John Fontana, Proteus Computing

2

Iffley

Road, London,

&

G. Trade

!______,
Ltd.,

W6 0PA.

PLEASE TICK APPROPRIATE BOXES -

in The Micro Collection)
Saxon Computing • 0401 50697

Microf lie (Sold
£49.95

•

UEtjk

Microtile is a well implemented simple database, driven by plenty of menus andonscreen prompts. This is a good thing, since you certainly couldnl learn to uss it by
reading the manual. It's fast and has good screen control, although it has some size
restrictions. Microfile comes as part of a software suite.'The Micro Collection", which
is

good value.

I

am an End User, please send me the address
my nearest dealer.
am a Dealer.

Please send information on

B The price includes competent word processing, spreadsheet, labelling and
programs

B Plenty of menus and on-screen prompting
B Very flexible formatting for screen layout and printing
B Numeric fields can be expressions to be calculated
B Indexing fast and can be on several fields
B Maximum number of fields per record only 20
B The manual badly organised and generally too brief
B Limited facilities for totalling up fields in a database
is

is

LOGICOM

products.

Send

PLUSES -MINUSES
encryption

I

of

me a full

list

of

Amstrad Business

Software.

Name (Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms)
Company Name
Address
Post

Code

is

Please use

BLOCK

Tel

No

CAPITALS.

8000 PLUS 69

1

SIREN SOFTWARE

GOOD SOFTWARE RLE

PCW

COMMUNICATIONS

8256
8512

GRAPHICS

COMMUNICATIONS

DISC MATE
Can you

afford to be without this program?
Have you ever erased a file that you did not want to?
Have you ever lost a program whilst copying?

DISC MATE allows to:
Recover erased files
Protect files from accidental erasure
Hide files from the directory
Show hidden files
As

Etc.
well as the

above mentioned features, DISC

MATE

contains FILECOPY program that allows you
and quickly copy files/programs from one
disc to another. FILECOPY is extremely user friendly
to easily

easy to operate.
Also on the disc is ZIPDISC which will speed up
your, disc drive by upto 20%. ZIPDISC uses no
memory and is compatible with all software.

ALL THIS ON ONE DISC. DISC MATE
Amstrad PCW8256, 8512 and
CPC6128.

for the

Available directly from

£24.99

inc

SIREN

is available
also the

SOFTWARE

at only

VAT.

SIREN SOFTWARE
Road

Manchester M1 6 OWG
Tel: 061 848 9233

SIREN SOFTWARE
THE BBD DUST COVER
COLLECTION
in nylon fabric that has been treated with an antistatic inhibitor. Attractively finished with contrasting

tailored

Can be washed and

3 piece set
green.

in soft grey.

AMSTRAD PCW

2 piece set
green.

in

ironed.

£11.95

Monitor and printer piped in
hot foil printed on keyboard.

PC 1512

£8.50

ivory coloured nylon. Monitor piped in
printed on monitor and

keyboard covers.

preprogramming unattended tasks( if you use a suitable "intelligent" modem),
directory of stored numbers, copy to printer, anda very useful connect time clock so
you can watch your phone bill climb! E-mail is used for simple text phone links like
Telecom Gold, whereas you'll need Viewdata if you wantto use Prestel. The Combo
pack contains both E-mail and Viewdata.
editor,

PLUSES MINUSES
Good, clear documentation
Easy for first timers to use

El

El

El Built in text editor for pre-sending

message preparation
El Pre-definable tasks executable at any preset time if unattended.
No error corrected file transfer (i.e. Xmodem or CRC)

COMM+

POWERFUL,

£86.25 • NewStar • 0277 220573

VERSATILE

be the one we have all been waiting for! This single package combines
both ASCII and full Viewdata block graphics and Telesoftware downloading with
many different terminal emulations available for ASCII mode. CRC and Xmodem file
transfer compatible (if you know what they are). An autodialling program is
incorporated that will work with most manual modems. Also a very powerful command
language allows you to look for particular messages coming in and take actions, even
while doing other things. Its use is only limited by your programming ability; it's ideal
for those fed up with simple dumb terminal software programs!

PLUSES -MINUSES
Very comprehensive and well indexed ring bound manual
Viewdata graphics
Well presented on-line help menus
El Autodialler program works with most manual modems
El Telesoftware downloading facility, with CRC/Xmodemchecking
El Very powerful command language, doesn't need much programming skill to learn
Slow with screen update in Viewdata mode
El

El High quality

Text editor (used for message preparation) is slow
Not recommended for absolute beginners to communications

This Public
the

6128/664/464

£7.50

2 piece set in dark grey nylon piped in red. AMSTRAD
CPC hot foil printed on keyboard. Please state whether
colour or green monitor.

range of covers

:

an above average document file. UKM7 was written
to support ASCII file transfers using error correction and as a dumb terminal either for
use over the phone or between two Amstrad's. Between two PC W's file transfer is
baud which is even faster than PIP! Easy to use for
beginners and better than KERMIT, UKM7 provides a cheap and excellent way to
communications after you've got fed up with the PCWs MAIL232. 8256UKM7is
available from the Public Domain Special Interest Group, or most bulletin boards
often poor but this program has

over 200 printers to match any of
2000 and 3000, Brotner,

the above covers eg. Amstrad

Canon, Epson, Mannesmann, Star, Ricoh, SmithCorona. Prices start from £4.50.

PCW machines.

PLUSES -MINUSES
Cheap! (the price of a phone call)
Easy to use, and helpful menus
Both CRC and Xmodem protocols supported
Single file and Batch Mode transfers

mode for slightly faster transfers (on-line transfer progress report disabled)

OnlyASCII.no Viewdata
Difficult to

for

INCLUDED FOR
^COMPARISON
JN^M

(ie. free!)

domain software communications program has recently been released for

PCW series and is included for comparison. P.O. software documentation is

"Quiet"

PRINTER COVERS TO MATCH
A

OR^

'

8256UKM7.COM

supporting the

CPC

^

FOR MONEY

possible at a staggering 3 1,250

AMSTRAD PC hot foil

...

VALUE

COMBO

Two communications programs for the 8000 series machines that have been around
for a good time now. Most of the features you will need are here: message text

Public domain

PCW 8256/8512

or

Sagesoft • £69.99, £69.99 and £ 99.99 • 091 284 7077

This has to

Trafford Technology Centre, 43 Elsinore

piping.

CHITCHAT E-MAIL, VIEWDATA

obtain for users of Mail232 as does not support

.HEX version

is

available which

file

However, a
using CP/M's

transfer.

can be converted back to a .COM

file

HEXCOM program

Please make cheques payable to:

BBD DUST COVERS

GRAPHICS

The Standish Centre, Cross Street
Standish, Wigan WN6 0HQ
Telephone: 0257 422968
Available

in

the Southern Hemisphere from

TECH-SOFT

324 Stirling Highway, Claremont6010
West Australia. Tel: (09) 385 1 885

DR Draw
£49.95 • Digital Research
This is a drawing utility, which allows you to compose designs from circles, polygons,
and a wide variety of shadings and styles of text. It's very cumbersome to use

lines

70 8000

PLUS

havea light pen or a mouse, and overall not very friendly. Not
recommended unless you're ready for some hard work.
unless you also

PLUSES MINUSES
B When pushed, can produce very
•

it

neat diagrams, even on the standard

PCW

printer

B Good, professional manual (although no mention of Amstrad specifics)
H You need CP/M expertise to get installed and going
B Painfully slow screen handling
B Difficult to use by keyboard alone - you must buy a lightpen
it

AMSTRAD STATISTICAL AND MATHEMATICAL SOFTWARE
Fully available for BOTH PCW AND CPC ranges
AMSTAT

1 (v1.2M) - means, standard deviations, variance, skewness, kurtosis, one
sample, two sample, and paired t-tests, 1-way AOV with single and multiple confidence
intervals, 2-way AOV, correlations, regressions, histograms, scattergrams, transformations, file storage and retrieval, output to wordprocessor file, manual. Any number of
variables to a total of 500 {+) data points.

AMSTAT 2-27

•

an electronic drafting board. Lines, circles, polygons, text
and so on can be accurately placed on a page, and then scaled and rotated en
masse. Microdraft is not an art package, so there are no freehand sketching facilities.
Overall an excellent package, comprehensively designed and easy to use.

PLUSES • MINUSES

B Elements can be positioned very accurately (betterthanthePCW screen
resolution)

B Discrete elements can be grouped into blocks and manipulated
B Well written and comprehensive manual (except refers to the CPC61 28
it

keyboard)

"Zoom" feature allows you to work on fine detail
Supports output on proper graphic plotters

M.

Hard copy output

An array of business oriented mathematical and statistical software: Linear and
Polynomial regression. Trend and Seasonal Variation, Multiple Regression Analysis,
Transformations, Exponential Smoothing, Adaptive Filtering. Graphic display, full printout, manual suited to immediate use and for teaching.

AMSTAT 4: RESOURCE MANAGEMENT - LINEAR PROGRAMMING MODULE
General Purpose Linear programming + Specialised Transportation and Assignment
variants. Capable of analysing and solving problems of sequencing, scheduling, blending,
and allocation of scarce resources. 40 page manual, 18 worked examples.

Pen & Graphics Package

£79.95 • The Electric Studio

—

a lightpen that can be used with
like DR Draw. In practice, its main use is with the
a very good picture drawing package. You can freehand
create polygons and circles, and move blocks of pixels.

many PCW graphics programs,
software that comes with

it,

draw, get airbrush effects,

Great fun.

PLUSES MINUSES
•

B Light pen hardware is a simple module that slots onto the back of the PCW
B You can draw by freehand pen control orwith cursor keys for accuracy
B Menu selections are easy to understand
B Full range of functions for area
shading and spraying
B Blocks of pixels can be moved and copied
B You would need to know your way around CP/M to use the lightpen itself with

CPC

PCW

£25.95
£39.95
£25.95
£25.95
£49.95
£99.95

£27.95
£39.95
£27.95
£27.95
£49.95
£99.95

list:

AMSTAT 1 v1 .2
AMSTAT 2 vl .0
AMSTAT 3
AMSTAT 4
AMSTAT 1 +2
AMSTAT 1 +2+3+4

very slow

Ostensibly you are buying a piece of hardware

it an unreserved recommendation ..." - Jo Stork, Business
Computing with the Amstrad, July
1986.

AMSTAT 3: FORECASTING

Price

is

j

May 1986.
"/ now give

The programs have applications in research of all kinds, education, sales, production
planning, work and method study, financial planning, personnel, social work etc.

No "undo" facility

Light

(2),

"tremendous value" - Tony Kendle,
Popular Computing Weekly, 8- 14th

Timatic Systems Ltd.

This package is essentially

B
B
B
B

(3),

Walsh, Randomisation

Microdraft
£79.99

in 4 programs providing a "complete Siegel".
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (2), Runs, McNemar, Sign, Wilxocon,
Fisher, Median {+extension), Mann-Whitney, Wald-Wolfowitz,
Moses, Cochran, Friedman, KruskalWallis, Contingency, Spearman,
Kendall,
Kendall
partial.
Concordance.

nonparametric tests

Binomial, Chisquare

All prices include

I——

P&P within

Cheques, P.O.s

S. C.

U.K.

+ 24 hours
to:

COLEMAN

33 Leicester Road, Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Leics LE6 5DA.
Tel: 0530 415919
(AMSTAT 1 vl.1 for the CPC still available at old price)
[27)

filling,

other graphics programs

B

Items on the screen are purely pixels, not distinct elements

like in

DR Draw or

Microdraft

B

No positioning of items by numeric co-ordinates for accuracy.

DR Graph
£49.95 • Digital Research
specifically for presenting complex data in graph form.
Can produce line graphs, bar charts, piecharts, scatter plots, text, and compositions
and easily operated by menus, but really
needs a graph plotter to do it justice.

A rather specialised package,

of any mixture of these. Very flexible,

PLUSES -MINUSES

B Can read data from certain spreadsheet packages (e.g.SuperCalc)
B Extensive annotation and text placing is possible
B Good, professional manual (although no mention of Amstrad specifics)
B Supports a colour graph plotter as an output device
B You need CP/M expertise to get installed and going
B There is no way of joining points by a smoothed curve
it

NEXT MONTH
The guide continues next month

with these categories:

DATABASES, GRAPHICS, COMMUNICATIONS.. These will be
followed the

and

month

after

by surveys of

SPREADSHEETS,

UTILITIES,

EDUCATIONAL software.
Our

keep publishing the three parts of the guide
each month to include new products - but if
you would like to see a complete copy of the guide (bar the Accounts
and Comms sections), it's in issue one (cost of back issues:
intention is to

in rotation,

updating

it

£1.50).

Meanwhile

if you are aware of any significant omissions or
as published, please let us know. We intend to
as THE authoritative guide to PCW software.

errors in the File

maintain

it
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FOUR NEW STRATEGY
ADVENTURES
For You and Your

BOOKS TO HELP YOU GET
THE BEST FROM YOUR AMSTRAD

PCW

HOUR BASIC

30

By Clive Prigmore

FANTASY
QUEST

The Best Selling Beginners
Course.
150,000 copies sold
£7.95 post FREE

MERCHANT

HOUR WORD PROCESSING USING
THE AMSTRAD WORD PROCESSOR

15

MOUNTAIN
LEADER

By Anna Ruthven
£4.95 post FREE

15

SPECULATORS

HOUR WORD PROCESSING USING
WORDSTAR
By Anna Ruthven
FREE

£4.95 post

ONLY £9.95 EACH

Step by Step guides to effective Word Processing using
your Amstrad from Britain's leaders in home study.

CPC (Minehead) Ltd,

Order from any good bookshop, or by mall order from:

4 The Parade, Minehead, Somerset.

NATIONAL EXTENSION COLLEGE

TA24 5UF

18 Brooklands Avenue, Cambridge,
Tel: 0223 316644

Tel: (0643) 4851

MICRO MAIL
SAGESOFT

AMSTRAD
CPC6128 Colour
CPC61 28 Green
PCW8256
PCW8512
RS232 for 464/664/6128
RS232 for PCW 8256/851

DMP2000
SSA1 Speech Synthesiser

MP2 Modulator
JY2 Joystick

Modem
PCW8256 Modem & Sage Software
CF2 3"Discs

RRP

OUR PRICE

£399
£299
£459
£574

£379
£284
£439
£549

£49.95
£69.95
£159.95
£29.95
£29.95
£14.50
£136.85
£189.95

£44.95
£59.95
£149.95
£26.95
£26.95
£12.50
£126.00
£172.00

each

Box of 10

£3.99

£37.50
Box of 10
£55.00
£84.95
£149.95

each

CF200 3"Discs

£5.99

FDI 2nd Disc Drive
DDI Disc Drive

£89.95
£159.95

AMSTRAD CPC61 28/PCW 8256/
PCW 851 2 SOFTWARE
Personal Assistant
Pocket Wordstar
(Please state whether
for 6128 or 8256)

£94.95
£99.95

Fiexifile/Flexiwrite

£49.95
£49.95
£19.95

Supercalc 2

3D Clock Chess

Touch 'n' Go
Mastercalc128
Pyradev
Protext

Promerge
Prospell

ALL LESS 10%

SHOWROOM NOW OPEN
72 8000 PLUS

£24.95
£34.95
£29.95
£26.95
£24.95
£24.95

Pop. Accounts
Pop. Accounts/
Payroll

Pop. Accounts
Plus
Payroll

Invoicing/Stock
Control

Database
Chit Chat E-Mail
Chit Chat
Viewdata
Magic Filer
Retrieve

Accounts
Super Combo

"C"

Keyboard Tutor
Pocket Cash
Trader
Masterfilell
Microfile/

FENNEL STREET

MANCHESTER M4 3DU
TEL: 061-834 5780

CAMSOFT
Stock Control

£99.99

£149.95

L

£149.95
£69.95

1

£69.95
£69.95
£69.95

Database
PSIS Stock,

Inv.

& Sales
PSIL Stock,

Inv.,

Sales, Pur,

L

£24.95
£99.95
£33.00

Microword

£49.95
£19.95
Hitch Hikers' Guide
£28.95

Bridge Player

£99.95

Nom

Cardbox
Scratchpad Plus
Brainstorm

Touch 'N' Go
Smartkey

10%

£39.95
£39.95
£39.95

£49.95
£49.95
£49.95
£49.95

£149.95

CAXTON

E
S
S

£69.95
£69.95
£69.95

£199.95

Payroll
Invoicing

A

HISOFT
Pascal 80
Devpac 80

53

CB2 2HN

£99.99
£69.95
£49.95
£24.95
£49.95

DIGITAL RESEARCH

DRDraw
DR Graph
Basic Compiler
Pascal MT+

£49.95
£49.95
£49.95
£49.95

Printer Extension

Cable 8256/8512
Covers
8256/8512 set
6128 set
464 set
256K Expansion
kit for 8256

£12.95
£12.95
£12.95
£12.95
£49.95

to the galaxy

ALL DISC GAMES LESS 10% OFF RRP.
JUST SEND YOUR CHEQUE OR P.O. WITH A NOTE STATING
WHICH TITLE YOU WANT. LESS 10%.
Post and Packing: FREE. ALL Computers ADD £6 for value UN DER £250
All

payments cheque or P.O.

to: I.M.

ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF VAT.

PRIESTLEY.

ij&

"THE VILLAGE"

OPERATORS DO IT^j

HOUSE OFCOMPUTERS

i

m

r-Vi'VKtX'

THE Amstrad Specialist in Kent
AMSTRAD PC1512/IBM COMPATIBLE

stock NOW - Plus
Full range of Software - Ring for details
All

Models

in

DISCOUNT AMSTRAD PCW SOFTWARE
PRICE

PRICE

Accounts
Invoicing
Payroll

Acc.

+

lnv

Ace.

+

Inv.

+

Payroll

Chit Chat E.Mail

38*5
6*95
Wfl5
U8r?5
19*95
6*9?

84.95
59.95
59.95
129.95
169.95
59.95
59.95
84.95
59.95
59.95

6ft95
SfcS5

ChitChatView

Combo

Chit Chat

OUR

RRP

OUR

RRP

SAGE

6*95

Retrieve

6*95

MagicFilec

DIGITAL

RESEARCH

DrGraph

4*95

DrDraw

4*95

C Basic

4*9S
4*95

Pascal

43.95
43.95
43.96
43.95

IANSYST

Payroll

9*95

Nucleus

S*95

Intertacer

6*95

Sales Ledger

£fr95

Purchase Ledger

6*95
6*95
6*95

Invoicing

Nom.Ledger
StockCont

Tasword8000

Prospell

Money Manager

Batman

Brainstorm

Scratchpad

2*95

26.95

1*9S

1*95
1*95
1*95
2*95
2*95
1*95
1*95

12.95
21.95
12.95
12.95
11.95
12.95
25.95
25.95
17.95
17.95

18*95
4*95

179.95
42.95

J4r95

Lordof Rings

U£S

Blackstar

SASAttack
Bridge Player
II Chess
BallyHoo

Cyruss

Spell Breaker

Tomahawk
Jewels of Darkness

COMPACT

Accounts

Daybook

24.95
19.95
39.95
39.95
57.95
79.95
79.95

CAXTON
Touch 'n'Go

Cardbox
Condor

PCW GAMES

21.95

2*95

ASP

21.95

24r95

lankeys

2*95

2439
4*95
4*95

TASMAN

Smartkey

ARNOR

6*95

84.95
84.95
56.95
56.95
56.95
56.95
56.95
56.95

6*98
9*95
9*95

NEWSTAR
6*95

Neword
Cracker

4*95

64.95
47.95

14*95
4*95

129.95
43.95

U*95

114.95

4*95

43.95

MAP
Accounts
Payroll

ASHTON TATE
D Base
AMSOFT
Supercalc2
EDUCATION PCW
II

3

1*95
1*95
1*95

French Mistress

GermanMaster
Spanish Tutor

OK?

-"

fhe co
solution to the.
..

-"

'..:•'

'.'

16.95
16.95
16.95

il_L_L_''

'

Stii

/

'

OVEHSME km

TRAINING COURSES NOW AVAILABLE
ON ALL SOFTWARE & HARDWARE. RING FOR DETAILS
Mail Order welcome. Orders over

ACCESS & VISA WELCOME. Up

to

£50

carriage free, under

£50

£1 ,000 instant credit (A.P.R. 31 .3%) - Subject

87 Beckanham Lam, ShortJands. Bromley, Kant BR2

\1':< Cor.way Street.
iv-ksnhesd W:rraiL4i SiB

-C SSSJt C6S««i>

add £1.50
..'.=,.-

..'->:•.?.>;". :..;>:; :.;;'

to status

0DN Tal: 01-460

::!

OlS

;

S
l

:

.
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PCW 825618512 COMMUNICATIONS
PRESTEL, TELECOM GOLD, BULLETIN BOARDS, EVEN TELEX FACILITIES ALL FROM YOUR

OWN DESK

THE DATAPHONE MODEM £59.95
VAT&P&P
+

AUTO DIAL direct from the PCW keyboard, AUTO ANSWER allows the modem to
be accessed remotely, Complete with MAINS POWER SUPPLY, Telephone plug
and RS232 type "D" connector, 300/300, 1200/75 7571200 BAUD RATES, CCITT V21 &
V23, BELL 103 & 202, Fully SOFTWARE controllable, PROHIBITED from direct
connection to public telecomms systems. Action may be taken against anyone so
ALSO AVAILABLE - PLEASE PHONE
connecting it, APPROVED

MODEMS

THE RS232 INTERFACE £49.95VAT&P&P
+

PCW

8256/8512 with the
directly onto the back of the
full RS232 SERIAL port on industry standard "D" type
following features:
connector, CENTRONICS type PARALLEL port on PCB edge connector, Equivalent
to CPS8256. Can be used to drive PRINTERS etc.

An interface that plugs

A

To DATAPHONE LTD
92 The Plain, Epping, Essex CM16 6TW
Telephone (0378) 78047
please send me:

THE KIWICHAT SOFTWARE £39.95
VAT&P&P —
TERMINAL
+
emulation software with the following features: VT62/Z1 9 terminal
with 30 line 90 character screen for TELECOM GOLD, BULLETIN BOARDS etc.

menu selectable Baud rates Special DATAPHONE menu, EASY filing of
DATA, PRESTEI/VTEWDATA emulation with full block graphics, solid or
separated; double height chars. SPLIT SCREEN on PRESTEL allows consecutive

—

(Qty)

DATAPHONE modems

@

(Qty)

RS232

Interfaces

8£60.89*

(Qty)

KIWICHAT discs

8£48.24*

OR

Fully

viewing of index

& pages.

£74.69*

(Qty)

DATAPHONE Packages

•Inclusive VAT
I

9£1 72.33*

&P&P

enclose a cheque to the value off

ACCESS No
Name
or

THE PACKAGE £149.85
12

+ vatpostfree

MONTHS GUARANTEE for registered users. MONEY RETURNED
Supplied DIRECT from BRITISH MANUFACTURER

if not satisfied.

—

—

Address

-PostCode-

(PleaBe Print)
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Buy

it

from us and you 'II

also receive a

tempting gift worth over £8!

OFFER!
gift

LocoSpell

is

here at

last,

the long-awaited speil-checker

i

r,tS>»^«^?*£*"

from Locomotive Software, authors of LocoScript.
Operating from within LocoScript, the program allows
you to spot all your typing errors and spelling mistakes
before you've even had to save your document!
In fact the program does more than spot errors

- it

offers a

list of suggestions of the word you really intended
to type allowing virtually instant correction.

The software package comes with two separate
dictionaries - a 32,000 word version for super-fast check
or a massive 77,000 word dictionary. And you can create
further dictionaries containing specialist words and names

Loco^p^"

'

^.aOS
C14.95 .
1

discsdiscs

which you use regularly.
The program package costs £39.95, but if you order
from us using the form overleaf you can also select one of
three fantastic gifts worth £8-15! It's got to be the best
way of buying one of the year's most significant releases.

GIFT*

* deSJ ^demands <* "essed

INFOCOM
ADVENTURES
SAVE OVER £8!!

ckon you can divide game players in
ho have played Hitch-hikers Guide to
se who haven't. If you're in the second
camp you haven't lived.
The game is phenomenal, there's no two ways abou*
:

There are no

graphics, no chasing around after little
blobs. Just a combination of the brilliant wit and

imagination of Douglas

'

g

Adams with the renowned

programming sophistication of Infocom.
All you do is type verbal commands into the computer
response to the events it describes on screen. But after
you've been playing for a bit you'll be convinced your
machine is alive - the atmosphere it creates is that

in

convincing.
It's

the

same with

and ingenuity are

in

all Infocom games. Their depth, power
a different league to most other

adventures.
All the titles comes superbly packaged -for example,
Hitch-hikers includes a pair of panic glasses and, of all things,
a ball of fluff, as well as some very entertaining
documentation. The four leading titles have a recommended
(and fully justified) shop price of £24.95 plus VAT (that's
£28.70). So our offer of them at just £19.95 is an absolute
bargain.

Try one and

you'll discover

potential for your

8000 PLUS

a whole

new world

of

PCW.

SPECIAL OFFERS
SPECIAL OFFERS
rsn

^^

^^ mvfixipmmomcit).
nnnr iirrrt him iMt *lf.tit

Batma"
me Batm

.,
,me

—P

e^rkaWeOc

fun-iov^S

«nc^Bat^r
.«

jUNIFACE
way

Here's an add-on which gives you a really powerful
of expanding your 8256.

It's

an interface which

fits

into

the space for a second three-inch drive but which allows
you to connect to a five-inch drive. For example, any

BBC

drive used with the

micro can plug straight into the

interface.

This offers the immediate advantage of far cheaper disc
costs

- you can save over £2 per

come

interface

disc!

And with the

three software routines which allow easier

formatting of discs and copying of files

in

both

A and

B

drives.

produced by Silicon Systems, comes with
clear fitting instructions, but you will need to remove the
back of your 8256 to do this.
We're offering Uniface either by itself for just £49.95 or

The

interface,

together with a high-quality 80-track double-sided drive
for £199.95. The latter package contains all you need for a

complete upgrade, bar the mains plug for the drive. The
drive will format discs to 720K, making it identical in
operation to the 85 2 second drive. And the price
compares very favourably with other upgrades.
1

interface just £49.95

Packaged with 720K 5" drive just £199.95

HOW TO ORDER
Just

fill

in

the form overleaf

ZORK»

ZORK"
ZORK-"

,r

SORCEROR

these
any of

tfocom

sTARCROSS

titles fc
SEASTALKER
,,

HITCH-HIKER'S GUIDE TO THE GALAXY

These

The world's greatest, wittiest, wackiest adventure game. You take
on the famous role of Arthur Dent who only stays alive by

(th

1

ENCHANTER
E

99 5 + VAi

P^™^; buying th«rr

atstt2.9S).By

equ

,

discovering ingenious solutions to problems such as that posed by
the terrifying Bugblatter Beast, a creature so stupid it thinks that if

you

can't see

it, it

can't see you.

Can you work out what do with a

pile

to understand Vagan poetry? Can you
of intelligence?

Can you learn
door a sign

of junk mail?

show an

obstinate

A game to delight you for months.

WISHBRINGER

BATMAN
Only

£9.95

- save £5

A stunningly atmospheric game in the Infocom fantasy tradition. The
game starts with you, the

postman of Festeron, discovering
Shoppe has been
stolen. Your only help in solving what rapidly becomes a dark
mystery is Wishbringer, a small stone bestowing seven special
village

that a cat belonging to the keeper of the Magicke

powers.

Although

this

program

is

inexperienced adventurers,

intended to appeal to relatively
also has masses to offer the expert.

it

SPEIXBREAKER
This

is

a sequel to Wishbringer and

"expert level" which for you and
well as the challenge of tackling

is

described by Infocom as

me means "nigh

wicked

potential for casting various spells, a

puzzles,

impossible"!

As

you have the

power you'll need

if

you're to

survive.

Holy smoke, this offer is HOT! The best arcade game yet
to appear on the PCW machines and you can have it for
under a tenner.
Batman is superb— the game's challenge, sophistication
and sheer high quality belies its comic strip roots. Until
you've seen it onscreen you simply won't believe what
your PCW is capable of graphically.
The idea is to expfore a vast network of rooms in
search of various objects required to assemble your
Bat mobile. But numerous devious puzzles and opponents
are put in your way, so much so that you hardly have
time to admire the astounding animation and detailed

background scenery.
It may not be useful, but it's certainly great fun and a
bargain even at the normal asking price.

BALLYHOO
A brilliantly original scenario in this one.

It's

set in a strange, rather

seedy circus where the owner's daughter has been kidnapped. You
have to discover whodunnit, a quest that will have you stuck in the
lion's cage,

trying to climb over the Fat Lady and holding a bizarre

conversation with a midget.

8000 PLUS

8000 PLUS ORDER

Use
tions

this

form

to

SPECIAL OFFERS
SPECIAL OFFERS
SPECIAL OFFERS'

FORM

order subscrip-

and special offers (see
and following

previous pages

page). Just tick the items you wish
to order.

COMPUTER

D LOCOSPELL OFFER £39.95
Please

D

one of these free gifts

tick

Two

Batman

Blank Disks

Only

BATMAN OFFER

Ballyhoo £19.95

The following

titles

Zork 1
Enchanter

UNIFACE by

Sorceror

£49.95
5" 80-track drive £1 99.95
itself

processor at

M Just
on

fill

left

in

the form

of page

word

processing?

boggling scores.

can take on the computer, and you can set the program's

from super-fast to super-smart. There are plenty of
facility to watch the program

other options, including the

£17.95

'think'.
If you bought your
you waiting for?

SCRABBLE £12.95
DK'tr'nics

the

The full Scrabble board is displayed on screen with all
the squares in their usual places. More than one player
level

TOMAHAWK

is

has arrived

vocabulary, plays a very

Suspended
Deadline

Planetfall

this

Be warned, the program, backed up by a huge built-in
mean game. It knows all the rules
and will use every trick in the book to build up mind-

Zork 3

Seastalker

Starcross

with

each

at £16.95

Zork 2

D

all,

The much-loved, much-played word game

on the PCW courtesy of Leisure Genius, and presents
you with a new challenge: Can you beat your word-

Spellbreaker £19.95

D

TO
ORDER

-save £2!

Writers, wordsmiths, LocoScript users
program you've been waiting for.

Guide £1 9.95

Wishbringer £19.95

D

£12.95

£9.95

INFOCOM GAMES OFFER
Hitch-hikers

HOW

SCRABBLE

Mastering the 8256/8512

PCW for word

processing,

what are

SOUND UNIT £34.95

FONTGEM

£16.95

BINDER £4.95

BACK ISSUES £1.50 ea
Issue

TOMAHAWK

Issue 2

1

12-mth.SUB.£1 7.95

(inc binder)

Only £17.95 -save £2!

Value of total order
(inc.

subscription

you've seen the review in this issue you probably won't
need further persuasion over the quality of this program.

if applicable)

If

Payment is by (please circle)
Cheque • PO • Access • Visa
Make payable

to

FUTURE PUBLISHING

It's a superb buy both as an impressively life-like
simulator and a challenging piece of entertainment.

LTD.

Try

it

and be amazed at what your

Offer closes

December

PCW

is

capable

of.

16th, 1986.

Your credit card number is

Expiry date

FONTGEM

Name

Only £16.95 -save £3!

Address

A gorgeous
your

little

program,

this.

It'll

refresh the parts of

PCW printer other software cannot reach.

With FontGem from Gemini, EIGHT new, radically
different typefaces become available for your machine.
And each of them has its own distinctive, professional

This is Business 1 font
This is Business E font
This is Business 3 Font

appeal.

Post code

Send this form plus payment to
SPECIAL OFFERS • 8000 PLUS
SOMERTON • SOMERSET- TA11 5AH

If you want your printed output to look a bit different
from all the other LocoScripted letters around, FontGem
is what you need. It's compatible both with LocoScript
files and those produced by CP/M software. Once
installed, you can just use your word-processor in the
normal way - but with exciting results.
Great value at its full recommended retail price of
£19.95 - at just £16.95 it's another remarkable 8000 Plus

bargain.

This is Business k font
Tines

This
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The postbag picked, perused and published with timorous
the ed.
We thought last month's avalanche of mail was a fluke, but we've
been digging ourselves out again this month. Reaction continues to be
favourable (something to do with binning the protests). But joke,
we do enjoy reading your comments on any aspect of the 8000, this
magazine or the micro industry in general.
Please join the contributors to these pages by giving us your
opinions, or try us out with any questions or problems you have - so
long as they might be of interest to others we'll do our best to print
answers in the magazine (but no personal replies, I'm afraid). The
address to write to is:
PostScript, 8000 Plus, The Old Barn, Somerton, Somerset TAI 5AH

Is there any chance you might
produce a simple programme listing
which would enable me to catalogue

I

my

collection of about 400 L.P.s and

access

it?

Or do

I

have to buy a data-

base?

Felix Davies

Darlington,

No and

I

comments from

happy to use books for his limited
However, am not sure
whether my requirements can be
met by Spreadsheet Programme or
whether require a more
sophisticated Accounts Programme.
accounts.

I

I

Keith Potter

Co Durham

Bex ley heath, Kent
You don 't mention how many books
you may stock at any time, but

Yes.

assuming the

Closing the gap
Firstly

may thank you
I

your

the cultural oasis on the shelves of

Mr

newsagent shop.
one annoying
thing to mention about LocoScript at
the moment and this may not even
I

Next,

just a brief

word about the

manual:

Patel's little

Aaaaarrrrghhh!!!

When

called,

it

set values for

length

(3),

kindly offers you pre-

form length

If, as
do, you
use continuous stationery and select
on the menu the values are
I

this

instantly

length

changed for you; form

now becomes 66 and gap

length S. Which would be a very nice
time saving feature, if only it worked
properly. For hours tried getting it
to print out a document, only to find
I

precious

I

am

thinking of buying a

want to

have to leave LocoScript to use
there one on the market?
I

it.

Is

eagerly await the next issue of

8000

Plus.

London

W

this right?

my amazement
Or am

incredibly dense?

78 8000

I

being

Whatever the

PLUS

CalcStar.

it

Cheaper alternatives that you could
2 and Pocket

keep track of book sales. At present,
have been using the PCW8256 for
about
months as a Word
I

1

Processor and it has assisted me
connection with by duties as
Secretary of a small group.
to

of

sell

a

our ways of

raising

in

money

number of books and

it

I

I

your paper feeding
problem is due to the form length
you've set in your document. The
It

's

possible

values in the printer option

menu

and in the document have to match.
I hope this month 's review of
spelling checkers

is

of use to you.

need something that

will

incorporate

the following headings:
1.

Title

3.

Unit Sale Price
Unit Purchase Price

4.

No

5.

No. Sold

2.

Purchased

Stock
Value of Sales
8. Value of Stock
The idea would be that having
input factors 1-3, by amending 4-6
during the course of the year, it
would be possible to obtain figures 6
6.

7.

I

Is

also consider Supercalc

is

words slowly getting
away from the

values. And, to
worked.

Sales
You might be able to advise whether
the Scratchpad could assist me to

would be very useful if could place
these records on a computer file.

1

further and further

top of the page. In desperation
returned to the menu and reselected
continuous stationery, but this time
reset the form length and gap value
back to their original single sheet

big

a

spreadsheet such as Scratchpad.

One
Kevin Hardy

in

Bookkeeping Book

gap

(70),

and high quality print on

single sheet stationery.

Finally,

spollingg chicker, but don't

number is not too

you could easily store them

would appreciate some

can think of only

be the software's fault but could
easily be my own stupidity. It lies
with the printer's option menu.

my

I

sympathy.

A veritable elixir

excellent magazine.
in

reason,

for

Disc-based data
Congratulations on a very good
magazine. As a complete newcomer
to the world of computers I'm fed up
struggling through magazines, of

which there are more than enough,
in order to find one or two features
which refer to the PCW 8256.

&7.
At

this stage do not require full
accounting on the computer as this is
done by the Treasurer, who is quite
I

COULP OfJU-r. AFFO&P T^Er
cHeAP exTeH^ioM memory"

POSTSCRIPT
Indexing LocoScript

have you advance news of something

Would be correct in thinking that if
have created a document in
LocoScript then cannot utilise
another word processor programme
to work on that document? Similarly

to come?

A good deal

I

Aztec Comsoft of Reading was
saviour.

I

I

programme?

applying an indexing

Hoping you can furnish some
suggestions; 8000 Plus

definitely the

is

what you want
is serious applications to Amstrad and
thefiddly-twiddly bits thrown in.
best magazine

about

if

L Weatherill
Wincanton, Somerset

have just finished looking through
your new magazine and have
already benefited from one of the
articles in it. Within half an hour of
reading the article by Ben Taylor
had my CAMSOFT PSPN Accounting
system Autoload.

There are very few technical drawing
packages available for the PCW, or
indeed any CP/M micro, but one you
might like to consider is Microdraft
from Timatic Systems.

am

business,

If

you have version 1.0 of Locoscript
you can 't load text files from it

then

into another word processor. From
version 1.2 on, however, you can
produce an ASCII file (one which
doesn 't use Locoscript s 'codings
This type of file can then be read into
most other word processors for
further work.
Indexing can be done with a
').

Locoscript

'straight'

to set up a small

statements

etc. However it soon
occurred to me that with all the
accounting software on the market,

to

magazine that have read cover to
cover and understood.
bought a 'Joyce' about a year ago,

doing the accounts

that

I

as

an alternative to a portable

typewriter, and apart from a few
crashes whilst printing

I've

when

had very

it

great deal of lengthy questionnaireprocessing. Particularly important

be the number of fields possible
(probably between sixty and seventy)
in

of characters

each record.

a

was

individual field's length as
possible,

but the detail

on each questionnaire

much

am

I

is

as

asking for

underclothes and strapped to an

to type on

them and have

The tab stops here

to resort

my

old manual portable,

which sees a

bit daft.

Stops, permutating every reasonable

there

Is

anything to be done or

is it

just

I

luck

on

my

part?

'Joyce'

is still

in

Ethiopia awaiting

return later this

Wordstar

-

Paul

use

A Ryan

Norwich

is

sold for listings

is

second problem

Many

new

pertinent and practical information

for people like

Or a

that the

Is

,

the

are adequate.

there anything on the market, or

1

5'T'0'

as

to set 3 tab

the trick

Program.

can set tabs

in

Locoscript but so

I

Rex Hibbard
Tunbridge Wells, Kent
The commands you give will work in
CP/M, but Mallard BASIC traps tabs
and expands them to the equivalent
number of space characters. If you
want to use your technique in
BASIC, you must give the command

OPTION NOT TAB first.

me who

have recently

A PCW for the

I

handicapped

am

very pleased with Joyce's
performance and probably like

work as adviser on electronic aids to
most organisations concerned with
disability. Essentially it is working at

many

order to discover

lines of

0T

key should execute the
or Basic and that

one.

I

others had never even touched a

and symbol

to

must admit defeat in CP/M.
Please martial your boffins on this

dump are

computer before. However, find
myself thrown in the deep end in

Something on the

line lock facilities

storage

a Basic

far

around 70gsm). The
easily solved. The

Ordinary graphics packages, even
with

1

in CP/M
LPRINT CHR$(9) should do

is

RoboStick package on the Apple.

plotter.

TAB

tabs

in

I

engineering drawing, output to a

should be entered

T'ESC'DT'5'T'

succumbed to the charm of the PCW
8256. In general, must admit that

am looking for a
handle two dimension

have an 8256 and

like

magazine. Something
was desperately needed

of this calibre

subscriber.

would

congratulations for the

contain as high a proportion of

then you have at least one steady

I

EXTRA +PTR.

excellent

future issues

little effect.

a Printer Definition File to

stops at intervals of 5 columns, and

really a function

keys you press for a screen

in

I

labels,

complete

rolls

Letters but not
envelopes

Drawing conclusions

package to

it

to

command
You could use self-adhesive
which you can buy on

with tractor-feed perforations.

horrible!)

all

be executed by the SETLST
command. assume that the

my

month (this having
DEC Rainbow using

27 of the

8256,

I

I

command on page
CP/M manual for the PCW

variation of the

hard

1024 characters long.

I

have spent hours trying to set Tab

I

to using

of the printer. It's not really designed
for heavyweight paper (most paper

of record you're
Condor, from

If

rate

electric iron!

I

Caxton Software, and Delta, available
from NewStar. Condor, for instance,
can handle up to 127 fields per
record, and each record can be up to

the magazine.

package that can

My wife would probably be happier,
too, if I spent more time in my

new company who specialised in

favourite envelopes into the printer

dump

no matter what combination of keys
pressed, including ALT+ P. assume
that this is a hardware problem and
have not been able to check it as my

Your first problem

There are several databases which

like

stripped

David Hearn
Reading

ball-point.

considering, including

I

I

deal with the oddity of Zero Vat
on MOT Tests, and a happy wife
whose work is cut in half.

David Brown
Great Missenden, Bucks

Kent

can handle the size

flexible accounts

PCW for

I

quite

Andy Hiseman

Heme Bay,

totally unable to get a screen

been typed on a

Any suggestions?

extensive.

.

the business use of the Amstrad.

annoying task when printing a long
official document and also halving my
typing speed from 2 to fingers! The
second problem is that have been

realise that

I

always advisable to restrict each

it is

use the

trials

1

will

allowed

I

I

using any paper heavier

grammes

maybe could

book about the

static electricity

my underclothes and earthed
myself to an electric iron), 5 " drive, a

could write a
and tribulations
of finding the right software and
hardware and then getting it set up
and running.
It never occured to me to go to a
computer specialist, (I thought they
would laugh) until saw an advert for

I

I

number

I

my PCW 8256 to

Thank you so much for producing a
really good magazine for noncomputer literate wallies, like myself;
your 8000 Plus is the first computer

I

spare-time business that will involve a

and the

by

do the "paper

wife's help in the

necessary for me to keep my finger
on the bail bar to stop the paper
from slipping, this being a very

In search of the big
record

am attempting

as well as fixing cars

bought

To avoid

Firstly

Plus.

I

1

I

help with letter writing, producing

than about 90

I

and

also have to

one

disappointment of not buying an 85
turned to pleasure when tried and
then bought a BOX 5 " 750K Disc
Drive (The money I've saved on
discs!).
now have an excellent
accounting computing system with
extra memory, (installed by myself.

Paperweights

few problems, bar 2 major ones.
Both of these concern the printer.

using

file,

Ansibleindex, reviewed in last

month's 8000

I

evening.

loose on

accounting packages must be keen.
So in the end, the initial

a partner in a garage repair

work" with my

I

Farnham, Surrey

my

that lets a dirty

PCW's in their posh
showrooms to try different

I

I

Any firm

motor mechanic

of their

I

day

Nicholas Rial

scruffy

I

I

its

I

the very forefront of technology and

looming and

mammoth capabilities.
One point you may notice from
this letter is that can't fit my

disability

"ACCOpPlrJO TO THg

by applying electronic

aids

to improve independence and quality

CO^APiATep. \AJe HAV6r4'T
p/MP <?ia(2 euecTp-iciT^ fciuu

.,

of

life.

There

is

no doubt that computer

8000 PLUS 79
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PCW 8256 and PCW 85

technology, especially, can help
disabled people enjoy

more -

life

With regard to the

even contribute - in a variety of
ways. For some years have been
recommending - and arranging
I

funding for

- equipment

Apple,

like

Acorn, Research Machine, IBM and
others - but head and shoulders
above all of these, certainly in terms
of value for money, is the Amstrad
PCW 8256 and especially, PCW 85 2.
have arranged funding for many of
these severely disabled people and
organisations who work with them.
Roger Jefcoate
1

I

Mursley, Bucks
The 8000s are

certainly good value

yet. Unless you

introduction for non-computer

cover and

in

a professional

at

all).

Locoscripting the text has been
extremely well received. For my
part, however, consider that Mr
Williams' remarks have been backed
up by quoting out of context and
even worse, by misquoting. He is
entitled to his own opinions but he
should be honest in what is put into

(iii)

To ensure

ideas

that

required.
several.

mentioned

in his

't

really

aids to the disabled

know differently.....

and also that mine

is

refer to Simon Williams rather
damning remarks in 'Tome Sweet
Tome' (November issue) on my
work in 'A Practical Reference Guide
to Word Processing on the Amstrad
I

In fact

the

as

be

discs will

wrong

am

word used

is

impression.

initial feeling

why he is so bemused on the
statement published in his fourth
paragraph. have put this to a few
people and c/)e/all seem to
understand it!

technical. If a

F.A.Wilson

NW9

London

an

Mr

(ii) The words 'for some time' have
been omitted. These were added to

point.

Wilson seems to have taken this
review as a personal attack. In fact,
like any review in 8000 Plus (which is
not just for 'professional' readers), it
is addressed at a particular product.

processing need guidance so that they

A

home use are only a starting
Newcomers to word

do not buy

far

too many

discs,

of which will never be used.
of his cynical remarks,

my

I

still

The only quotation in the review is
an example of the style of writing in
the book. If, as Mr Wilson maintains,
the book is intended for the
beginner, then this reinforces my

rather puzzled as to

I

overall guess.

for

anywhere. I still differ with Mr
Wilson on the number of discs a
beginner will require, but this was
only an example in a necessarily short

some

book

is

part text, part

title

and the comments on
and paper fall squarely into the

latter category.

remarks to be reasonable. (Note
book is written mainly as an

it.

work

were

pleased to find that

find

bought my Amstrad about four
months ago and struggled nightly to
I

get to grips with Locoscript.

much

I

think

so was
able to arrange a "Training Day" on
LocoScript for the eight people who
also have the machine and all live in
that

our

I

succeeded, so

I

village.

Everyone, unbelievably, turned up

been supplied, together with copies
of LocoScript. Over a cup of coffee
and introductions the machines were
set up and loaded. We were ready,
with the technology, to go where no
man in Bollington had been before.
The way forward was to study at
length the f numbers starting with
the Disc Management Screen. Then
the Editing Text Screen and ending
with the Printer Control State. Our
grateful thanks must go to that very
helpful and clear publication by

first

Clarity Guides.

Time

did not allow for elaborate

preparations, but

I

did have time to

make a list of all the 'f numbers with
no more than two lines to explain
each one of them. Each machine had
a list for reference and with the

added notes made during the day,
would be used later as a reminder.
have now produced a reverse index:
fl = change disc, and in alphabetical
I

time that

at our
problems with LocoScript are

just little learning experiences.

Our

one arrived when realised that
as the 'teacher' was the only
onewithout a machine and needed a
screen to look at. At last found the
solution using 'Screen dump' - Press
first

I

I

I

I

EXTRA then
copies of

all

press PTR.

that

I

now

had

was on the screen

as

we moved from one state to the
other.

Q^we^t

It is

-

us
"

iook<7

u*e

eveM T^e

ppiMTep* GoMe to *7i.eep"

not hard to imagine that

were

at different stages.

all

of

We

At any time we
would stop for further explanation or
arrived at a solution.

give time to allow

9.00am, with their machines, four in
all. Extension leads and tables had
on time at the Vicarage on Monday at

their

own

list

we

was

it

perfect.

disappointed!

It

mistake
of

1

We were not

wasn't until after

nearly four hours

work that my
hit

on the one

we were making

and

1

in

-

the program

discovered, then

plain sailing.

choice

Janet Whit head

purely preferential. Bold, for

had ever used the

disc, so we expected to have to
rewrite the programme several times

CP/M

confusion
listing.

was

all

example, can be found by pressing
and then the set key, OR the set key
then the grid key OR just typing it

Portsmouth

in.

calls

Lunch was provided by my wife,
bless her, we had - home made
Soup - Ploughman's lunch - Apple pie
and Custard - Coffee. Now this is

confusion doesn't arise again. Sorry!

We Ve had a lot of letters and phone
about this. We make sure this
'II

God

important,
'

we were all surprised

how hungry we were and enjoyed
the added luxury of a carton of red
wine kindly supplied by one of our
members. Lunch was in the dining

room and

after

of an hour

about three quarters
ready and

we were all

our machines.
The afternoon went well and with
an air of confidence, or was it the
wine?
willing to return to

We finished the numbers
(including f7) and started to play with

FIND. We ended by
producing a document had
prepared earlier. Typing was not
necessary as all the information cold
be found in either Blocks or Phrases.

EXCH and

Change disc=fl.
There is no doubt that,

order:
stage,

to

want to do with Locoscript there are
at least three ways of doing it. The
is

we

Wordcount, and
it was
written with the complete novice in
mind. It was the first programme we
had tried to list, indeed it was the

Once

Vicar and Expert of
this Parish

after buying the first issue,

set to

husband suddenly

Having re-read the review, I can
no hard and fast rules in it

that the

too

is

Wordcount timings

before

presentation,

In spite

consider

that the language

few people (or should
be several.^ understand it, so be

that

Soon

indicate clearly that the suggestions

A review reviewed

am quoted

I

third

everybody's requirements are
different

I

few more

Such a change deliberately

Finally

nobody takes the

computer magazine

review.

creates a

print.

it

For business

saying that a

I

(i)

it is open to
should be reviewed

people and therefore
question that

paragraph as a hard and fast rule as
he does, the book mentions that

for money, but they haven

been exploited as

2'.
1

title,

paper, these are entirely up to the

publisher and the idea of

members

i

The document was produced and

The

hour was used to
discuss software and to arrange
another most enjoyable day. Yes it
was good to talk LocoScript out of
one's system and have friends
speaking to you again and to realise
that not everyone likes talking about
last half

Vlu

I

r*t*-eO IT

V3 VO

computers.

John

War burton

LQvNLQ

Bollington, Macclesfield

to add

information or
experience to the others. This made
us suddenly realise that whatever you

all

present passed with flying colours.

bits of

It

reads like a fascinating day and

envy you the lunch.

I

In reviewing the Superwriter
wordprocessing program, you
mention that in installing the

program you are asked what printer
you are using. Until now, was under
I

I

80 8000

PLUS
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Taylor's article

was using an
Epson FX-85 or the rough equivalent.
You say in the article, however,
the impression that

that the

printer

question

in

Now

Epson LQ-1500.

is it

that

is

do you

mean

this?

PCW8256 outfit and

get

is its

listings,

1

1

magazines write for software users,
games players and the like,

wordprocessing software and computer (as
well as making a saving of about £800
on the original cost of the LQ- 500),
a monitor, disc drive,

teachers,

and ignore programmers. So

lets

compilers

printer.

etc.).

Charles Price

useful

(Pascal,

COBOL,

Fortran,

on the same theme, listings of
programs written in these
languages (esp. Pascal) would be
helpful and a welcome relief from the
Also,

Cornwall
1

if

you were

confused.

What we

to late for me. I've
no excuse, had not made a back-up
just

programmers seen to agree

is

an

await next months edition

in

I

and, because of that,

awful language anyway.
1

hope

that

by the

it

am

the

hiding in

the

LQ- 1 500 option from
SuperWriter print menu. You

are right in saying that the

PCW

is a rough equivalent for the
FX-85 (although the mechanism is
made by Seikosha).

printer

actually

Turtle

first.

Dumps

in

R Walker

How do you

obtain screen

school.

have

two

grateful users.

I

DD disc with

CF2

will neither load in

CPM

DISCKIT.

All

I

get

is....

DISC ERROR IN DRIVE B
TRACK -SECTOR #03
MISSING ADDRESS MARK-

We try to cover the complete
use in 8000 Plus,
spectrum of
and we're planning some extra

PCW

.

.

.

This error

is

within the directory.

Must give up and assume that it is
gone for ever, and if so, is it safe to
reuse the disk on new material, or is
I

on programming in the
coming months. From the letters
we've received, though, it is still a
minority interest among our readers.
features

now

there
raise

it's

a latent fault awaiting to

calamitous head?

seemingly endless pages of BASIC

1

David

more than 32K out

College Credits
I

am

a second year

computer

student at Napier College

studies

in

Edinburgh. At college we use Prime
9950 which come the end of term
gets overrun by assignments. In
order to avoid the usual chaos and
midnight sit-ins bought a computer
that could do my documentation
on, and at the same time run
languages

dumps

on the printer of drawings made
using the Logo disc? If you could fully
explain this in your reply, or in a
future issue of the magazine, you will

a

of back letters

It

1

C

of

The

ie Pascal,

Fortran, Cobol.

surprising thing

students not having a
that

it

only cost

languages.

me

The only

PCW8256

was

lot of

(as

money)

£570.00 including
criticism

McGettigan

Middlesex

We don know of a disc utility which
't

The Mallard BASIC language and any
programs you write in it have to sit
in the same 61 K of memory. Since
the language

You should be safe to reuse the
disc, however. If you 're worried

under 32K for your

about

programs.

it,

reformat the

copy the

disc,

contents of another disc onto it and
verify the copy, all using DISCKIT. If

Disc Disaster
On

recover data from a disc which

has.

about 30K long,

itself is

this leaves just

will

has a corrupted directory, as yours

the disc verifies correctly,

you should

have no further problems.

the subject of learning, Dr. Ben

have of

I

"not enough of the
ferrite stuff'. So bought an upgrade
for £25.00. The only thing need now
the

H

Glasgow

it?

Kilburn

I

my younger son's

it.

Sheffield

I

write to you on behalf of myself and

I

a teacher at

on

Locoscript nor copy
J

intended to convey was that you
should pick the

sitting

two months

meets the standards set

see

bewildering variety of language

bundled together with the

Sorry

Oct.

on "Avoiding Slipped Discs" came

which most experienced

included regularly reviews of the

1

all

PCW

programs using NEVADA COBOL,
believe it or not!). So many

you do, then
buyer

If

surely a prospective printer

should buy a

interest in the

use as a low cost home computer
can use for running programs
write as port of my degree study and
course work (alreadysmany useful

an

is

me who

touch of gentle sarcasm, or
really

Program Plus
My own

not able to recognise a

the wally,

in

I

is

I

I

Richard

Hugo

is

Cumbria

a larger capacity disk drive,

can wait

till

can afford

I

know about you
You can obtain a screen dump of a
Logo drawing by holding down

amazing.

[EXTRA] and pressing [PTR].

David

This

but

I

it.

I

which

don't

think

its

Livingston

most CP/M programs as well. There
is no documented way of obtaining a
print out using a Logo command,

Yep,

am

assist

looking for a

me

programme

to

to prepare kitchen

quotations quicker and

more

accurately.

too.

As Mallard

Booster?
Basic

is,

to

intents and

all

purposes, compatable with
Microsoft's MBasic, will

Mallard Basic?

If

not

is

work with

there a

for Mallard?

I

I

programme up

for

me?

A Mackmurdie

W

Editor

in

capicty

I

am

in

additional changes via

charge of

got to London just

ago.

Not only that

j

I've

new

ROM

which can hold our special characters.
your orientation, there is
quite a few of them - e,r,t,s,z,cn with
a 'hook' and some others with

Just for

Rann

compiler won 't look at a Mallard
program. We don 't know of any
compiler on the market which will
compile a Mallard BASIC program.

in

Cracker or CalcStar.

PCW8256,

how we

I

or even patent

can't think of other reason

I

of

Stefan Ry bar

Prague
Czechoslovakia

countries like Yugoslavia, Poland,
Bulgaria or Czechoslavakia as

European you can't then take
Amstrad's claim too literaly. No
wonder and certainly no offence. So
asked Amstrad in registered mail for
advice or eventually for possible

I

changes which are

absolutely vital for using

Amstrad

should handle the situation

here with the aim of fair evaluation of
PCW and also fair advice to possible
customers around here.

list and
your existence.

their mailing

how know

we can do these

When

any

I

infringing a copyright

because

addresses within the Locoscript so

BASIC shortfall

seems ideally suited to a spreadsheet.
Have a look at SuperCalc 2, The

is

PCW which

computer with technical data. am
not aware whether such request is

New Star, so my name

As you may have noticed, the
user's manual for PCW claims that
you can write with it in any
European alphabet. Considering

BASCOM

request

I

a

Although Mallard BASIC is
compatible with the commands in
Microsoft BASIC, the internal
structure of the two languages is

my

includes inside layout of the

bought for

that's

and the

Essence of

Service Manual for

why Amstrad did not even reply.
myself this beautiful PCW8256 but
So please, let me know your point
visited an Amstrad Show as well.
of view and, if possible, some hints
There held many useful talks, among
appeared

totally different

accents.

two weeks

Wiltshire

Ascot
The kind of problem you describe

TV

I

record the unit description, price,
I

In this

them with

I

running total etc. am not concerned
about graphics.
Do try and find a ready made
programme, or buy a database and
try and produce what want myself,
or pay someone to write a

a

minutes every week where am
something as a host of the show. By
now we are even preparing an
educational serial of 20 parts, 30
minutes each. Serial will deal with
informatics and its education in our
secondary schools.
I

BASCOM

(the compiler for MBasic)

Compiler

would like to input the
kitchen group i.e. price range and
then just input the catalogue number.
Hopefully, the computer would then
Ideally

is

I

me

BASIC
Kitchen Calculations

profession

Educational Dept. of Czechoslovak

next to everything what concerns
computers and similar toys alike.
There is a special program of 30

though.

I

My
TV.

A Palmer

technique works in LocoScript and

there was no reply at all.
Our hardware experts here are
very sure they can arrange for some

Writing Czechs

Seems unlike Amstrad to miss the
opportunity of possible sales. There
should be no reason why special
characters can 't be built up by typing
the accent you require first, followed
by the letter to which you want it
added. Seepages 10 and 52 in the
LocoScript manual.

around here. Surprisingly enough

running BASIC on the
is

there any

way

of getting
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You can request further information from any of the advertisers
in this

MICRO MATHS, the

popular and proven 24-program
Level course, is the best. It attained the
highest overall mark ever awarded to an educational
software title in 8000 Plus.

issue simply by ticking the relevant boxes and then
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sending us this form.

MICRO MATHS takes
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UPGRADE FITTED

8256

PCW8512

VAT.mit

155.65 179.00

453.48 535.00

INTERFACES, LIGHT PENS. MUSIC SYSTEMS,
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lor prices.

PC1512HD10MM

699.00 804.00
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649.00 747.00 PC1512HD20CM
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UPGRADE

includes

full

easy to follow

fitting

and warranty, with

instructions

USA
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URGENT DELIVERY by

till
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Graphics add-ons
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0208 850176
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Simplifile
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66
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package
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books

database

and spreadsheets sideways

text

ROTATF. enables anything you can save in an ASCII
format to be rotated through 90°

user club

So you can now print sideways spreadsheets like
SuperCalc and Multiplan no more need to cut &
-

paste'.

PCW

Trinity

72
13

Business software suppliers

D
D

NEWSTAR
OVERBASE
PROTEUS COMPUTING
PYTHON MICRO

73

Suppliers of the 'Thingi'

D

R.S.C.

SAXON COMPUTING

also allows you to print in a variety
of fonts.

ROTATE only costs £21.70 plus p & p and VAT.

packages

NATIONAL EXTENSION COLLEGE

ROTATE

For your copy send £25.95 to:
Business Systems, 5? Queens Road. Hethersett.
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Publishers of training books
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D SBSDATA
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Logicom products
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Graphics software supplier
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Mail order items

*

INTEGRAL SPREADSHEET:

57
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VAST DATA HANDLING:

51

Mail order items

47

Ugrading your

Analysis of Variance (one * Nvo way), CN-Squa/ed

way

Up to

10

MulbLinea/ Regression, Correlation, Mean, Median, Max &

Min, Standard Deviation, Plotting, Histograms, T-tests, F-raHo,

Spearman, Wilcox on, Mann-Whitney & Others.
For data entry &

editing.

Allows labelling of rows, columns

and arithmetic functions.
2500 observations on PCW; 10000 observations on PC,.
Load or save al or part of data on Spreadsheet Merge
spreadsheets together.
Use data stored on databases and spreadsheets, e.g dBase.
70 page Manual, Telephone back-up support.
table, transformations

STORAGE OF DATA:
•ACCESS OTHER PROGRAMMES:

PCW

DOCEMENTATION:

AVAILABLE FOR.

70

Disk

67

Distributors of

Infocom

48

Hard disks
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utilities

for

Prices Include V.A.T. 1

82

Suppliers of Rotate

73

Mail order items

Also available

games

for

PIP
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a wide range of other microcomputers;
packages available - please enquire.

olher less comprehensive

'OXSTAT

will

be more adequate

tor all

but very targe scale

presentation of Oxstat

make it particularly attractive

Brown (Addenbrookes

Hospital, Cambridge),

to

those

clinical

studies

who know little

The Lancet, 26.7.86, p

"'Us

The ease of use and deal

of computing" Alyn Uorice, Morris

196.

Medstat Ltd
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When we

AMX Mouse to Amstrad CPC
We didn't claim was 'the best

introduced our

response was phenomenal.
The press said for us.

it

users the
input device

it

In fact it has received outstanding critical acclaim, and no wonder!
It has brought to Amstrad users the same freedom and versatility
which has up to now been the exclusive province of much more advanced
computers.
In fact it is no surprise that nearly all new 'State of the Art' computers
such as the latest Amstrad PC 1512 now come with a mouse as standard.
Proof, if proof were needed, that the mouse is here to say.
We have developed the AMX Mouse for the Amstrad Personal
Wordprocessor. It comes complete with a full graphic front end, as a
replacementtotheCPM disc Management System, providingyou with the
User friendly approach of a mouse environment and freeing you from the

complexities of

CPM

Plus.

Cataloguing, copying and running
programs are just some of the many
features available at the touch of a
button.

SFORINSTANTACCESS/VISAORDERSTELEPHONEf 0925)413 50 1/2/
PLEASE SEND ME POST FREE THE FOLLOWING AMX

memo

FOR THE CPC AMX MOUSE /INTERFACE, AMX ART, AMX CONTROL
INCL. VAT AND P&P
FOR THE 8256/8512 AMX MOUSE / INTERFACE, AMX DESKTOP
@ £79.95 EACH, INCL. VAT AND P&P

@ £69.95 EACH,

pad, address/

telephone directory and alarm clock
are also included.

The AMX Mouse for the Amstrad CPC
home computer is supplied with sophisticated Art
software, incorporating Windows, Icons, Menus and
Pointers and comes complete with an operating
system, enabling you to create a

your own programs.
isn't it time you trapped an

FREEPOST order form

I

ENCLOSE CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDER FOR £

OR DEBIT MY

H

ACCESS

OR J38T

VISA

(tick

as appropriate)

CARD NO

mouse environment in
EXPIRY DATE.

AMX

Mouse.

The following AMX Mouse packages are available:
Package A - For the Amstrad CPC 464/664/6128 includes, Mouse
and interface, AMX Art and AMX Control plus a fully illustrated operating
manual -£69.95
Package B - For the Amstrad PCW 8256/8512, includes Mouse
interface, AMX Desktop and operating manual - £79.95.
The AMS range of Mouse software for the CPC, includes AMX Utilities
£19.95 (Disc), AMX Pagemaker £49.95 (Disc), AMX 3D Zicon £24.95
(Disc) and for the PCW 'Stop Press' £49.95 is to be released shortly.
These superb packages are available from all good computer dealers
or direct, using the

MOUSE AMSTRAD PACKAGES

(Quantity)

Desk accessories such as a
calculator,

supplied.

ADVANCED MEMORY SYSTEM

LTD.,

SIGNATURE

_

NAME (Block Capitals

Please)

ADDRESS
_POSTCODE

IMAGINATION AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
SEND

TO:

ADVANCED MEMORY SYSTEMS LTD, FREEPOST, WARRINGTON WA4
TELEX 628672 AMS G

166/170 Wl LDERSPOOL CAUSEWAY,

1BR.

WARRINGTON WA6.6QA

CWA12

